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Lesson	Plans	for	Years	2-6	May	25-June	12		
	
	
Below	are	the	Home	Learning	Plans	for	Year	2	to	Year	6			
	
Please	follow	these	instructions	to	get	the	other	pdf	documents,	which	have	pictures	of	the	necessary	
textbooks,	referred	to	in	the	lessons	by	the	teachers	
	
Go	to	www.riceethiopia.com	
	
Parent	tab	
	
Resources		
	
+	May	25-June	12	
	
You	will	find	both	the	lesson	plans	and	all	the	subject	pdfs	necessary	for	each	subject	
	
	
We	suggest	that	children	use	Monday	May	25	to	do	their	Assessments	-		
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YEAR	2	Lesson	Plans	
	
Literacy	Lesson	Plans	for	Year	2	(5	hours	a	week)	
Teacher:	Wro.	Aida	aidadibaba@yahoo.com,	0911	820573	
	
Revision	Lesson	Plan	for	Year	2	Dated	May	25th	–	May	29th	2020	

Monday	May	25th	2020	

LO:	Connectives	and	descriptions	

Students	work	on	worksheet	Connectives	and	Descriptions	

Note:	Explain,	connectives	help	us	to	join	sentences	to	make	sense.	We	use	‘but’	if	we	have	two	opposite	things.	
Eg.[	I	like	mango,	but	I	don’t	like	watermelon.]		We	use	‘and’	if	we	talking	about	two	same	things.	Eg.	We	had	our	
dinner	and	we	washed	the	dishes.	Explain,	to	write	a	story,	we	need	to	have	a	character	and	describe	our	
character.	We	also	need	a	setting	where	the	story	took	place,	what	happened,	how	the	story	ended	happily	after	
solving	the	problem.	(Answer	for	attached	worksheet)	

1a.	and;	1b-	but;	1c-	because;	1d-	so																																							

E.g.	The	park	was	nice.		B.	There	was	a	little	river.	

Tuesday	May	26th	2020	

LO:	Plan	a	story	about	moving	to	a	new	school	

Students	work	on	worksheet	Story	Plan	and	fill	the	missing	spellings	in	the	gap	

Note:	(Answer	for	attached	worksheet)-(Check-begin	with	capital	letter,	full	stop,	comma,	sentence	making	
senses	and	clear	to	understand,	connectives-(and,	but,	because	if	used	correctly)	

Spelling	–	List	21	(own,	grow),		

List	22-	(flew,	chew),		

List	23-	(round,	count),		

List	24-	(brown,	town),		

List	25-	(coin,	join)		

Wednesday	May	27th	2020	

LO:	Instructions	

Students	work	on	a	worksheet	of	instructions	

Note:	Explain,	instruction	comes	in	two	ways,	and	should	be	clear:	we	do	as	we	are	told.	Bossy	words	are	used	to	
tell	us	what	to	do.	Eg	‘Go	out!,	Sit	Down!’	and	they	always	have	an	exclamation	mark	when	we	write	it.			Or	we	
follow	instructions.		

Eg.	How	to	make	something	–	‘How	to	Make	an	Egg	Sandwich’	Explain	–	we	need	a	‘You	will	need	list’	and	‘What	
to	do	list’	by	writing	numbered	instructions	using	time	words	like	‘Frist,	Then,	Next	and	Finally’			
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(Answer	for	attached	Worksheet)	

																																							How	to	Make	an	Egg	Sandwich	

What	you	will	need																																																												What	to	do	

2	eggs																																																														1.	First,	you	beat	the	eggs	in	a	small	bowl.	

Bread																																																															2.	Then,	Heat	a	little	oil	in	a	frying	pan	and	pour	the	eggs.	

	Oil																																																																								3.	Next,	cut	the	bread	in	half	and	put	in	the	fried	eggs	

Little	salt																																																												4.	Finally,	the	sandwich	is	ready	to	eat.		

2.	Don’t	walk	barefoot	around	the	pool!	(5)	

				Don’t	swim	immediately	after	a	meal	(3)	

				Take	a	shower!	Before	going	into	the	swimming	pool.(2)	

				Put	your	belongings	in	the	locker!	(1)	

				Don’t	swim!	In	the	deeper	area	of	the	pool.	(4)	

3.	draw	a	dragon’s	head	and	tail	on	the	green	card	

				cut	out	the	dragon’s	head	and	tail	

				glue	them	to	either	of	your	end	concertina	

Thursday	May	28th	2020	

LO:	Rhyming	Poem	

Students	work	on	worksheet	copy	from	Oxford	Cambridge	Primary	Student	Book	page	40,	41,	and	do	page	43	

Note:	Note:	Students	read	poems	about	everyday	life:	the	playground,	kicking	football.	Read	‘On	the	Playground’.	
Blend	and	divide	the	–ing	words.	(b-u-m-p-i-ng,	th-u-m-p-i-ng...)	Ask	them	how	does	all	these	word	end?	(-ing)	
Tell	them	the	poem	uses	rhyme	and	repetition.		(The	verbs	in	each	verse	rhyme	and	children	is	repeated	in	the	
three	verses.		

The	repetition	and	all	the	rhyming	verbs	give	a	picture	of	a	noisy	playground.	Read	‘My	Football	Counting	Rhyme’.	
Identify	and	explain	football	is	two	syllable	word	(foot/ball)	and	compound	word	is	made	up	of	two	smaller	words	
(foot/ball,	bath/room,	green/house.)		

Focus	on	long	vowel	sounds	/igh/-	‘y’,’ie’.’i’	eg.	right,	bye	oriental,	rice;	/oa/-	‘ow’,	‘o’,	‘o-e’	,’ough’,	‘oe’		eg.	know,	
roll,	enough		;	/oo/	-	‘ue’,	‘ew’	eg.	foot,	room.		

Friday	May	29th	2020	

LO:	Learn	new	spellings	and	practice	hand	writing		

Note:	Students	practices	their	spellings	’or’	and	hand	writing	and	read	their	favourite	story	book	

List	27	–	‘or’	words	

fork																																							for																																					corn	
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storm																																				pork																																		story	

horse																																				sport	

forty																																					Lord	

Revision	Lesson	Plan	for	Year	2	Dated	June	1st		–	June	5th	2020	

Monday	June	1st	2020	

LO:	Traditional	Stories	

Students	read	‘How	Bear	Lost	His	Tail’	from	Oxford	Cambridge	Primary	Student	Book	page	53-55	then	write	their	
own	version	of	the	story	from	Oxford	Cambridge	Primary	Student	Book	page	57	on	separate	sheet	of	paper.	

Note:	Tell	them	that	world	stories	are	traditional	stories,	often	from	hundreds	of	years	ago,	that	were	originally	
told	rather	than	written	down.	Sometimes	they	teach	us	how	to	behave	or	explain	how	the	world	is.	Explain	that	
world	stories	are	often	set	a	long	time	ago.	They	often	feature	characters	that	have	one	main	characteristic,	such	
as	kind	or	mean.	Explain	the	word	‘traditional’	(passed	down	from	one	generation	to	the	next)	

Tuesday	June	2nd		2020		

LO:		Past	tense	

Students	work	on	worksheet	copy	from	Oxford	Cambridge	Primary	Student	Book	page	59,	they	refer	to		Oxford	
Cambridge	Primary	Student	Book	page	53-55	

Note:		Most	stories	are	written	in	the	past	tense.	Verbs	in	the	past	tense	often	end	in	–ed	when	a	verb	ends	in	e,	
we	drop	the	e	before	adding	-ed		

	Wednesday	June	3rd		2020	

LO:	Traditional	stories	

Students	read	Oxford	Cambridge	Primary	Student	book	page	60-62	and	do	page	63	–	A	&	page	65			

	Note:	Students	read	‘The	Golden	Slipper’.		Explain	that	words	can	be	broken	down	into	chunks	called	syllables,	
and	all	syllables	in	a	word	have	separate	sounds.		

Eg.	one	syllable	(young),	two	syllables	(step/mother),	three	syllables	(fish/er/man).		Identify	syllables	and	split	
familiar	compound	words	into	parts	sun/rise,	step/mother..)		find	alternatives	to	‘and/then’	(so/after	that)	and	
use	simple	and	compound	sentences	with	and/but	to	connect	ideas.	Let	them	find	compound	words	and	split	
them	into	their	parts.	Let	them	find	time	words	and	phrases	in	the	story.	Eg.	once	upon	a	time,	one	day,	Just	in	
time,	at	day	break,	finally,	suddenly,	from	the	moment,	from	sunrise	to	sunset,	when,	whilst.	Let	them	also	
replace	‘and’	with	‘because’	or	‘so’.	Explain	speech	mark	is	used	to	show	the	speaker.		

Eg.	Maha	said,	“I	will	find	my	slipper.”		

Thursday		June	4th		2020	

LO:		Writing	Traditional	Story	

Students	work	on	work	sheet	copy	from	Oxford	Cambridge	primary	student	book	page	67	

Friday	June	5th		2020	
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LO:	Learn	new	spellings	and	practice	hand	writing		

Note:	Students	practices	their	spellings	’al’	and	hand	writing	and	read	their	favourite	story	book	

List	28	–	‘al’	words	

all																							

ball																																

wall	

small	

hall	

fall	

tall	

chalk	

talk	

walk	

	

Revision	Lesson	Plan	for	Year	2	Dated	June	8st		–	June	12th	2020	

Monday	June	8th		2020	

LO:	Rhyming	Poem	and	Rhythm	

Student	read	poems	from	Oxford	Cambridge	Primary	student	book	page	90-91	and	do	page	93	

Note:	Explain	that	this	poem	like	many	poems	is	about	creating	a	scene	and	the	feelings	that	go	with	it.		Ask	them	
to	clap	the	rhythm	as	you	read	the	poem	together.	Remind	them	that	each	clap	matches	a	syllable.	Clap	out	the	
rhythm	of	the	first	line	together	and	count	the	syllables	(7).	The	pattern	of	the	poem	(7,6,7,6,76,8,6).		Explain	that	
this	pattern	gives	the	poem	a	strong	rhythm.	What	makes	‘Classes	Under	the	Trees’	a	poem	is	(rhyme,	rhythm	
and	description	of	the	scene).	

Tuesday	June	9th	2020	

LO:	Words	ending	in	–ly	and	–ful	

Students	work	on	worksheet	from	Oxford	Cambridge	Primary	from	work	book	page	63	

Note:	Ask	what	is	an	‘adverb’?	How	do	we	make	adverbs?	Tell	them	they	add	–ly	to	a	root	word.	Eg.	(slow-slowly).	
Explain	when	a	word	ends	with	–ful,	it	means	‘full	of	something’	eg.	powerful,	harmful	etc.	Explain	that	we	can	
simply	add	‘-ful’	to	most	words	without	changing	the	spelling	of	the	original	word,	but	when	a	word	ends	in	‘y’	the	
‘y’	is	changed	to	an	‘i’	before	adding	‘ful’	eg.	happy-happily,	easy-easily;		When	adding	–ly	if	a	word	ends	in	‘le’	
(eg.	gentle)	drop	the	‘e’	and	add	‘y’	(gently)	probable-probably.	

Wednesday	June	10th	2020	

LO:	Time	words	and	phrases			
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	Students	work	on	worksheet	from	Oxford	Cambridge	Primary	from	work	book	page	64	

Note:	Time	words	are	they	tell	the	time.	Phrase	is	part	of	a	sentence	which	does	not	have	a	verb	eg.	‘the	green	
car’		

Thursday	June	11th	2020	

LO:	Description	of	Story	Characters	

Students	read	a	story	they	like	and	do	worksheet	of	description	of	their	story	character.	

Friday	June	12th	2020	

LO:	Learn	new	spellings	and	practice	hand	writing		

Note:	Students	practices	their	spellings	’er’	and	hand	writing	and	read	their	favourite	story	book	

List	29	–	‘er’	words	

her																							summer												sister														butter																silver	

river																					letter																never															herd																		litter	

	
Maths	Lesson	Plans	for	Year	2	(5	hours	a	week)	
Teacher	Ato	Zelalem	zelobeni@gmail.com	and	Wro	Berhan	btblessings77@gmail.com	
	
Year	2	Maths	Lesson	plan		week	1	(May	25	–	29)	
	
Monday	-	Eid	Al	fitir	
Tuesday	–	Do	your	math	Assessment	for	the	lesson	from	May	11-	22	
	
Wednesday	
LO	-	know	how	to	write	number	names.	
*Worksheet	1	(top)	
• -write	numbers	(1-20)	and	their	names	on	the	paper.	You	can	extend	it	up	to	100	
• Eg;	1	-	one,	2-	two……30-	thirty,	40-	forty,	50-	fifty…….	 	
• -Ask	the	children	to	read	the	names.		
• -the	children	will	practice	writing	number	names	on	their	exercise	book.	
• -Let	the	children	do	the	worksheet.	
	
Thursday-	Dawn	fall	of	Dergue	
	
Friday	
LO-	Recognise	and	use	ordinal	numbers.	
*Worksheet	1	(middle)	
• -Ask	your	child	to	tell	different	favourite	things	that	can	be	write	in	order.	Eg:		kinds	of	chocolates,	

games,	movies	etc…	
• -write	their	names	on	the	paper.	Eg	:	(mars,	Twix,	ricco,	galaxy......)	
• -ask	which	one	they	like	most	and	tell	them	to	order	things,	we	can	use	ordinal	numbers.	
• -write	ordinal	numbers	(1st	–	first,	2nd	–	second,	3rd	–	third,	4th	……....	10th)		
• -Ask	the	children	to	write	their	choice	in	order.	
• eg;	For	chocolates	-		First	-	1st	–mars,		Second	-	2nd	–	ricco,		Third-	3rd	–galaxy	…………	
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• -the	children	will	practice	writing	ordinal	numbers	on	the	exercise	book	or	on	the	A4	paper.	
• -Let	the	children	do	the	worksheet.	
	
Week	2	(June	1	–	5)	
Monday	
LO	:	Compare	two	numbers	using	>,	<	and	=	signs.	
*Worksheet	1	(bottom)	
• -write	two	numbers	(12	and	8).	
• -Ask	the	children,	how	many	candies	do	they	want	to	have?	4	or	8	

- If	they	want	more	the	mouth	of	the	sign	needs	to	open	towards	to	the	bigger	number	and	
tell	them	this	is	one	of	the	methods	to	identify	the	signs	so	that	the	mouth	should	open	
towards	to	the	bigger	number.		

• Eg:	(4	<	8),	(	9	>	5	)	
• -write	these	three	signs	on	the	paper	or	card	and	tell	them	their	names.	
• (>	greater	than,	<	less	than,	=	equal)	
• -ask	to	compare	different	numbers	using	these	signs	and	extend	it	to	the	bigger	numbers.	
• Eg	:	122	>118,		55	<	100,	700	=	700	…….	
• -Let	the	children	do	the	worksheet.	
• Revision	for	the	previous	lessons		
• Dear	parents	please	give	your	child	few	minutes	to	practice	mental	maths	before	each	lesson.	Eg:	12	

add	5,	20	takeaway	8,	10	x	3,	half	of	20	……..	
	
Tuesday	
-Revision	on	counting	numbers.	(Counting	in	ones,	twos,	threes,	fives,	tens)																																
*	Worksheet	2	(top)	
					Counting	in	ones	
	

1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10	
11	 12	 13	 14	 15	 16	 17	 18	 19	 20	
21	 22	 23	 24	 25	 26	 27	 28	 29	 30	
31	 32	 33	 34	 35	 36	 37	 38	 39	 40	
41	 42	 43	 44	 45	 46	 47	 48	 49	 50	
51	 52	 53	 54	 55	 56	 57	 58	 59	 60	
61	 62	 63	 64	 65	 66	 67	 68	 69	 70	
71	 72	 73	 74	 75	 76	 77	 78	 79	 80	
81	 82	 83	 84	 85	 86	 87	 88	 89	 90	
91	 92	 93	 94	 95	 96	 97	 98	 99	 100	

	
• -The	children	can	practice	counting	numbers	using	the	above	hundred	table.	
• Horizontally	they	can	count	in	ones	and	vertically	they	can	count	in	tens	starting	from	different	

numbers.	
• Count	in	2’s	
• *Starting	from	2,	4,	6…		(even)	and	1,	3,	5…		(odd)	say	the	sequence		forwards	and	backwards.	

- Remind	that	if	a	number	ends	with	(0,2,4,6,8)		they	are	called	even	numbers	and	ends	with	
(1,	3,	5,	7,	9)	are	called	odd	numbers.	

• Count	in	3’s	=>	3,	6,	9,	12,	15…….	
• Count	in	4’s	=>	4,	8,	12,	16,	20……..	
• Count	in	5’s=>	5,	10,	15,	20……..	
• Count	in	10’s	=>	10,	20	30,	40……….	
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• -Let	the	children	do	the	worksheet.	
	
Wednesday	
-Revise	the	place	value	of	two	digit	numbers.	
Worksheet	2	(middle)	
• -Write	43	on	the	paper	or	use	prepared	number	card.	
• -	Show	43=	40	+	3	=>				there	are	4	ten’s	and	3	ones	(unit),	so	the	place	value	of	4	is	tens	and	the	

place	value	of	3	is	ones	(unit).	
• -Write	different	numbers	to	practice.	Eg:	82=	80	+	2	(8	tens	and	2	ones)	
• -Let	the	children	do	the	worksheet.	
	
	Thursday	
-Revision	on	coins	
*Worksheet	2	(bottom)	
• -Show	the	children	the	real	coin	of	5c,	10c,	25c,	50c	and	1	birr.	
• -Tell	different	way	of	making	1	birr.		1	birr	=	2	(fifty	cents)		

• 4	(twenty	five	cents)		
• 10	(ten	cents)		
• 20	(five	cents)				

• -Encourage	them	to	find	the	total	or	difference	of	different	price.	
• Eg:	2birr	and	50	cents	=	2.50,	3	birr	and	2	birr	=	5	birr,	take	away	5	cents	from	30	cents	=	25c	
• -Let	the	children	do	the	worksheet.	
	
Friday		
Revision	on	addition	and	subtraction	
*Worksheet	3	(top)	
• -Remind	the	words	that	shows	addition	and	subtraction.	
• *Addition	(and,	add,	plus,	more	than,	altogether...)	*Subtraction	(minus,	subtract,	less	than,	take	

away,	take	from,	difference…)	
• -Give	different	numbers	to	practice	addition	and	subtraction.	
• Eg:		12	+	30	=	____,	58	-	____	=	38			etc…	
• -Let	the	children	do	the	worksheet.	
• Week	3	(June	8	–	12)	
	
Monday	
-Revision	on	multiplication	and	division	
*Worksheet	3	(middle)	

																 	
• -tell	the	children	these	are	(2	sets	of	4)	or	(2	fours)	
• -show	the	children	this	can	be	written	as	2	times	4	=8	with	repeated	addition	(4	+	4)	
Or	2x4=8	
• -Revise	2	times	table	(	2x1,	2x2,..)	and	10	times	table	(	10x1,	10x2….)		
• -Remind	the	link	between	multiplication	and	division.	10	x4	=40;	40/4	=	10	
• -Give	different	questions	to	practice	multiplication	and	division.	
• -Let	the	children	do	the	worksheet.	
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Tuesday	
Revision	on	telling	time	
*Worksheet	3(bottom)	
-Revise	full	time	(	o’clock),	half	past,	quarter	past	and	quarter	to	time	both	on	analogue	and	digital	time.	
1:00	=>	1	o’clock		
3:	30=>	half	past	3	
7:15=>	quarter	past	7	
2:45=>	quarter	to	3	
-Remind	the	time	30	minutes	and	15	minutes	before	and	after	the	given	time.		
Eg:		What	is	the	time	30	minutes	after	4	o’clock?	It	is	4:30.	
-Let	the	children	do	the	worksheet.	
	
Wednesday	
Round	numbers	to	the	nearest	10	and	numbers	that	come	half	way	between	
*	Worksheet	4	(top)	
-Remind	the	children	multiples	of	10.	(10,	20,	30…..)	
-Write	number	32	and	ask	the	nearest	10.	Is	it	30	or	40?	It	is	30.	32	is	near	to	30	than	40.	
-Show	this	on	the	number	line.	
	
	
	10	 	 	 20	 	 	 30			32																																			40	
	
-Tell	the	numbers	ends	with	(1,	2,	3,	4)	can	round	to	the	smaller	multiple	of	ten	and	numbers	ends	with	
(5,	6,	7,	8,	9)	can	round	to	the	larger	multiple	of	ten.		
Also	
-ask	the	children	what	number	is	Halfway	between	14	and	20	
	
	
										14	 	 15	 		16	 							17	 											18					 19	 				20	
	
-Mark	on	14	and	20	then	ask	the	children	to	jump	from	the	two	numbers	in	turn(	one	jump	from	right	
and	the	same	from	the	left)	until	they	reach	to	the	middle	number.	
-show	the	number	that	comes	half	way	is	17.	
-Repeat	with	different	numbers.	
-Let	the	children	do	the	worksheet.	
	
Thursday	
Revision	on	Shapes	and	their	properties	
-Revise	2D	shapes	(	circle,	square,	rectangle…..),	3D	shapes	(	cube,	cuboid,	cone,	sphere,	pyramid,	
cylinder)(	
-Remind	the	children	faces,	corner	and	edges	of	these	shapes.	
Eg:	cube	has	6	faces,	8	corners	and	12	edges	
-Let	the	children	to	draw	the	shapes	and	to	write	their	property	on	the	exercise	book.	
	
Friday	
Sorting	and	organizing	data	
*Worksheet	4(	bottom)	
-Tell	the	children	we	can	sort	given	information	in	different	way.	
-Remind	them	two	section	and	four	section	carol	diagram,	venn	diagram	and	pictogram	from	the	
previous	lessons.	
Eg:				This	is	two	section	carol	diagram	with	criteria.	(even	or	odd	numbers)	
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(12,	3,	15,	20)	
	
Even	
	
odd	
	
	
-Let	the	children	do	the	worksheet.	
	
	
Amharic	Lesson	Plans	for	Year	2	(5	hours	a	week)	
Teacher:	Wro	Tigist	tggetachew5@gmail.com,	0913	055795	
	
 
ማስታወሻ  
ዓረፍተ ነገር 
       ዓ/ነገር ማለት ሙሉ ስሜትን ሊሰጥ የሚችል  በስርዓት  የተቀነባበሩ የቃላት ወይም  
የሐረጎች ስብስብ ነው፡፡ ዓ/ነገሮች በውስጣቸው ከሚኖራቸው የግስ ብዛት አኳያ ተራ እና  
ውስብስብ ዓ/ነገር ተብለው በሁለት ይከፈላሉ ፡፡  
          ተራ ዓ/ነገር _ አንድ ነጠላ ሀሳብ ብቻ  የያዘ ፤አንድ ግስ ያለው ዓ/ነገር ነው፡፡ 
                      ምሳሌ _ ገነት ምሳዋን በላች ፡፡ 
                                   ሀና  ከሐረር  መጣች ፡፡ 
                                   ዳዊት በጎቹን  ጠበቀ፡፡ 
 
ተማሪዎች   በዚህ መሰረት  በሚከትሉት ቃላት  ተራ ዓ/ ነገር ስሩ ፡፡ 
1_ ዛፍ 
2_ድመት  
3_ተማሪ 
4_ መኪና  
  “ጠጣ” በሚለው  ቃል  የሚያልቁ  ሶስት  ዓ/ነገሮች  እንዲህም  በራሳችሁ  
ሌላ ሶስት ዓ/ነገሮች ስሩ ፡፡ 
        አድምጦ  መፃፍ  
የሚከተሉትን  ተራ ዓ/ነገሮች  ሲነበብላችሁ  ሳታዩ  ፃፉ ፡፡ 
1_ አልማዝ ጋቢ ለበሰች ፡፡ 
2_ እኔ ውሃ ጠጣሁ ፡፡ 
3_አባቴ ሸሚዝ ገዛ ፡፡  
4_ አቡ መዝሙር ዘመረ ፡፡ 
5_ ወንድሜ ሲሮጥ ወደቀ ፡፡ 
 
ያልተሟሉትን ዓ/ ገሮች ከሳጥኑ ውስጥ በመምረጥ አሟሉ  
 

አንባቢ ዘመረ  ላጫ 
ይከለክላል  ትምህርት ቤት ሻማ 

 
1 ወንድሜ    ____________  አበራ፡፡  
 2 የሺ  ጎበዝ _______________ናት፡፡ 
 3 ዣንጥላ ከዝናብ  ________________  ፡፡      
4  ሰውየው  ፂሙን   ___________ ፡፡  
5 ኪሩቤል መዝሙር  ____________፡፡ 
በእርፍት  ጊዜያችሁ  ማድረግ የምትፈልጉትን  ነገር  በአምስት ዓ/ነገር  

	
12										20	

	
3										15	
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ግለፁ፡፡ 
1______________________________ 
2______________________________ 
3_______________________________ 
4________________________________ 
5________________________________ 
ክዚህ በታች ለተዘረዘሩት ቃላት ከሳጥኑ ውስጥ  ተመሳሳይ ፍቺያቸውን ፃ ፉ 
 

ብስጭት  ጥሩ  ጭንቀት 
ውብ  ጥሬ የበሰለ  
   

 
1_ ቆንጆ ________ 
2_ያልበሰለ _______ 
3_ፍርሃት _________ 
4_ንዴት________ 
5_ መልካም ________ 
 
ከ፟ዚህ በታች  በተዘረዘሩት ቃላት  ዓ/ነገር ስሩ፡፡ 
1፟ ዘነጠ     
2፟ስጦታ  
3ወተት  
4ፋኖስ 
5 ቤተ መፅሐፍት  
 
Amharic  Lesson plan   year 2   June 1 ᎔5 
 
በቅደም ተከል መፃፍ  
የቃሎችን ቅደም ተከተል  አስተካክላችሁ   ዓ/ ነገር  ፃፉ ፡፡ 
          ምሳሌ _     ገዝታ   ሰናይት  መጣች  ቡና  
                           ሰናይት  ቡና  ገዝታ  መጣች ፡፡ 
 
1_ስጋውን  ጨረሰው በልቶ ጅቡ 
     ___________________________ 
2_ ብልጥ  ጦጣ  ናት እንስሳ 
      ________________________ 
3_ ገዛ  አለሙ  መፅሐፍ   አማርኛ  
    ____________________________ 
4_   ናት   ሳራ  ተማሪ  ጎበዝ  
      ___________________________ 
የሚከትሉት ቃላት  ከተመሳሳይ  ፍቺያችው ጋር  አዛምዱ  
 “  ሀ”                                                 “  ለ” 
1፟_ እንባ __________                      ሀ_ ቅልጥፍና  
2_ጭንቀት ________                     ለ _ ውልደት  
3_ ንቃት ___________                  ሐ _ብስጭት 
4_ ልደት  __________                   መ_ ፍርሃት  
5_ንዴት _________                      ሠ _ ለቅሶ 
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ለተሰጡት ፊደላት  ሞክሼ ፈደላቸውን ፃፉ  
1_  የ  ሀ  ሞክሼ ፊደል   _________ 
2_የ    ሰ  ሞክሼ ፊደል   ________ 
3__የ  ፀ ሞክሼ ፊደል   ________ 
       ማስታወሻ  
ደብዳቤ ፡_  ደብዳቤዎች   በዋናነት  በሁለት ይከፈላሉ ፡፡ 
እነርሱም  የግል ( የወዳጅ  ዘመድ )  ደብዳቤ እና የስራ  ( የመስሪያ ቤት )  
ደብዳቤዎች ናቸው ፡፡   
               ልጆች  በጣም ለምትውዱት  እና  ለናፈቃችሁ የክፍል ጎደኛችሁ በቤት 
ውስጥ ምን እየሰራችሁ  እንድምታሳልፉ፤  ስለ ጎደኝነታችሁ ፤ምን ያህል እንድናፍቃችሁ  
እና ደስ ስላላችሁ ነገር ፤ የቻላችሁትን ያህል  የግል   ደብዳቤ  ፃፉ ፡፡ 
    ቃላትን መነጠል  
 
የመጨርሻዎቹን  ቅጥያዎች ከቃላቱ  ነጥላችሁ ፃፉ፡፡  
       ምሳሌ_አበጠረች         አበጠረ_ ች  
1 _ አፀዳች   ________________ 
2 _አነጠፈች  _______________ 
3_አለበሰች  ________________ 
4_አመጣች  ________________ 
 
የሚከትሉትን  ዓ/ነገሮች  በተስማሚ ቃላት  አሟሉ፡፡ 
ድርብ        ድር             ዶሮ       
ደለበ           ድንበር         ዳገት       
1፟_  ለፋሲካ በዓል     ___________  ታረደ፡፡ 
2_ አበራ አንደኛ   በመውጣቱ  ___________ አገኘ፡፡ 
3_አምና የተገዛው በሬ ___________፡፡ 
4_ __________ ጋቢ ለመስራት ያገለግላል፡፡ 
5_ የኢትዮጲያን _________  የሚደፍር የለም ፡፡ 
6_  _____________ ለመውጣት ጉልበት ያስፈልጋል፡፡ 
 
የክለሳ ጥያቄዎች (Revision ) YEAR 2  
የዓ/ነገሮች ስብስብ  
በለጡ ብልህ  ልጅ ናት ፡፡ 
ሃና  ልብስ አጠበች ፡፡ 
ተስፉ  ጫማ ገዛ ፡፡ 
አየለ ዳቦ በላ ፡፡ 
ሺበሺ  መኪና  ነዳ ;፡ 
 
ባነበባችሁት መሰረት  የሚከተሉትን  ጥያቄዎች  መልሱ ፡፡ 
1_ አየለ    ______ በላ ፡፡ 
     ሀ_ እንጀራ          ለ_ ዳቦ 
2_ ሃና  _________   አጠበች ፡፡ 
         ሀ_ ሰሀን        ለ _ ልብስ  
3_ተስፉ   ምን  ገዛ ? 
       ሀ_ ጫማ          ለ _ ደብተር  
4_ በለጡ  ምን ዓይነት  ልጅ ናት ? 
       ሀ _ ፈጣን           ለ_ ብልህ  
5_ሺበሺ   __________ ነዳ ፡፡ 
        ሀ _ መኪና            ለ_ ባጃጅ  
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ቃላቱን  በማቃረን አዛምዱ  
    ሀ                         ለ  
1_ ቆመ    _________ ሀ _ ጤነኛ  
2_ አገኘ   __________             ለ_ ገባ  
3_ በሽተኛ _______                ሐ _አጣ  
4_ወጣ   _________                መ_ረጠበ 
5_ ደረቀ __________               ሠ_ተቀመጠ 
 
የሚከተሉትን ቁጥሮች ወደ ግዕዝ  ቀይሩ፡፡ 
አምስት ____________ 
ሰባት  _____________ 
ዘጠኝ  _____________ 
ሁለት _____________ 
 
በሚከተሉት ቃላት ዓ/ነገሮች ስሩ፡፡ 
በላ     _____________________________ 
ወንበር   __________________________ 
አገኘ     ___________________________ 
ወደቀ  __________________________፟__ 
ገዛች  ______________________________ 
 
ቃላቱን በማጣመር ፃፉ 
ብ_ር _ሃ_ ን     ___________ 
ሽ_ል_ማ_ት     ___________ 
ቀጥሎ  ከቀረቡት ቃላት ሌሎች  ቃላት መስርቱ  
  ምሳሌ ፡_ረዘመ __      ዘመረ   __   መረዘ       
ደመራ     ___________________________ 
መርማሪ  ___________________________ 
መሸበር   ____________________________ 
ፈራረሰ   _____________________________ 
 
 
	
	
NEW	IT	Practice	Lesson	Plans	for	Year	2		(if	you	have	access	to	a	laptop	at	home)	
Teacher:	Ato	Wakena	wakenagetacho@gmail.com		
	
Please	see	Resources	folder	on	the	RICE	web	site	to	download	a	pdf	with	instructions.	
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YEAR	3	Lesson	Plans	
	
Literacy	Lesson	Plan	for	Year	3	(5	hours	a	week)	
Teacher:	Wro.	Aida	aidadibaba@yahoo.com,	0911	820573	
	
Revision	Lesson	Plan	for	Year	3	Dated	May	25th	–	May	29th	2020	

Monday	May	25th	2020	

LO:	Signs	and	Instructions	

Students	work	on	work	sheet	copy	of	attachment	and	discuss	Oxford	Cambridge	Primary	Student	Book	page	24.	
On	a	separate	sheet	of	paper,	write	a	clear	instructions	about	the	signs	you	see.	(use	bossy	words	and	correct	
punctuations.	Remember	Bossy	words	are	followed	with	exclamation	marks.	

Note:	Explain	‘sign’	(a	notice	that	gives	an	instruction	or	warning	in	words	or	as	a	symbol),	‘warning’	(words	that	
tell	you	to	be	careful	or	something)	and	‘instruction’	(something	that	tells	you	what	to	do.)		

Tuesday	May	26th	2020		

LO:	Writing	Instructions	

Students	work	on	a	worksheet	of	instructions.	

Note:		Explain,	to	write	instructions,	they	need	to	use	time	words	like	–	frist,	next,	then,	finally.	These	words	help	
the	reader	know	a	new	stage	has	started.	The	instruction	should	include:-		

• Give	a	title	that	says	clearly	the	goal	of	your	instructions.	
• Write	the	list	of	things	that	will	be	needed.	
• Put	each	step	on	a	new	line.	
• Number	each	new	step.	
• Use	time	words	such	as	First,	Next,	Then,	Finally	to	help	the	reader	follow	the	order,	from	one	step	to	

another.	
• Use	bossy	verbs	at	the	beginning	of	each	instruction.	
• Use	short	sentences.	
• Use	diagrams	to	make	your	instructions	clear.	
• Sum	up	at	the	end,	saying	what	will	have	been	achieved	if	the	instructions	have	been	followed		

Wednesday	May	27th	2020	

LO:	Commands	and	questions	

Students	work	on	a	worksheet	from	Oxford	Cambridge	Primary	Work	Book	page	14	

Note:	Explain	in	a	sentence,	it	is	not	just	the	presence	of	a	verb	that	makes	a	full	sentence.	Eg.	‘mask	at	school	
today’	This	is	not	a	complete	sentence	because	we	don’t	know	who	made	a	mask.	They	also	need	to	use	capital	
letters	at	the	beginning	and	full	stop	at	the	end	of	the	sentence.	The	sentence	should	make	sense.	They	also	use	
question	mark	for	questions	and	exclamation	mark	for	command	sentences.		Remind	students	that	command	is	
bossy	words	eg.	‘Stop	talking!’,	‘Go	out!’	and	they	are	always	followed	by	exclamation	marks.	Question	is	always	
followed	by	a	question	mark.	
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Thursday	May	28th	2020	

LO:	Present	and	Past	tense	

Students	work	on	worksheet	of	tenses	

Note:	Most	verbs	add	–ed		in	past	tense,	but	some	don’t.	We	can	also	add	–ing	without		changing	the	rest	of	the	
spelling.	Eg.	dance-		dancing.	We	drop	the	‘e’	and	add	–ing		

Friday	May	29th		2020	

LO:	Learn	new	spellings	and	practice	hand	writing		

Note:	Students	practices	their	spellings	prefix	’un’	and	hand	writing	and	read	their	favourite	story	book	

List	27	–	prefix	‘un’	words	

Preload		 	 premolar	 	 prehistoric	

Prequalify	 	 prefix	

Preview	 	 predict	

Preorder	 	 prepay	

Prewash	 	 prepare	

Precook	 	 preset	

Preheat		 	 preschool	

	

Revision	Lesson	Plan	for	Year	3	Dated	June	1st	–	June	5th	2020	

Monday	June	1st		2020	

LO:	Poem	about	the	senses	

Students	work	on	work	sheet	copy	of	attachment	and	discuss	Oxford	Cambridge	Primary	Work	Book	page	25.	Also	
read	the	poem	‘Fishes	Evening	Song’	from	Oxford	Cambridge	Primary	Work	Book	page	20	and	do	page	26	

Note:	Writers	also	use	rhyming	words.	Words	rhyme	when	they	have	the	same	ending	sound.	Eg.	‘clock	–	sock’	
which	have		the	same	spelling	or	‘door	–	saw’	which	have	different	spellings	but	the	same	sound.	Sometimes	the	
writer	repeats	the	first	letter	or	first	sound	of	the	words	for	effect.	Eg	read	the	poem	‘Fishes	Evening	Song’	from	
Oxford	Cambridge	Primary	Work	Book	page	20		

Tuesday	June	2nd		2020		

LO:	Prefix	

Students	work	from	Oxford	Cambridge	Primary	work	book	page	23		

Note:	Explain	prefix	is	a	group	of	letters	that	can	be	added	to	the	beginnings	of	a	word	to	change	its	meaning.	The	
two	common	prefixes	are	–un	and	–dis	.	Both	of	these	prefixes	mean	‘not’.		
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Wednesday	June	3rd		2020	

LO:	Writing	playscripts	

Students	work	read	Oxford	Cambridge	Primary	Teachers	Guide	copy	from	page	62	and	do	page	63	on	a	separate	
sheet	of	paper	(turning	the	story	into	a	playscript).	Refer	Oxford	Cambridge	Primary	Student	Book	page	50,	51	to	
do	the	above.	

Note:	Explain	‘story’		is	words	that	tell	of	real	or	imaginary	events.	They	can	read	it,	and	often	have	pictures	with	
lots	of	descriptions.	It	can	be	what	people	are	thinking.	They	have	speech	marks.	Play	is	a	story	acted	on	stage	or	
on	television.	It	can	be	people	acting	or	singing.	Actors	need	directions,	facial	expression	and	voice	matter.	It	is	
action	and	performance.	Focus	on	vocabulary	–wailed	–	cried,	desperately-	anxiously,	scratching-	scraping	with	
fingernails.	Also	words	used	to	replace	‘said’	–	declared,	sighed.		

Thursday	June	4th	2020	

LO:	:	Traditional	Stories	

Students	work	from	Oxford	Cambridge	Primary	Work	Book	read	page	28	and	do	page	29																																																						

Note:	Tell	them	that	world	stories	are	traditional	stories,	often	from	hundreds	of	years	ago,	that	were	originally	
told	rather	than	written	down.	Sometimes	they	teach	us	how	to	behave	or	explain	how	the	world	is.	Explain	that	
world	stories	are	often	set	a	long	time	ago.	They	often	feature	characters	that	have	one	main	characteristic,	such	
as	kind	or	mean.	Explain	the	word	‘traditional’	which	‘adjective’	and	‘tradition’	which	is	a	noun	(is	customs	and	
habits	that	are	passed	down	from	one	generation	to	the	next)	Custom	is	a	usual	way	of	doing	things.	Eg	using	
chopsticks,	hands,	knives	and	forks	are	customary	way	of	eating	in	different	cultures.		

Friday	June	5th		2020	

LO:	Learn	new	spellings	and	practice	hand	writing		

Note:	Students	practices	their	spellings	prefix	’ex’	and	hand	writing	and	read	their	favourite	story	book	

List	29	–	prefix	‘ex’	words	

Exhale	 	 	 explosion	

Exceed	 	 	 examine	

Except	 	 	 extreme	

Excursion	 	 external	

Exile	 	 	 extract	

Exit	 	 	 extra	

Expand		 	 explore	

expel	
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Revision	Lesson	Plan	for	Year	3	Dated	June	8th	–	June	12th	2020	

Monday	June	8th	2020	

LO:	Interesting	words	for	‘said’	

Students	work	on	a	worksheet	copy	from	Oxford	Cambridge	Primary	Work	Book	page	30	use	a	dictionary		

Note:	Explain	that	we	can	use	different	interesting	words	for	‘said’	to	make	our	story	interesting	and	exciting.		

Tuesday	June	9th	2020	

LO:	Synonyms	

Students	work	on	a	worksheet	copy	from	oxford	Cambridge	Primary	Work	Book	page	31	use	a	dictionary	or	a	
thesaurus		

Note:	Synonyms	are	different	words	with	the	same	meanings	

Wednesday	June	10th	2020	

Students		

LO:	Speech	marks	and	Speech	punctuation		

Students	work	on	a	worksheet	copy	from	Oxford	Cambridge	Primary	Work	Book	page	31	

Note:	Explain	that	speech	marks	indicate	the	speaker	and	we	put	speech	marks	(“		“)	before	and	after	the	words	
spoken.	Eg.	She	replied,	“Yes,	we	have	books.”		When	we	use	speech	marks,	we	put	a	‘full	stop’	or	a	‘comma’	just	
before	the	closing	speech	mark.	Eg.	“Will	you	come	with	me?”	Sara	asked.	

Thursday	June	11th	2020	

LO:	Writing	traditional	tales	

Students	work	on	worksheet	of	writing	traditional	tales	

Friday	June	12th		2020	

LO:	Learn	new	spellings	and	practice	hand	writing		

Note:	Students	practices	their	spellings	prefix	’il’,’im’,’in’	and	hand	writing	and	read	their	favourite	story	book	

List	30	–	prefix	‘il’,’im’,	‘in’	words	

Impossible	 	 	 illegible	

Impolite	 	 	 illegal	

Imperfect	 	 	 informal	

Impatient	 	 	 incomplete	

Immature	 	 	 invisible	

Insensitive	 	 	 indecisive	

inhale	
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Maths	Lesson	Plan	for	Year	3	(5	hours	a	week)	
Teacher	Wrt.Rahel	&	Wro	Firewoni	tesfayerahelb@gmail.com,	Firewoini2020@gmail.com	
		
Year	3	Math	Revision	Lesson	Plan	Mon.	May	25-June	12	
	
Monday	May	25	
Learning	Objectives	-	Know	Carroll	diagram.	
NHM	Text	book	page-	116	
NHM	Extension	Text	book	page-	E18-E19	
_Make	number	cards	1-30	
_Make	or	display	a	large	diagram	on	a	paper.	
	 	 Even	numbers	 Not	even	numbers	(odd)	
Numbers	less	than	20	 	 	
Numbers	not	less	than	20	 	 	
		

- Let	your	child	put	or	attach	the	number	in	the	appropriate	section	of	the	diagram.	
	
Tuesday	May	20	

Learning	objectives-		Know	Venn	diagrams.	
NHM	text	book-	page-117	
NHM	Teaching	Resource	book-	Pupil	sheet-54	
-You	need	to	have	the	following	shapes.	
_	One	blue	square	,	one	blue	triangle,	one	red	triangle	and	one	red	rectangle.	
- Ask	your	child	where	dose	the	blue	square	shape	go.	
- Answer-	in	the	circle	on	the	left	
- Ask	why	(because	it	is	blue	shape	and	does	not	have	three	sides).	
- Ask	your	child	where	the	red	triangle	shape	goes.	
- Answer-	its	placed	in	the	circle	labeled	shapes	with	three	sides	because	it	has	3	

sides	and	not	blue.	
- Ask	your	child	where	the	blue	triangle	shape	goes.	
- Answer-	in	both	circles	because	it	is	blue	and	has	3	sides.	
- Discuss	where	to	put	a	red	rectangle.	(Answer-	outside	the	Venn	diagram,	because	

it	doesn’t	belong	to	both	labels.)	
																																																																																											

	
																												

Blue	shapes																																																						
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

Shapes	with	3	
sides			
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Wednesday	May	21	
	
_Learning	objective-	Identify	multiples	of	2,5,10	
_	Multiple	of	2	ends	with	even	numbers	
Eg-		2	×	0	=	0	
								2	×	1	=	2		
								2	×	2	=	4	
_	Multiple	of	5	ends		with	5	or	0	
Eg-	5	×0	=	5		
							5	×	1	=	5	
							5	×	2	=	10	
							5	×	3	=	15	
_	Multiple	of	ten	ends	with	0	
Eg-	10		×	0	=	0	
							10		×	1	=	10	
							10		×	2	=	20	
	

									Revision	Questions	
A. Choose	the	correct	name	of	the	shapes	from	the	given	box	and	write	their	name	

under	each	3-D		shapes.	
	
Cylinder	
																																																Cuboid																																																																																																			
Sphere	
	
																																																												Cube															
	
	
																																																																								
																																																																																			
																																																																																													
	

											__________________																																													______________________	
	
																																																																																																								
																																																																					
																																																																																					
	
	
___________________																																													_____________________	
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B. Circle	the	correct	number	

	
1. Circle	the	number	100	more	than	465	

165																365										456										565	
2. Circle	the	number	100	less	than	942	

824																952									842											925	
	

C. Count	on	and	back	
	
1. 47,	57,	_______,__________,________	
2. 195,	295,	_______,	_______,	________	
3. 261,	251,	_______,	_________	,	_______	
4. 994,	894,	______,	________,	__________	

D. Draw	a	line.	(	Use	a	ruler)	
1. 7cm	long	

	
	

2. 12.5	cm	long	
	

	
3. 15	cm	long	

	
	

4. 3.5	cm	long	
	

E. Circle	the	shape	with	the	right	angle	triangle.		
	
																							
	
	 												 	

	
	
	
																																				

F. Write	how	many	right	angles	each	shape	has.	
																																																																																																																						
																																																																																																																						
																																																										
	
	
_________________																___________________														____________	
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G. Write	half	way	between	the	following	numbers.	

	
1. 200	and	300	__________________	
2. 900	and	1000	_________________	
3. 750	and	850	__________________	

	
H. Match	the	given	fractions	

	
1. 3	¾																																																																										

	
2. 2	½																																														

																																								
	

	
	

I. Write	the	shaded	and	the	unshaded	part	of	the	given	shapes.	
		
1. 																																																																Shaded	___________	

																																																																Unshaded	_________	
	
	

2. 																																																																Shaded	_______________	
																																																																Unshaded	_____________																																																																															

	
	
	
	
	
	
3. Color	the	following	circle:	

1. 2/8		-	red	
	
	

2. 6/8	–	blue					
	
																																																		

J. Word	problems	
1. I	have	24	colors.	If	I	gave	¼	of	my	color	to	Liya,	how	many	colors	do	I	have	left?	

_________	
2. There	are	90	children	in	the	Gym	and	45	children	are	on	the	playground.	How	

many	more	children	in	the	gym	than	on	the	playground?	_________	
3. It	is	9:45.	What	will	be	the	time	after	10	minutes?	________	
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K. Match		
	 	
					3:15	

																																																																																																40	minutes	past	2									 	
				9:00	

																																																																										Half	past	8	
			10:45	

																																																																									Quarter	past	3	
			8:30	

																																																																								25	minutes	past	1	
				1:25	
																																																																																						5	minutes	to	8	
					2:40	
																																																																																						9	0’clock	
				7:55	

																																																																																															Quarter	to	11	
	

L. Count	on	and	back	in	halves	and	quarters.	
Eg-	0	¼,	½,	¾,	1	1¼,	1½,	1¾,	2,		2	¼,	2½,			2	¾,		3		….	
	
a. From	0	to	4	_______________________________________________	
b. From	10	to	8	______________________________________________	

	
M. Fill	in	the	blank	spaces.	

	
1. _________________	days	in	a	week.	
2. _________________	hours	in	a	day.	
3. _________________	minutes	in	1	hour.	
4. _________________	seconds	in	1	minute.	
5. _________________	months	in	a	year.	
6. _________________	weeks	in	one	month.	
7. _________________	days	in	a	year.	
8. _________________	weeks	in	a	year.	

	
	

N. List	months	under	the	correct	title.	
	

Months	with	31-days		
	

_____________________	
_____________________	
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_____________________	
_____________________	
_____________________	
_____________________	
_____________________					
	

	Month	with	28/29-days	
		

_________________	
Months	with	30-	days	

	
_____________________	
_____________________	
_____________________	
_____________________	
	

O. Calculate.	
1. 174-24	=	_______	
2. 545-	25	=	_______	
3. 157	+	42=	______	
4. 17	×10	=	_______	
5. 49	×	10	=	_______	
6. 40	×	10	=	_______	
7. 50	÷	10	=	_______	
8. 90	÷	10	=	______		

	
P. Expand	the	numbers	by	their	place	value.	

1. 469			______hundreds	+		_______	tens	+	____	units		
2. 605	_________	hundred	+	_______	tens	+	______	units	

	
Q. Write	the	missing	numbers.	

	
1. 300+60+4=	___________	
2. 100+_____+	8=	128	
3. ____	+	60	+	9	=	369	
4. ____	+	_____	+	0	=	210	

R. Circle	only	multiple	of	5.	
	
							5													11													155												67													205												990	

S. Circle	only	multiple	of	10.	
	
						20											41													50															94										100										60				
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Q.		Milka	went	shopping	with	her	mom.	She	bought	a	crayon	with	£1	and	a	ruler	with	
60	penny.	If	she	gave	£2	pound,	how	much	change	did	she	get?		_________	
	
Amharic	Lesson	Plan	for	Year	3	(5	hours	a	week)	
Teacher:	Wro	Tigist	tggetachew5@gmail.com,	0913	055795	
 
Year 3 Amharic Lesson Plans for the weeks  May 25-June                    
 
May 25- 29 
   ሰኞ                  መፃፍ   
 
የፋሲካ  በዓል መቼ እና  እንዴት እንደሚከበር የምታውቁትን ወይም  
በመጠየቅ እያዳመጣችሁ ፃፉ ፡፡ 
 
  በሚከተሉት ቃላት ዓ/ነገር ስሩ ፡፡ 
1_ ባቄላ          2_ጉልባን      3_  ቁጥር      4_ ክትፎ 
መነጠል  
በነጠላ  ቁጥር ፃፉ፡፡ 
1_መጠጦች  _  መጠጥ  
2_ ቅመሞች _  
3_ ዘመዶች _ 
4_ወዳጆች _ 
 
    ማክሰኞ  ግለ ንባብ  
<<የፈሰሰ ውሃ >> የሚለውን ምንባብ  በራሳችሁ  በማንበብ    
ከምንባቡ የወጡ ጥያቄዎችን መልሱ ፡፡ገፅ 125  
በሚከተሉት ቃላት ዓ/ነገር ስሩ 
ጠላ       ጠጅ         ቅቤ      እርጎ 
በምሳሌው መሰረት ሳጥኖቹን አሟሉ ፡፡ 
 የምታውቆቸውን    የምግብ ዓይነቶች  በሳጥን ውስጥ ፃፉ፡፡ 
   እንዲሁም በገፅ 126 ላይ  የወጥ   ዓይነቶችን   በክቦቹ ውስጥ ዘርዝሩ ፡፡ 
 
 
     ረዕቡ    አንብቦ መረዳት  
   የዶሮ  ወጥ አሰራር  የሚለውን ምንባብ አንብቡ፡፡ 
 ያነበባችሁት ምንባብ ምን  ያህል እንደተረዳችሁት  
ለማውቅ ከምንባቡ የወጡትን ጥያቄዎች  በፅሁፍ መልሱ፡፡ 
1_ ላባው ከተነጨ በኋላ ዶሮው ወረቀት  በማቀጣጠል የሚለበለበው ለምንድን ነው? 
2_ቀጥሎ የቀረበውን የዶሮ ወጥ አሰራር በቅደም ተከተል አስተካክላችሁ ፃፉ፡፡ 
      ይሰራል         የለበለባል       ይታረዳል      ይገዛል     
     ይጨመራል        ይበለታል       ይዘፈዘፋል    
 መጀመሪያ _  ይገዛል  
የምታውቁትን  ወይም  በመጠየቅ   የመጠጥ  ዓይነቶችን 
  በሳጥኖቹ ውስጥ ፃፍ፡፡ 
ሐሙስ   መፃፍ 
 
 
ሥራዓተነጥቦቹን በተገቢው ቦታ ፃፉ፡፡ 

   ፤     ?      ፤ ። 
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1_ለዓመት  በዓል  ዶሮ  ይገዛል  ይታረድና ይሰራል  
2_ገበያ ሄጄ ሽንኩርት ዘይትና  በርበሬ ገዛሁ  
3_ዶሮ ወጥ ለመስራት ምን  ምን  ነገሮች  ያስፈልጋሉ  
                       ገፅ `124 __127 
ማስታወሻ  
     የፆታ አመልካች  ቅጥያ  
ፆታ የምንለው በዓረፍተ ነገሩ ውስጥ ያለው ባለቤት ወይም ድርጊት አስፈፃሚ  
ወንድ ወይም ሴት  መሆኑን ለይተን ለማወቅ የሚረዳን አመልካች ቅጥያ ነው ፡፡ 
እነዚህን ጥያቄዎች በአንድ ቃል መድረሻ ላይ ሲጨመሩ  በቃሉ ውስጥ ያለውን ፆታ ለመለየት ይረዱናል  
ቅጥያዎቹም የሚከተሉት ናቸው ፡፡  

 መደብ  የወንድ ፆታ አመልካች  የሴት ፆታ 
አመልካች  

1ኛ           _       _ 
 2ኛ         ክ/ህ       ሽ 
 3ኛ    ኣ        አች 

 
ምሳሌ_ፃፍክ ሁለተኛ መደብ  ወንድ ፆታ ነው  
ፃፍሽ ሁለተኛ መደብ ሴት ፆታ ነው  
                         ፃፈ ሦስተኛ  መደብ   ወንድ ፆታ ነው 
ፃፈች   ሦስተኛ  መደብ  ሴት  ፆታ ነው 
   እርሳስህ  ሁለተኛ መደብ   ወንድ ፆታ ነው 
                እርሳስሽ  ሁለተኛ መደብ ሴት ፆታ ነው   
                        እርሳሱ ሦስተኛ  መደብ   ወንድ ፆታ ነው 
                                  እርሳሷ ሦስተኛ  መደብ   ወንድ ፆታ ነው 
        አንደኛ መደብ ላይ  ተናጋሪው  ወይም ባለቤቱ ወይም ድርጊት ፈፃሚው ራሱ ስለሆነ የሴት  
ወይም የወንድ ፆታ  መለያ ቅጥያ አያስፈልገውም ፡፡ 
  ለምሳሌ_ ልብሴን አጠብኩ ፡፡ ቢል በዓ/ነገሩ ውስጥ  ያለው  ባለቤት ”እኔ” የሚል ይሆናል ስለዚህ 
እኔ ካለ ደግሞ ተናጋሪው  ራሱ  በቀጥታ  የሚናገር ስለሆነ  ወንድ ወይም  ሴት መሆኑን መለየት አያስፈልገንም 
  ማለት ነው ፡፡ 
 
Amharic  Lessen plan   year 3   June 1 -5 
 
ሰኞ    አድምጦ መፃፍ  
   ስለቀረርቶ   እና ፉከራ  ቤተሰቦቻችሁን  በመጠየቅ  ያዳመጣችሁትን  
ሥርዓተ ነጥቦችን በመጠቀም  በአግባቡ በደብተራችሁ ፃፉ ፡፡ 
በሚከተሉት ቃላት ዓ/ነገር ስሩ  
   1_ቀረርቶ           2_ ፉከራ      3_ ዜማ     4_  ግጥም  
 ቃላት ማጣመር  
      “አስ”  የሚለውን ቅጥያ ከቃላቱ  አጣምራችሁ ፃፉ፡፡ 
ምሳሌ_ አስ +ጨነቀ =  አስጨነቀ  
        1_ አስ+ተማሪ  
         2_ አስ+በጠረ  
         3_አስ+ፎከረ 
          4_ አስ+ለበሰ 
 ማክሰኞ  አንብቦ መረዳት ( ግለ ንባብ) 
         እነአብርሃም  በቡሄ በዓል _ የሚለውን ምንባብ  በራሳችሁ ካነበባችሁ ባሆላ  
ከምንባቡ የወጡትን ጥያቄዎች መልሱ ፡፡ገፅ 129  
           ልጆች   እናንተም  የምታውቁትን  ግጥም  ወይም ደግሞ 
በራሳችሁ   ገጥማችሁ  የገጠማቹሁትን ግጥም ለቤተሰቦቻችሁ አሳዩ፡፡ 
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ቃላትን  ከአባባላቸው ጋር አዛምዱ  
   ምሳሌ_ እስክስታ    __ይወረዳል  
               ዘፈን   ____ የዘፈናል  
በምሳሌው  መሰረት  የቀሩተን ጥያቄዎች   ከአባባላቸው ጋር አዛምዱ  
 በሚከተሉት ቃላት ዓ/ነገር ስሩ፡፡ 
     1_ ጨፈረ       2_ ሰጠ        3_  መረቀ         4_  መከረ   
 
ረዕቡ  ያዳመጡትን  ማስታወስ  
         ስለፉከራ እና ቀረርቶ ጠይቃችሁ   አዳምጣችሁ  ሰኞ ዕለት  
ፅፋችኋል   ስለዚ አሁን ደግሞ እናንተ ከሰማችሁት  እና ከፃፍችሁት ውስጥ  ደብተራችሁን  
ሳታዩ ስለ ፉከራ እና ሽለላ የምታውቁትን ለሌሎች ሰዎች  በማስታወስ ንገሩ ፡፡ 
 ስለ ፉከራ እና ቀረርቶ  በገፅ 130 ላይ ያለውን ጥያቄዎች ስሩ፡፡ 
የፉከራ እና የቀረርቶ ዜማዎችን  ከእንቅስቃሴ  ጋር በቤት  ውስጥ አሳዩ ፡፡ 
      ማጣመር  
ወደብዙ  ቁጥር ለውጡ ፡፡ 
     ምሳሌ_  ግጥም  ___ ግጥሞች  
                 1_ ክምር  ____፟_____               3_ ምልክት ___________ 
                  2_ ሙክት ________                4_አባት  ____________ 
ምሳሌ_ ፉከራ  _ ፉክራዎች  
                 1_ አውድማ _________             3_እርሻ  __________ 
                 2_አበጣሪ ____________            4_ ቆፋሪ ________ 
          ሐሙስ   ግለ ንባብ  
“እስክስታ “ የሚለውን ምንባብ  በማንበብ  ከምንባቡ የወጡ ጥያቄዎችን መልሱ 
1_የምንባቡ የመጀመሪያ  ዓ/ነገር ለቤተሰቦቻችሁ ንገሩ፡፡ 
2_ሰዎች እስክስታ  ሲውርዱ ውገባችውን በምን ሸብ ያደርጋሉ ? 
3_ ባህላዊ ውዝዋዜዎች የታጀቡ ናችው ? 
4_እስክስታ ከመዝናናት ሌላ ምን ጥቅም ይሰጣል ? 
5_ሌሎች የምታውቋችውን  ባህላዊ ውዝዋዜዎች ግለፁ፡፡ 
  በሚከትሉት  ቃላት ዓ/ነገር ስሩ ፡፡ 
1_ ተወዛወዘ        
2 አበጠረ     
 3_ አበጠረ     
4_ፎከረች  
በምሳሌው መሰረት  አሟልታችሁ ፃፉ  
          እስክስታ   ___ የጎጃም  
     ዓርብ   የንባብ ቀን ገፅ `128 __131  
 
የክለሳ ጥያቄዎች (Revision )  year 3 
ቃላቱን በነጠላ ቁጥር ፃፉ ፡፡ 
1_ ተኩላዎች ________ 
2_ተማሪዎች  ________ 
 3፟_ኩባያዎች  ________ 
4__ዘመዶች ________ 
5_ ቅመሞች ________ 
 ቃላቱን  በምሳሌው  መሰረት በአሉታ ፃፉ ፡፡ 
ምሳሌ       ሰጠ ____ አልሰጠም  
 
1_ ታመመ    ___________ 
2_ታዘዘ   ______________ 
3_ ያዘ  ________________ 
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 ቃላቶቹን  በአነስትይ እና በብዙ  ቁጥር ፃፉ 
 ተባዕታይ               አነስታይ               ብዙ 
1_አሸነፈ                  አሸነፈች                አሸነፉ  
2_ተዋጋ                   ________              _________ 
3_መራ                   ፟_________             _________ 
4_ወረረ                  __________           ___________  
      ለሚከተሉት ጥያቄዎች መልስ ስጡ  
1_ፍትህ የት ይከበራል ? ___________ 
2_ማሲንቆ ምን ዓይነት መሳሪያ ነው ?_________ 
3_የጥምቅት በዓል  በምን ወር የከበራል ?_________ 
4_ሶስት ባህላዊ የሙዚቃ  መሳሪያዎችን ፃፉ ፡፡ 
        __________   _________   ________ 
የሚከተሉትን   ቃላት  በምሳሌው  መሰረት ስሩ  
ምሳሌ  ፉከራ ____ የፎከራል  
1_ጠጅ      ____________ 
2_ነጋሪት     ____________ 
3_እንጀራ   ____________4፟ ዋሽንት  __________ 
 
	
	
New	IT	Practice	Lesson	Plans	for	Year	3		(if	you	have	access	to	a	laptop	at	home)	
Teacher:	Ato	Wakena	wakenagetacho@gmail.com		
	
Please	see	Resources	folder	on	the	RICE	web	site	to	download	a	pdf	with	instructions.	
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Year	4	Lesson	Plans	
	
Literacy	Lesson	Plan	for	Year	4	(5	hours	a	week)	
Teacher	Wro.	Sofia				sofia.wahel@gmail.com	
	
Year	4	Literacy	lesson	plan	May	25	–	June	12	

Monday,	May	25th	

Assessment	day	

Tuesday,	May	26th	

Lo:	Revise	verb	tenses.	

Verbs	come	in	three	tenses:	past,	present,	and	future.		

-	The	past	is	used	to	describe	things	that	have	already	happened	(example:	yesterday,	last	week,	three	
years	ago).		

-	The	present	tense	is	used	to	describe	things	that	are	happening	right	now,	or	things	that	are	
continuous.	(Example:	every	day,	on	Sundays,	now).	

-	The	future	tense	describes	things	that	have	yet	to	happen.	(Example:	later,	tomorrow,	next	week,	after	
a	year)	

	

Complete	the	sentences	with	the	suitable	form	of	the	verbs	in	brackets.		

1.	If	I	__________	(find)	a	good	job,	I’ll	move	to	Madrid.		

2.	You	can	turn	off	the	radio.	I	____________	(not	listen)	to	it.		

3.	Where	_________	(you	/	have)	dinner	yesterday?		

4.	This	exercise	is	difficult.	I	__________	(help)	you	to	do	it.		

5.	I	usually	__________	(listen)	to	the	news	in	the	car.		

6.	If	it	___________	(not	rain)	we’d	lie	on	the	beach.		

7.	It’s	my	birthday	next	week-	Don’t	worry!	I	____________	(not	forget)	it.		

8.	I	think	it	___________	(rain)	this	afternoon.		

9.	I	__________	(not	see)	my	grandparents	since	last	summer.		

10.	If	you	found	a	purse,	__________	(you	/	give)	it	to	the	teacher?	
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Wednesday,	May	27th	

Lo:	Revise	main	and	subordinate	clauses	

A	main	clause	is	a	clause	that	makes	sense	on	its	own	and	can	also	exist	in	a	sentence	on	its	own.	

A	subordinate	clause	is	a	clause	that	does	not	make	sense	on	its	own	and	cannot	be	a	sentence	on	its	
own.	

The	subordinate	clause	explains	or	completes	the	meaning	in	the	main	clause.	we	

Example:	1.	On	Sundays	mornings,	to	church	together	with	my	family.	

-	On	Sunday	mornings	(subordinate	clause)	

-	we	go	to	church	together	with	my	family.	(main	clause)	

2.	The	girl,	who	won	the	competition,	is	my	cousin.	

-	The	girl	is	my	cousin.	(main	clause)	

-	who	won	the	competition	(subordinate	clause)	

	

A.	Underline	the	subordinate	clause	in	each	sentence	below.	One	has	been	done	for	you.		

1.	Lucy	enjoyed	playing	football,	especially	when	James	asked	her	to	take	part.		

2.	When	she	was	standing	next	to	her	brother,	Anita	looked	very	tall.		

3.	Even	though	he	had	little	patience,	Robert	enjoyed	chess.		

4.	Sue's	skills	were	good	although	she	had	not	been	playing	for	long.		

5.	They	finished	the	walk,	which	seemed	never-ending.	

	

B.	Put	a	tick	in	each	row	to	show	whether	the	main	clause	or	the	subordinate	clause	is	in	bold.	One	
has	been	done	for	you.	

	 Main	clause		 Subordinate	
clause	

My	sister,	who	is	very	annoying,	is	older	than	me.	 	 	

Sports	day	was	cancelled	because	it	was	raining	heavily.	 	 	

The	sofa,	which	is	old	and	worn,	is	the	cat's	favourite	
place	to	sleep.	

	 	

When	I	arrived,	everyone	else	was	already	there.	 	 	
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Thursday,	May	28	

Dawn	fall	of	the	Dergue	

Friday,	May	29	

LO:	Practise	cursive	handwriting.	

Copy	these	words	using	neat	and	legible	cursive	handwriting.	

‘ough’	words	

1.	cough	 	 	 	 6.	thought	

2.	dough	 	 	 	 7.	drought	

3.	brought	 	 	 	 8.	nought	

4.	through	 	 	 	 9.	rough	

5.	fought	 	 	 	 10.	Bought	

	

Monday,	June	1,	2020	

LO:	Revise	sentence	types	(statement,	question,	exclamation	and	order)	

There	are	four	types	of	English	sentence	classified	by	their	purpose.	

1.	Statement:	it	tells	us	something,	gives	information	and	ends	with	a	full	stop	(.).	

Example:		

A.	I	like	coffee.	

B.	They	are	playing	football	outside.	

2.	Question:	it	asks	and	as	something	ends	with	question	mark	(.).	

Example:		

A.	Don't	you	line	cookies?	

b.	Are	they	coming	today?	

3.	Order	/	commands	it	gives	a	command	and	tells	us	to	do	something,	usually	ends	with	exclamation	
mark	(!)	

Example:		

A.	Don't	run	on	the	stairs!	

B.	Do	your	work	and	go	to	bed	early?	
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4.	Exclamation:	expresses	a	strong	feeling	or	emotion	and	ends	with	an	exclamation	mark	(!).	

Example:		

A.	What	a	nice	day!	

B.	Oh	no,	I	have	lost	it!	

Four	Types	of	Sentences		

Directions:	Identify	each	type	of	sentence.		

Types	of	Sentences:	statement,	question,	order,	and	exclamation.		

1.	The	students	wanted	to	go	on	a	field	trip.		

Type:	______________________	

2.	Can	we	go	to	the	park?	

Type:	______________________	

3.	Be	on	your	best	behavior	for	the	next	two	weeks!		

Type:	______________________	

4.	After	a	couple	long	weeks	of	keeping	their	hands	to	themselves,	quietly	focusing	on	instruction,	and	
cleaning	up	their	messes,	the	students	were	rewarded	with	a	fieldtrip.	

Type:	______________________	

5.	We	are	so	excited	about	going	to	Adventure	Ville!	

Type:	______________________	

6.	How	far	away	is	the	park	from	the	school	and	what	time	do	we	have	to	come	home?		

Type:	______________________	

7.	But,	the	park	is	three	hours	away	from	the	school	and	we’ll	have	to	be	back	by	3:00	for	the	busses.	

Type:	______________________	

8.	Quit	asking	questions	and	just	be	happy!	

Type:	______________________	

9.	But,	if	it	takes	us	six	hours	to	get	there	and	back,	and	we	have	to	be	back	by	3:00,	we’ll	only	be	able	to	
stay	for	thirty	minutes.		

Type:	______________________	

10.	The	students	wondered	why	they	were	going	to	Adventure	Ville.		

Type:	______________________	
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Tuesday,	June	2	

LO:	Revise	using	suffixes.	

Suffixes	are	a	letter	or	group	of	letters	added	to	the	ending	of	words	to	change	their	meaning	or	
function.	These	are	some	common	suffix	examples:		-ship,	-hood,	-	ment,		-	able,		-less,		–	al,	ness	and	-
ful.	

Examples:		

friend	+	ship	=	friendship	

child	+	hood	-	childhood	

develop	+	ment	=	development	

afford	+	able=	affordable	

care	+	less	=	careless	

season	+	al	=	seasonal	

good	+ness	=	goodness	

help	+	ful	=	helpful	

A.	Add	the	correct	suffixes	from	the	list	to	the	given	words.	The	first	one	has	been	done	for	you.	

-ment,	-ness,	-less,	-ful,	-al,	-hood,	-ship,	-able	

1.	aware	–	awareness	

2.	move	-	___________	

3.	owner	-	___________	

4.	neighbour	-	___________	

5.	nature	-	___________	

6.	meaning	-	___________	

7.	hope	-	___________	

8.	kind	-	___________	

9.	partner	-	___________	

10.	skill	-	___________	
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B.	Write	two	words	for	each	suffix.	

1.	-ness	 	 	 	 2.	–ship	 	 	 	 	 3.	–hood	

A.	___________	 	 	 	 A.	___________	 	 	 	 	 A.	
___________	

B.	___________	 	 	 	 B.	___________	 	 	 	 	 B.	
___________	

Wednesday,	June	3	

LO:	Revise	using	commas.	

We	use	commas	for	different	reasons;	these	are	some	rules	of	using	commas.	

Rule	1:	Using	commas	in	lists.	

Example:	She	went	to	the	grocery	and	bought	vegetables,	fruits,	some	drinks	and	sweets.	

Rule	2:	Using	commas	in	direct	speech.	

Example:	The	boy	replied,	"I	like	reading	magazines.”	

Rule	3:	Using	commas	to	separate	main	clauses	and	subordinate	clause	in	complex	sentences.	

Example:	On	school	days,	we	all	wear	the	school	uniform.	

Rube	4:	Using	commas	in	sentences	to	show	that	there	is	a	pause.	

Example:	Finally,	I	have	got	what	Ii	was	looking	for.	

Put	commas	in	the	correct	places.	

1.	Jenny	went	to	the	zoo	but	she	did	not	see	the	dolphins.	

2.	Under	the	floorboards	in	a	small	wooden	box	they	found	a	necklace.	

3.	She	made	some	soup	poached	a	fish	and	baked	a	pie.	

4.	In	Joe's	pocket	there	were	two	content	some	strings	shell	and	five	pence.	

5.	The	children	looked	everywhere	but	they	could	not	find	the	lost	purse.	

6.	It	was	a	cold	wet	misty	day	so	we	did	not	go	for	a	walk.	

7.	There	was	a	large	table	in	the	room	with	chairs	all	round	it	but	nobody	ever	sat	there.	

8.	She	strolled	quietly	down	the	lane	looking	at	the	daffodils	until	she	reached	the	paddock.	

9.	We	saw	an	owl	last	night	perched	on	a	branch	of	the	plane	tree	but	it	is	not	there	tonight.	

10.	Bring	a	pan	of	water	to	the	boil	lower	in	the	egg	a	spoon	and	boil	the	egg	for	four	minutes.	
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Thursday,	June	4th	

LO:	Revise	using	an	apostrophe.	

We	use	apostrophe	(‘)	for	contraction	(shortened	form)	and	for	possession	(owner	ship).	

1.	Apostrophe	for	contraction	

Example:		

A.	I’m	=	I	am	

B.	don't	=	do	not	

2.	Apostrophe	for	possession	

-	For	most	singular	nouns,	add	apostrophe	+	s	

Example:	

A.	The	dog's	owner	is	here.	

b.	The	boy's	book	is	lost.	

-	For	most	plural	nouns,	add	only	an	apostrophe	after	's'.	

Example:	

A.	The	dogs'	owners	are	here.	

B.	The	boys’	books	are	lost.	

-	For	plural	nouns	that	do	not	end	in	‘s’,	add	apostrophe	+	s.	

Examples:	

A.	The	children's	toys	are	a	broken.	

B.	This	is	the	geese's	migration	season.	

	

A.	Re-write	the	phrases	using	apostrophes.	The	first	one	has	been	done	for	you.	

1.	The	car	that	belongs	to	dad.	 dad's	car	

2.	The	dog	that	belongs	to	Julie.										_____________	

3.	The	glasses	that	belong	to	mum.					_____________	

4.	The	house	that	is	owned	by	the	family.	 	_____________	

5.	The	balls	that	belong	to	the	children.	 _____________	

6.	The	toys	that	belong	to	the	kids.	 	 _____________	
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B.	Write	the	shortened	form	of	these	using	apostrophes.	The	first	one	has	been	done	for	you.	

1.	you	will	=	you’ll	

2.	should	not	=	_____________	

3	will	not	=	_____________	

4.	I	would	=	_____________	

5.	he	does	not	=	_____________	

6.	they	are	not	=	_____________	

7.	did	not	=	_____________	

8.	we	shall	=	_____________	

9.	cannot	=	_____________	

10.	would	not	=	_____________	

	

Friday,	June	5	

LO:	Practise	cursive	hand	writing.	

Write	five	sentences	of	your	own	about	yourself	using	neat	cursive	hand	writing.	

	

Monday,	June	8	

LO:	Revise	adjectives	and	degrees	of	adjectives.	

-	Adjective	is	a	describing	word,	it	describes	a	noun.	

Example:		

1.	a	red	car	

2.	a	round	table	

3.	an	intelligent	student	

-	Adjectives	have	three	degrees	that	compare	one	thing	to	another.	The	three	degrees	of	adjectives	are:	
positive,	comparative	and	superlative.	

A.	Positive	adjective	(adjective)	describes	only	one	noun.	Example:	big	

b.	Comparative	degree	-	compares	two	nouns.	Example:	bigger	

C.	Superlative	degree	-	compares	more	than	two	nouns.	Example:	biggest	
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Examples	of	adjectives	in	sentences:	

A.	Will	is	an	intelligent	boy.	

B.	Will	is	more	intelligent	than	Davis.	

C.	Will	is	the	most	intelligent	of	all	the	boys	in	his	class.	

	

Fill	in	the	correct	form	of	the	words	in	brackets	(comparative	or	superlative).		

1.	My	house	is	(big)	bigger	than	yours.		

2.	This	flower	is	(beautiful)	_____________	than	that	one.		

3.	This	is	the	(interesting)	_____________	book	I	have	ever	read.		

4.	Non-smokers	usually	live	(long)	_____________	than	smokers.		

5.	Which	is	the	(dangerous)	_____________	animal	in	the	world?		

6.	A	holiday	by	the	sea	is	(good)	_____________	than	a	holiday	in	the	mountains.		

7.	It	is	strange	but	often	a	coke	is	(expensive)	_____________	than	a	beer.	

6.	A	holiday	by	the	sea	is	(good)	_____________	than	a	holiday	in	the	mountains.		

7.	It	is	strange	but	often	a	coke	is	(expensive)	_____________	than	a	beer.		

8.	Who	is	the	(rich)	_____________	woman	on	earth?	

9.	The	weather	this	summer	is	even	(bad)	_____________	than	last	summer.		

10.	He	was	the	(clever)	_____________	thief	of	all.	

	

Tuesday,	May	9	

LO:	Revise	using	adverbs.	

An	adverb	is	a	word	or	an	expression	that	modifies	a	verb.	Adverbs	express	manner,	place	and	time	of	a	
verb.	

Example:		

1.	I	did	my	work	nicely.	

nicely	-	adverb	of	manner	

2.	I	did	my	work	in	the	morning.	

in	the	morning	-	adverb	of	time	
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3.	I	did	my	home	work	in	my	room.	

In	my	room	-	adverb	of	place	

	

Underline	the	adverbs	in	the	following	sentences	and	state	their	kind.	

Adverbs	are	words	used	to	modify	verbs.	Adverbs	may	also	modify	adjectives	and	other	adverbs.	

1.	I	went	to	the	market	in	the	morning.	

2.	The	dog	sat	lazily	in	the	shade	of	the	tree.	

3.	The	man	grumbled	loudly	while	cleaning	the	table.	

4.	I	often	visit	my	grandparents.	

5.	It	is	extremely	hot	today.	

6.	Please	wait	patiently.	

7.	The	technician	fixed	the	problem	easily.	

8.	They	serve	hot	pan	cakes	there.	

9.	I	am	waiting	here	for	my	daughter.	

10.	He	laughed	merrily.	

	

Wednesday,	June	10	

LO:	Revise	similes	and	metaphors.	

-	A	simile	compares	two	things,	which	have	something	in	common.	We	use	the	words	as	or	like	to	make	
the	comparison.	

Example:	

1.	She	climbed	like	a	monkey.	

2.	He	was	as	quiet	as	a	mouse.	

-	A	metaphor	describes	something,	as	if	it	actually	is	something	else.	

Example:		

1.	He	is	a	tower	of	strength	

2.	You	are	the	sunshine	of	my	life.	
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Choose	the	correct	word	to	complete	the	similes	or	metaphors.	

1.	My	mother	does	not	like	me	to	go	out	with	him,	because	he	is	as	wily	as	a	_______________.	

A.	wolf		 	 B.	wizard	 	 	 C.	fox	 	 	 	 D.	lily	

2.	The	child	was	as	hungry	as	a	_______________.	He	ate	up	a	full	bowl	of	rice	in	minutes.	

A.	dog	 	 	 B.	wolf		 	 	 C.	fox	 	 	 	 D.	pig	

3.	This	bus	is	as	slow	as	_______________.	We	may	not	be	able	to	reach	there	on	time.	

A.	bear		 	 B.	clock	 	 	 C.	tortoise	 	 	 D.	snake	

4.	She	likes	spoiling	people's	fun.	She	is	really	a	_______________.	

A.	couch	potato	 B.	wet	blanket		 	 C.	hard	nut	 	 D.	hard	bargain	

5.	She	exercises	regularly	and	keeps	herself	as	fit	as	a	_______________.	

A.	flower	 	 B.	fiddle	 	 	 C.	fish	 	 	 D.	falcon	

	

Thursday,	June	11	

LO:	Revise	using	powerful	verbs.	

-	Powerful	verbs	are	verbs	which	are	descriptive	and	exciting	which	make	a	passage	of	writing	much	
more	fun	to	read.	

Example:		

The	boy	ate	his	biscuits	slowly.	

The	boy	nibbled	his	biscuits	slowly.	

-	nibbled	is	a	powerful	verb	for	ate.	

A.	Match	the	ordinary	verb	with	a	powerful	verb	that	has	a	similar	meaning.	

shout		 	 	 	 clutch		

walk		 	 	 	 glide	

hold	 	 	 	 bellow	

fly	 	 	 	 stroll	

	

B.	Use	a	powerful	verb	from	the	box	to	replace	the	underlined	words	in	this	story.		

Gobbled,		 noticed,		 felt,		 	 soaring,		 crept,		 	 remarked,		 landed	
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One	day,	a	cunning	fox	went	through	a	forest.	He	saw	a	crow	flying	overhead	with	some	delicious	grapes	
in	her	beak.	She	stopped	in	a	nearby	tree.	The	fox	said,	"Oh,	Crow,	you	sing	so	beautifully."	The	crow	
was	pleased	and	opened	her	mouth	to	sing.	The	grapes	fell	out	and	the	fox	ate	them	up.	

	

Friday,	June	12	

LO:	Practise	cursive	hand	writing.	

Write	a	paragraph	that	explains	something.	It	can	be	a	life	cycle	of	any	insect	or	about	anything	you	
want	to	explain,	using	a	cursive	handwriting.	

	
Maths	Lesson	Plan	for	Year	4	(5	hours	a	week)	
Teacher	Wrt.	Emnet	&	Wro.	Frewoyn	emnetzr@gmail.com		and	gedeonlily@gmail.com	
	
Week	one	May25	–	May29.	
	
Main	topic:	To	know	extending	grid	references.	
-	In	this	lesson	we	are	going	to	discuss	about	how	to	position	the	different	things	display	on	the	Rock	
pool.	
-	Draw		a	‘rock	pool’	as	shown	on	Teaching	page	410	on	the	piece	of	paper	then	discuss	with	your	child	
how	to	find	the	position	of	the	Crab,	emphasising	the	convention	of	counting	along	the	columns		from	
left	to	right	then	counting	up	the	appropriate	number	of	rows.	Then	record	the	answer	like	this	Crab	5,	2	
explain	to	your	child	this	new	notation	and	how	the	two	numbers	are	separated	by	comma.		
-	Repeat	for	the	position	of	other	objects	given	on	the	‘Rock	pool’.	
-you	can	also	ask	your	child	to	draw	objects	on	the	grid	and	record	their	positions,	for	example:	Draw	a	
shell	at	position	4,	1	or	a	rock	at	position	6,	2….	
Activities	
Textbook	page	112.	
	
Main	topic:	To	know	how	to	position	the	planet	given	on	the	axis.		
-what	we	do	in	this	lesson	is	related	with	previous	lesson	the	difference	is	this	one	is	on	the	axis	not	
inside	the	square.	
-Draw	a	‘start	chart’	as	shown	on	Teaching	page	411	on	the	paper.	Then	ask	your	child	to	give	the	
position	of	the	red	planet.	Explain	that	they	should	count	along	the	lines	from	left	to	right,	then	count	
up	the	appropriate	number	of	lines.	show	this	by	pointing	to	the	lines	‘along’	and	then	‘up’	while	
counting	aloud.	Show	them	how	to	record	the	co-ordinates	like	red	planet	(3,	2).	Emphasise	that	every	
time	when	we	position	something	we	first	write	the	horizontal	axis	then	the	vertical.			
-with	your	child	Complete	recording	the	position	of	the	given	planets	by	asking	different	questions	like	
what	planet	is	on	the	horizontal	axis?	Or	by	list	the	remaining	planets	ask	children	to	write	their	co-
ordinates.	
Activities	
Textbook	page	113.	
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Main	topic:		To	know	finding	the	total	cost	of	items	priced	in	multiples	of	10p,	with	bridging.	
-Start	the	lesson	by	listing	a	set	of	priced	objects,	for	example:	Mug=	£1.60,	Plate=	£2.40,	Pan=	£3.20,	
Fork	and	knife=	80p,	Bowl=	£2.30….on	the	paper	then	point	to	three	of	the	objects	and	ask	your	child	to	
find	mentally	the	total	cost.	Explain	how	they	can	get	the	total	mentally	like:	first	add	the	pounds,	then	
add	the	pence,	by	adding	to	make	one	pound	and	adding	the	remaining	amount.	
-Repeat	for	other	three	set	of	priced	objects.	Such	as	a	pan,	a	mug	and	a	plate	(£3.20	+	£1.60	+	£2.40).	
Also	show	an	example	such	as	£1.60	+	____	=	£2.50	then	discuss	the	different	ways	to	use	to	find	the	
missing	amount.	
Activities	
Textbook	page	63.	
	
Main	topic:	To	Know	finding	the	total	cost	of	items	priced	in	multiples	of	5p,	1p.	
-Start	the	lesson	by	explaining	multiples	of	5p	and	1p.	It	means	the	pence	or	the	coin	amount	is	a	
multiple	of	5	or	multiple	of	1pence.	
-Use	an	example	to	remind	your	child	how	to	find	the	total	cost	of	two	items	priced	in	multiples	of	5p.	
For	example	Zoe	went	to	the	market.	She	bought	vegetables	at	1.45	and	fruit	at	1.20	how	much	did	she	
spend	altogether?	Remind	your	child	that	they	should	first	added	the	pounds	and	the	pence,	so	1	pound	
and	1	pound	is	2	pounds,	45	pence	and	20	pence	is	65	pence.	2pounds	and	65pence	is	2pounds	
65pence.Then	complete	the	recording	as	£1.45	+	£1.20	=	£2.65.	
-Repeat	for	items	in	multiples	of	one	pence	such	as	£1.12+£1.23,	£2.34	+	£1.22….		
Activities	
Textbook	page	64.	
	
Main	topic:	To	know	change	from	20	in	birr	and	pound.	
-Draw	a	table	on	the	piece	of	paper	which	has	the	list	of	items	and	their	price	as	shown.	
															Music	store	sale.		

Top	10	
CDs	

£12.65	

Other	CDs	 £9.50	
Tapes	 £6.89	
Posters	 £4.23	
T-	Shirts		 £15.90	

-Then	use	an	example	such	as:	Sarah	bought	a	Top	10	CD.	She	paid	for	it	with	a	twenty	pound	note.	How	
much	was	her	change?		
-Discuss	how	to	work	out	and	list	the	coins	and	notes	to	find	the	change	from	£20.	The	price	she	spend	
is	£12.65	so	£12.65	(and	5p)	is	£12.70	(and	10p)	is	£12.80	(and	20p)	£13.00	(and	£2)	is	£15.00	(and	£5)	is	
£20.00.	Now	add	the	prices	on	the	brackets	together	5p+10p+20p+£2+£2+£5	=	£7.35.	So	Sarah’s	change	
will	be	£7.35.		
-Repeat	for	the	other	items	on	the	Music	store	sale	price	list.	
Activities	
Pupil	sheet	55.	Teaching	resources	book	and	Textbook	page	64.	
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Week	two	June	1	–	June	5.	Revision	on	different	units.	
Main	topic:	To	understand	Perimeter.	
In	this	lesson	help	your	child	to	understand	perimeter:	means	the	total	length	around	a	shape.			
-prepare	card	shapes	such	as	triangles,	squares	and	rectangles	and	label	their	side	lengths,	for	example:		
																																	10cm	
	
						5cm																																											5cm				
	
																														10cm	
-Explain	that	the	perimeter	can	be	found	by	adding	the	lengths	of	the	four	sides.		
P	=	length	+	width	+	length	+	width	so	for	the	given	rectangle	P	=	10cm	+	5cm	+	10cm	+	5cm	
																																																																																																				P	=	30cm	
-Repeat	for	different	shapes.	
-If	a	shape	with	none	of	its	side	lengths	recorded	on	it	you	can	find	by	measuring	the	length	of	each	side	
and	adding	the	lengths.		
Activities	
Textbook	page	94.	
	
Main	topic:	To	Know	how	to	find	area	using	square	centimetre.		
-In	this	lesson	help	your	child	to	understand	Area	which	means	the	space	occupied	by	a	certain	object.	
So	to	find	area	we	use	square	centimetre	(cm²)	this	is	a	standard	unit	for	measuring	area.	
-Draw	6cm	by	4cm	rectangles	as	shown	below	and	ask	your	child	to	find	the	area	by	counting	the	
squares.		

	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	

The	area	of	this	rectangle	is	24cm².	From	this	we	develop	the	formula	A	=	length	x	width		
																																																																																																																	A	=	6cm	x	4cm	=	24cm².	
-ask	your	child	to	draw	a	shape	on	square	grid	or	on	their	maths	exercise	with	an	area	of	four	square	
centimetres.	-Explain	that	it	is	possible	to	have	different	shapes	with	the	same	area.			
-Repeat	for	more	examples	as	necessary.		
Activities	
Textbook	page	99	–	100.	
	
Main	topic:	To	understand	Negative	numbers	and	relate	this	with	greater	than	and	less	than.			
-using	number	line	has	your	child	to	count	back	5,	4,	3,	2,	1,	0	then	ask	him/her	to	suggest	what	will	be	
the	next	number	from	zero?	Explain	that	the	number	one	less	than	zero	is	called	‘Negative	number’	or	
‘minus	one’	and	can	be	written	as	-1.	
-write	pair	of	numbers	for	example	2	and	-3then	ask	your	child	to	identify	which	number	is	larger.	Show	
them	to	record	their	answer	like	this.	2	˃	-3	two	is	greater	than	negative	three.	Also	if	both	numbers	
are	negative	for	example:	-5	and	-10,	-5	˃	-10	because	-5	is	close	to	zero	than	-10	on	the	number	line.		
Activities	
Pupil	sheet	71.	Teaching	resources	book	and	Textbook	page	81.	
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Main	topic:	To	understand	regular	and	irregular	shapes.	
-start	the	lesson	by	defining	regular	and	irregular	shapes.	
-Regular	shapes	are	shapes	which	have	all	of	their	sides	and	all	of	their	angles	are	equal.	For	example:	
equilateral	triangle,	square…	
-Irregular	shapes	are	shapes	which	do	not	have	all	of	their	sides	and	angles	equal.	For	example:	
rectangle,	isosceles	triangle…..	
Activities	
Sort	the	following	shapes	into	regular	and	irregular	on	the	given	table.		
		
																								
	
	
Regular	shape	 Irregular	shape	
	 	

	
Week	three	June	8	–	June	12.	Revision	on	different	units.	
	
Main	topic:	To	understand	pictograms	with	the	symbol	representing	5	units.	
-Start	the	lesson	by	defining	pictograms:	means	a	picture	that	represents	a	word	or	an	idea	by	
illustration.		
-Draw	a	frequency	table	showing	the	favourite	sports	of	children	in	year	4	of	Rice	School.	Like	this:	

				Sport	 Number	
Basketball	 			15	
Football	 			30	
Netball	 			20	
Swimming	 			25	

-With	your	child	build	up	a	pictogram	where	each	circle	represents	the	votes	of	5	children.	Begin	by	
drawing	axis	as	shown	on	Teaching	page	430.	
Activities	
Pupil	sheet	93.	Teaching	resources	book	and	Textbook	page	121.	
	
Main	topic:	To	understand	different	fractions	such	as	halves,	quarters,	tenths,	thirds	and	fifths.	
-Start	the	lesson	by	defining	fractions:	means	a	part	of	a	whole	especially	small	part.	
-Write	in	words	on	a	card,	for	example:	two	fifths	it	can	also	present	as	this:-			

	 	 	 	 	
		

And	in	fraction	notation	!
!
	so	always	the	shades	are	written	on	the	numerator	or	on	the	top.			

																																									
-The	other	thing	ordering	fractions	for	example	put	these	fractions	in	order	starting	with	the	smallest	
!
!"

 !
!"

 !
!"

 !
!"

 discuss	with	your	child	that	the	denominators	are	the	same	so	just	arrange	the	number		
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Starting	with	the	smallest	like	this	 !
!"

 !
!"

 !
!"

 !
!"

  repeat	as	necessary	for	more	examples.	

	
Activities	
Pupil	sheet	57.	Teaching	resources	book.	
	
Main	topic:	To	understand	decimal	notation	for	tenths.	
-Draw	this	rectangle	figure	on	a	paper	and	ask	your	child	what	fraction	of	this	rectangle	is	shaded?	
	

	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	

Two	tenths	show	them	how	to	record	in	fraction	from	previous	lesson	 !
!"

  	

Explain	that	this	fraction	can	also	be	written	a	different	way	like	0.2	(zero	point	two)	we	call	this	
decimal.	The	dot	or	point	separates	the	wholes	(units)	from	the	fraction	(tenths).		
-Give	oral	practices	in	saying	a	given	fraction	in	decimal	form	and	vice	versa.	For	example:	three	tenths=	
0.3	
Or	zero	point	five	=	five	tenths.		
-Extend	the	decimal	notation	to	numbers	greater	than	1.0	or	1whole.	For	example	2	whole	and	7/10	or	
two	and	seven	tenths	can	also	be	written	2.7	
-you	can	also	use	a	number	line	to	give	more	explanation	on	decimals.		
	Activities	
Textbook	page	70	and	71.	
																																																																																																																																						
Revise	with	your	child	what	we	cover	in	these	three	weeks	lessons	and	prepare	your	child	for	the	
coming	progression	test.		
-you	can	find	previous	Cambridge	progression	test	questions	on	the	Rice	website	in	the	resources.		
	
Thank	you	so	much	for	your	efforts.	
Mrs	Fre	and	Miss	Emnet.	
Stay	safe!!			
	
Amharic	Lesson	Plan	for	Year	4	(5	hours	a	week)	
Teacher	Wro.	Ayinadis	ayinyde@yahoo.com,	0912	096869	
	
Year 3 Amharic Lesson Plans for the weeks  May 25-June                    
 
May 25- 29 
ሰኞ                  መፃፍ   
 
የፋሲካ  በዓል መቼ እና  እንዴት እንደሚከበር የምታውቁትን ወይም  
በመጠየቅ እያዳመጣችሁ ፃፉ ፡፡ 
 
  በሚከተሉት ቃላት ዓ/ነገር ስሩ ፡፡ 
1_ ባቄላ          2_ጉልባን      3_  ቁጥር      4_ ክትፎ 
መነጠል  
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በነጠላ  ቁጥር ፃፉ፡፡ 
1_መጠጦች  _  መጠጥ  
2_ ቅመሞች _  
3_ ዘመዶች _ 
4_ወዳጆች _ 
 
    ማክሰኞ  ግለ ንባብ  
<<የፈሰሰ ውሃ >> የሚለውን ምንባብ  በራሳችሁ  በማንበብ    
ከምንባቡ የወጡ ጥያቄዎችን መልሱ ፡፡ገፅ 125  
በሚከተሉት ቃላት ዓ/ነገር ስሩ 
ጠላ       ጠጅ         ቅቤ      እርጎ 
በምሳሌው መሰረት ሳጥኖቹን አሟሉ ፡፡ 
 የምታውቆቸውን    የምግብ ዓይነቶች  በሳጥን ውስጥ ፃፉ፡፡ 
   እንዲሁም በገፅ 126 ላይ  የወጥ   ዓይነቶችን   በክቦቹ ውስጥ ዘርዝሩ ፡፡ 
 
     ረዕቡ    አንብቦ መረዳት  
   የዶሮ  ወጥ አሰራር  የሚለውን ምንባብ አንብቡ፡፡ 
 ያነበባችሁት ምንባብ ምን  ያህል እንደተረዳችሁት  
ለማውቅ ከምንባቡ የወጡትን ጥያቄዎች  በፅሁፍ መልሱ፡፡ 
1_ ላባው ከተነጨ በኋላ ዶሮው ወረቀት  በማቀጣጠል የሚለበለበው ለምንድን ነው? 
2_ቀጥሎ የቀረበውን የዶሮ ወጥ አሰራር በቅደም ተከተል አስተካክላችሁ ፃፉ፡፡ 
      ይሰራል         የለበለባል       ይታረዳል      ይገዛል     
     ይጨመራል        ይበለታል       ይዘፈዘፋል    
 መጀመሪያ _  ይገዛል  
የምታውቁትን  ወይም  በመጠየቅ   የመጠጥ  ዓይነቶችን 
  በሳጥኖቹ ውስጥ ፃፍ፡፡ 
ሐሙስ   መፃፍ 
     ሥራዓተነጥቦቹን በተገቢው ቦታ ፃፉ፡፡ 

   ፤     ?      ፤ ። 
1_ለዓመት  በዓል  ዶሮ  ይገዛል  ይታረድና ይሰራል  
2_ገበያ ሄጄ ሽንኩርት ዘይትና  በርበሬ ገዛሁ  
3_ዶሮ ወጥ ለመስራት ምን  ምን  ነገሮች  ያስፈልጋሉ  
                       ገፅ `124 __127 
ማስታወሻ  
     የፆታ አመልካች  ቅጥያ  
ፆታ የምንለው በዓረፍተ ነገሩ ውስጥ ያለው ባለቤት ወይም ድርጊት አስፈፃሚ  
ወንድ ወይም ሴት  መሆኑን ለይተን ለማወቅ የሚረዳን አመልካች ቅጥያ ነው ፡፡ 
እነዚህን ጥያቄዎች በአንድ ቃል መድረሻ ላይ ሲጨመሩ  በቃሉ ውስጥ ያለውን ፆታ ለመለየት ይረዱናል  
ቅጥያዎቹም የሚከተሉት ናቸው ፡፡  

 መደብ  የወንድ ፆታ አመልካች  የሴት ፆታ 
አመልካች  

1ኛ           _       _ 
 2ኛ         ክ/ህ       ሽ 
 3ኛ    ኣ        አች 

 
ምሳሌ_ፃፍክ ሁለተኛ መደብ  ወንድ ፆታ ነው  
ፃፍሽ ሁለተኛ መደብ ሴት ፆታ ነው  
                         ፃፈ ሦስተኛ  መደብ   ወንድ ፆታ ነው 
ፃፈች   ሦስተኛ  መደብ  ሴት  ፆታ ነው 
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   እርሳስህ  ሁለተኛ መደብ   ወንድ ፆታ ነው 
                እርሳስሽ  ሁለተኛ መደብ ሴት ፆታ ነው   
                        እርሳሱ ሦስተኛ  መደብ   ወንድ ፆታ ነው 
                                  እርሳሷ ሦስተኛ  መደብ   ወንድ ፆታ ነው 
        አንደኛ መደብ ላይ  ተናጋሪው  ወይም ባለቤቱ ወይም ድርጊት ፈፃሚው ራሱ ስለሆነ የሴት  
ወይም የወንድ ፆታ  መለያ ቅጥያ አያስፈልገውም ፡፡ 
  ለምሳሌ_ ልብሴን አጠብኩ ፡፡ ቢል በዓ/ነገሩ ውስጥ  ያለው  ባለቤት ”እኔ” የሚል ይሆናል ስለዚህ 
እኔ ካለ ደግሞ ተናጋሪው  ራሱ  በቀጥታ  የሚናገር ስለሆነ  ወንድ ወይም  ሴት መሆኑን መለየት አያስፈልገንም 
  ማለት ነው ፡፡ 
 
Amharic  Lessen plan   year 3   June 1 -5 
 
ሰኞ    አድምጦ መፃፍ  
   ስለቀረርቶ   እና ፉከራ  ቤተሰቦቻችሁን  በመጠየቅ  ያዳመጣችሁትን  
ሥርዓተ ነጥቦችን በመጠቀም  በአግባቡ በደብተራችሁ ፃፉ ፡፡ 
በሚከተሉት ቃላት ዓ/ነገር ስሩ  
   1_ቀረርቶ           2_ ፉከራ      3_ ዜማ     4_  ግጥም  
 ቃላት ማጣመር  
      “አስ”  የሚለውን ቅጥያ ከቃላቱ  አጣምራችሁ ፃፉ፡፡ 
ምሳሌ_ አስ +ጨነቀ =  አስጨነቀ  
        1_ አስ+ተማሪ  
         2_ አስ+በጠረ  
         3_አስ+ፎከረ 
          4_ አስ+ለበሰ 
 ማክሰኞ  አንብቦ መረዳት ( ግለ ንባብ) 
         እነአብርሃም  በቡሄ በዓል _ የሚለውን ምንባብ  በራሳችሁ ካነበባችሁ ባሆላ  
ከምንባቡ የወጡትን ጥያቄዎች መልሱ ፡፡ገፅ 129  
           ልጆች   እናንተም  የምታውቁትን  ግጥም  ወይም ደግሞ 
በራሳችሁ   ገጥማችሁ  የገጠማቹሁትን ግጥም ለቤተሰቦቻችሁ አሳዩ፡፡ 
ቃላትን  ከአባባላቸው ጋር አዛምዱ  
   ምሳሌ_ እስክስታ    __ይወረዳል  
               ዘፈን   ____ የዘፈናል  
በምሳሌው  መሰረት  የቀሩተን ጥያቄዎች   ከአባባላቸው ጋር አዛምዱ  
 በሚከተሉት ቃላት ዓ/ነገር ስሩ፡፡ 
     1_ ጨፈረ       2_ ሰጠ        3_  መረቀ         4_  መከረ   
 
ረዕቡ  ያዳመጡትን  ማስታወስ  
         ስለፉከራ እና ቀረርቶ ጠይቃችሁ   አዳምጣችሁ  ሰኞ ዕለት  
ፅፋችኋል   ስለዚ አሁን ደግሞ እናንተ ከሰማችሁት  እና ከፃፍችሁት ውስጥ  ደብተራችሁን  
ሳታዩ ስለ ፉከራ እና ሽለላ የምታውቁትን ለሌሎች ሰዎች  በማስታወስ ንገሩ ፡፡ 
 ስለ ፉከራ እና ቀረርቶ  በገፅ 130 ላይ ያለውን ጥያቄዎች ስሩ፡፡ 
የፉከራ እና የቀረርቶ ዜማዎችን  ከእንቅስቃሴ  ጋር በቤት  ውስጥ አሳዩ ፡፡ 
      ማጣመር  
ወደብዙ  ቁጥር ለውጡ ፡፡ 
     ምሳሌ_  ግጥም  ___ ግጥሞች  
                 1_ ክምር  ____፟_____               3_ ምልክት ___________ 
                  2_ ሙክት ________                4_አባት  ____________ 
ምሳሌ_ ፉከራ  _ ፉክራዎች  
                 1_ አውድማ _________             3_እርሻ  __________ 
                 2_አበጣሪ ____________            4_ ቆፋሪ ________ 
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          ሐሙስ   ግለ ንባብ  
“እስክስታ “ የሚለውን ምንባብ  በማንበብ  ከምንባቡ የወጡ ጥያቄዎችን መልሱ 
1_የምንባቡ የመጀመሪያ  ዓ/ነገር ለቤተሰቦቻችሁ ንገሩ፡፡ 
2_ሰዎች እስክስታ  ሲውርዱ ውገባችውን በምን ሸብ ያደርጋሉ ? 
3_ ባህላዊ ውዝዋዜዎች የታጀቡ ናችው ? 
4_እስክስታ ከመዝናናት ሌላ ምን ጥቅም ይሰጣል ? 
5_ሌሎች የምታውቋችውን  ባህላዊ ውዝዋዜዎች ግለፁ፡፡ 
  በሚከትሉት  ቃላት ዓ/ነገር ስሩ ፡፡ 
1_ ተወዛወዘ        
2 አበጠረ     
 3_ አበጠረ     
4_ፎከረች  
በምሳሌው መሰረት  አሟልታችሁ ፃፉ  
          እስክስታ   ___ የጎጃም  
     ዓርብ   የንባብ ቀን ገፅ `128 __131  
 
የክለሳ ጥያቄዎች (Revision )  year 3 
ቃላቱን በነጠላ ቁጥር ፃፉ ፡፡ 
1_ ተኩላዎች ________ 
2_ተማሪዎች  ________ 
 3፟_ኩባያዎች  ________ 
4__ዘመዶች ________ 
5_ ቅመሞች ________ 
 ቃላቱን  በምሳሌው  መሰረት በአሉታ ፃፉ ፡፡ 
ምሳሌ       ሰጠ ____ አልሰጠም  
1_ ታመመ    ___________ 
2_ታዘዘ   ______________ 
3_ ያዘ  ________________ 
 ቃላቶቹን  በአነስትይ እና በብዙ  ቁጥር ፃፉ 
 ተባዕታይ               አነስታይ               ብዙ 
1_አሸነፈ                  አሸነፈች                አሸነፉ  
2_ተዋጋ                   ________              _________ 
3_መራ                   ፟_________             _________ 
4_ወረረ                  __________           ___________  
      ለሚከተሉት ጥያቄዎች መልስ ስጡ  
1_ፍትህ የት ይከበራል ? ___________ 
2_ማሲንቆ ምን ዓይነት መሳሪያ ነው ?_________ 
3_የጥምቅት በዓል  በምን ወር የከበራል ?_________ 
4_ሶስት ባህላዊ የሙዚቃ  መሳሪያዎችን ፃፉ ፡፡ 
        __________   _________   ________ 
የሚከተሉትን   ቃላት  በምሳሌው  መሰረት ስሩ  
ምሳሌ  ፉከራ ____ የፎከራል  
1_ጠጅ      ____________ 
2_ነጋሪት     ____________ 
3_እንጀራ   ____________4፟ ዋሽንት  __________ 
	
New	IT	Practice	Lesson	Plans	for	Year	4		(if	you	have	access	to	a	laptop	at	home)	
Teacher:	Ato	Wakena	wakenagetacho@gmail.com		
	
Please	see	Resources	folder	on	the	RICE	web	site	to	download	a	pdf	with	instructions.	
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Year	5	Lesson	Plans	
	
Literacy	Lesson	Plan	for	Year	5	(5	hours	a	week)	
Teacher	Wro.	Sofia				sofia.wahel@gmail.com	
	
Year	5	Literacy	lesson	plan	May	25	–	June	12	
Monday,	May	25th	
Assessment	day	
	
Tuesday,	May	26th	
Lo:	Understand	root	words.	
-	A	root	word	is	a	word	or	word	part	that	can	form	the	basis	of	prefixes	and	suffixes.	
Examples	of	root	words	and	other	related	words:	
Root	word	 	 	 	Meaning	 	 	 Related	words	
1.	act	 	 	 	 to	move	or	do		 	 actor,	acting,	reaction	...	
2.	form		 	 	 shape		 	 	 	 conform,	reform,	forming	
3.	legal		 	 	 related	to	the	law	 	 illegal,	legalities,	paralegal	
4.	cardio		 	 	 heart		 	 	 	 cardiovascular,	cardiology	
5.	derm	 	 	 skin		 	 	 	 dermatitis,	dermatology,	epidermis	
	
Activity:	Learner’s	book	page	144	C	(1	–	6)	
	
Wednesday,	May	27th	
LO:	Understand	spelling	rules	for	doubling	consonants.	
-	The	spelling	rule	is:	
A.	if	the	word	has	one	(1)	syllable	(a	word	with	one	Vowel	sound),	one	vowel	and	it	ends	in	one	(1)	
consonant,	you	double	the	final	consonant	before	you	add	ing,	ed',	er,	est'	(also	known	as	a	suffixal	
vowel).	You	don't	double	the	consonant	if	the	word	ends	in	tion'	(also	known	as	a		suffixal	consonant).	
Example:	The	word	run:	
-	it	has	one	syllable	
-	it	has	one	vowel	‘u’	
-	it	has	consonant	that	follows	the	vowel	-'n'	
You	double	n'	when	you	add	the	suffix	ing,	and	the	word	will	be	running.	
	
More	examples:	
1.	stop	+	ing	=	stopping	
2.	big	+	er	=	bigger	
3)	fat	+	est	=	fattest.	
Words	that	have	more	than	one	consonant	after	the	vowel	don't	double,	E.g.	‘lift’	has	two	consonants	‘f’	
and	‘t’,	so	you	don't	double	the	last	consonant,	instead	just	add	the	suffixal	vowel:	lift	+	ing=	lifting	
For	words	that	have	a	long	‘e’	vowel	on	the	end,	for	example:	grade,	slide,	hate,	you	drop	the	‘e’	before	
adding	ing	or	ed,	without	doubling	the	last	consonant.		
Example:		
grade	becomes	grading	or	graded.		
slide	becomes	sliding	or	slided.	
hate	becomes	hating	or	hated.	
	
B.	Words	with	more	than	one	syllable	
The	doubling	rule	can	also	be	used	for	words	with	more	than	one	syllable;	however	these	words	must	
end	in	a	single	consonant	after	a	vowel	sound.	
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Example:	
the	word	begin	has	two	syllables	(be/gin)	and	has	one	vowel	before	last	consonant	sound.	So		begin	+	
ing	becomes	beginning.	
More	examples:	
1.	control	-	controlling,	controlled	
2.	regret	-	regretting,	regretted	
3.	submit	–	submitting,	submitted	
Activity:	Learner’s	book	page	144	D	(1	–	2)	
	
Thursday,	May	28	
Down	fall	of	the	Dergue	
	
Friday,		
LO:	Practise	cursive	hand	writing	
Compound	words	

1. somewhere	
2. moonlight	
3. grandmother	
4. football	
5. supergiant	
6. backward	
7. fireworks	
8. anybody		
9. passport	
10. homemade		
11. without	
12. backbone	
13. peppermint	
14. rattlesnake		
15. earthquake	

	
Monday,	June	1	
LO:	Understand	plurals.	
Plurals	show	more	than	in	quantity.	
Plural	Noun	Rules:	
1.	To	make	regular	nouns	plural,	add	-s	to	the	end	
cat	-	cats	
house	-	houses	
2.	If	the	singular	noun	ends	in	-s,	-ss,	-sh,	-ch,	-x,	or-z,	add	-es	to	the	end	to	make	it	plural.	
bus	–	buses,	lunch	–	lunches,	tax	–	taxes,	trash	–	trashes,	blitz-	blitzes.	
3.	If	the	noun	ends	with	f	or	fe,	the	f	is	often	changed	to	ve	before	adding	the	-s	to	form	the	plural	
version.	
wolf	–	wolves,	leaf	–	leaves,	loaf	–	loaves,		
Exceptions	(in	these	nouns	the	f	is	not	changed	to	ve	in	their	plurals)	
roof	-	roofs,	belief-	beliefs,	chef	-	chefs,	chief-chiefs	
	
Activity:	Learner's	book	page	145	A	
	
Tuesday,	June	2	
Lo:	Understanding	compound	adjectives.	
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-	A	compound	adjective	is	formed	when	two	or	more	adjectives	are	joined	together	to	modify	the	same	
noun.	These	terms	should	be	hyphenated	(-)	to	avoid	confusion.	
Examples	of	compound	adjectives:	
1.	four	-	foot	=	four	+	foot	
This	is	a	four-foot	table.	
2.	part-time	=	part	+	time	
Daniela	is	a	part-time	worker.	
	
3.	well-behaved	=	well	+	behaved	
Danny's	dog	is	well-behaved.	
4.	two-year-old	=	two	+	year	+	old	
She	adopted	a	two-year-old	cat.	
5.	well-known	=	well	+	known	
She	is	a	well-known	actress.	
List	of	some	common	compound	adjectives:	
1.	short-term	=	short	+	term	
2.	high-quality	=	high	+	quality	
3.	good-looking	=	good	+	looking	
4.	highly-respected	=	highly	+	respected	
5.	long-lasting	=	long	+	lasting	
	
Activity:	Learner’s	book	page	143	A	(1	–	5)	
	
Wednesday,	June	3	
LO:	Use	prefixes	to	form	antonyms.	
A	prefix	is	a	group	of	letters	added	to	the	front	of	a	root	word	to	change	its	meaning.	Some	prefixes	
form	antonyms	(words	of	opposite	meaning).	
These	are	the	common	prefixes	creating	antonyms:	dis,	un,	in,	im,	ir,	il,	and	mis.	
Examples:	like	dislike,	happy	–	unhappy,	visible	–	invisible,	possible	–	impossible,	regular	–	irregular,	
legal	–	illegal,	lead	-	mislead	
Activity:	Learner’s	book	page	145	C	(2	–	4)	
	
Thursday,	June	4	
LO:	choose	the	right	synonym	
-	A	synonym	is	a	word	having	the	same	nearly	the	same	meaning	as	another	word	or	a	phrase.	We	can	
get	synonyms	based	on	the	context	of	the	word	in	a	sentence.	
1.	This	is	very	important.	
important	–	essential	
2.	The	kids	run	to	their	teachers.	
run	-	dash	
3.	You	can	put	the	book	in	the	shelf.	
put	-	place	
4.	Don't	destroy	the	plants.	
destroy	-	ruin.	
5.	The	helicopter	flew	above	the	roof.	
flew	-	hovered	
	
Activity:	Learner's	book	page	148	E	(1-2)	
	
Friday,	June	5	
LO:	Practise	cursive	hand	writing.	
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Write	a	paragraph	about	what	you	wish	to	see	after	a	month	in	the	world	using	cursive	handwriting.	
	
Monday,	June	8	
LO:	Revise	using	prepositions.	
Prepositions	are	the	words	that	join	a	noun,	pronoun	or	the	noun	phrases	and	make	each	sentence	
complete.	
Prepositions	are	used	in	sentences	to	indicate	a	location,	direction,	time	or	sometimes	to	introduce	an	
object,	
Example:		
1.	I	will	come	on	Monday.	
on	-	indicates	time	
2.	There	are	some	kids	at	the	park.	
at	-	indicates	place	
3.	I	am	in	my	friend's	place	now.	
in	-	indicates	location	
4.	The	families	went	to	the	restaurant.	
to	-	indicates	direction	
5.	I	am	really	happy	for	you.	
for	-	indicates	reason	
	
Complete	using	these	prepositions:	about,	for,	of,	on,	to,	with.		
1.	Peter	was	extremely	happy	_________________	his	new	computer.		
2.	Her	mother	had	punished	him	_________________	something	he	had	done	that	day.	But,	as	he	was	
so	angry	_________________	her,	she	finally	let	him	go	out.		
3.	As	soon	as	John	joined	the	firm,	he	became	anxious	_________________	promotion.		
4.	Her	parents	insisted	_________________	having	us	to	tea.		
5.	This	song	reminds	me	………	my	last	holidays	in	Barbados.		
	
Tuesday,	June	9	
LO:	Revise	sentence	types	(simple,	compound	and	complex	sentences).	
1.	A	simple	sentence	consists	of	only	one	clause.	
Example:		
A.	She	likes	Singing.	
B.	We	went	to	my	friend's	house.	
C.	My	mum	is	an	excellent	Cook.	
2.	A	compound	sentence	consists	of	two	or	more	independent	clauses.	
Example:	
A.	I	don't	know	how	to	ride	a	bike,	so	my	brother	is	teaching	me.	
B.	She	likes	singing	and	playing	guitar.	
C.	He	likes	eating	pizza	but	not	burger.	
3.	A	complex	sentence	has	at	least	one	independent	clause	plus	at	least	one	dependent	clause.	
Example:	
A.	I	enjoyed	the	apple	pie	that	you	bought	for	me.	
B.	The	book,	which	my	friend	gave	me	for	my	birthday,	is	interesting.	
C.	we	stay	at	home	since	there	is	Pandemic	disease	called	Covid-19.	
	
	
	
	
Identify	whether	the	sentences	are	simple,	complex	or	compound.	Underline	dependent	clauses	
where	it	applies.		
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1.	The	student	wiped	the	white	board	that	was	filthy	with	last	week’s	notes.		
2.	The	trendy	fashion	designer	released	her	new	line	on	Wednesday.		
3.	Aster	and	Yohannes	went	to	Bahirdar	to	celebrate	their	anniversary.		
4.	While	waiting	for	the	paint	to	dry,	Angela	went	to	Home	Depot,	and	Martin	organized	the	kitchen	
appliances.		
5.	After	the	teacher	chose	groups,	John	and	Sara	were	selected	as	partners	for	a	project,	yet	Sarah	did	
most	of	the	work.	
	
Wednesday,	June	10	
LO:	Revise	using	connectives.	
A	connective	is	a	word	or	phrase	that	links	clauses	or	sentences.	
These	are	some	kinds	of	connectives:	
1.	Adding	
-	and,	moreover,	also,	as	well	as,	further	more	
Example:	I	like	literacy	as	well	as	maths.	
2.	Time	
next,	then,	finally,	meanwhile,	eventually	
Example:		Turn	to	left	then	walk	along	until	you	get	the	big	square.	
3.	Cause/Effect	
Because,	therefore,	so,	consequently,	as	a	result	of	
Example:	Read	more	books	because	you	can	get	a	bunch	of	knowledge	from	them.	
4.	Contrasting	
however,	alternatively,	although,	unless,	but	
Example:	You	are	staying	at	home,	but	you	still	need	to	do	the	school	lessons.	
	
Complete	the	following	sentences	using	the	correct	connective.	
	although		 	 but		 	 so		 	 and		 	 then		 	 until		
1.	__________	travelling	by	plane	is	fast,	its	expensive	_______	bad	for	the	environment.		
2.	Car-racing	is	exciting,	______________	it’s	very	dangerous.		
3.	I	love	exciting	places,	________________	I	want	to	go	to	a	city.		
4.	It’s	usually	very	hot	in	Australia	_________________	the	end	of	April.		
5.	I	would	like	to	go	to	the	beach	first,	_____________	we	can	go	to	the	restaurant.		
6.	I	like	to	eat	beef,	_________________	I	do	like	to	eat	chicken.		
7.	_______________	you’re	saying	you	want	to	go	diving?		
8.	_________________you	finish	your	homework	you	can’t	watch	T.V.	
9.	It’s	foggy	and	stormy	outside,	_____________	you	should	wear	a	coat	____________	boots.		
10.	I	love	my	pet	dog,	______________	I	prefer	music.		
	
Thursday,	June	11	
LO:	Revise	homophones.	
Homophones	are	pairs	of	words	that	sound	the	same,	but	have	different	meanings	and	different	
spellings.	
Examples:	
1.	for	/	four	
I	bought	four	new	pairs	of	shoes	for	my	upcoming	vacation.	
2.	hear	/	here	
I	wanted	to	sit	here	so	I	could	hear	the	singer	clearly.	
3.	hour	/	our	
We	have	one	hour	before	our	appointment	with	them.	
4.	knight	/	night	
The	knight	is	on	his	way	to	the	castle,	but	travelling	at	night	is	very	dangerous.	
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5.	son	/	sun	
My	son	is	5	years	old.	He	likes	to	spend	time	outside	in	the	sun.	
	
A.	Fill	in	the	blanks	with	the	right	word	(their,	there	or	they’re).	
1.	__________________	two	kids	were	running	fast.	
2.	__________________	looking	for	the	lost	dog.	
3.	__________________	are	two	houses	for	sale.	
4.	__________________	planning	to	go	sailing.	
5.	__________________	what	did	you	see	over	__________________?	
6.	They	wanted	to	visit	__________________	aunt.	
7.	__________________	late	every	day.	
8.	Is	your	book	at	__________________	house?	
9.	__________________	were	five	coats	in	the	closet.	
10.	__________________	going	to	__________________	friend’s	house.	
	
B.	Use	(two,	to	or	too)	to	complete	these	sentences.	
1.	I	like	__________________	skate.	
2.	We	were	__________________	scared	__________________	dive.	
3.	Do	you	want	__________________	play	__________________?	
4.	He	walks	__________________school.	
5.	It	is	__________________	hot	__________________	run.	
	
	
Maths	Lesson	Plan	for	Year	5	(5	hours	a	week)	
Teacher	Wrt.	Salem	&	Wro.	Tigist	salemkbro@gmail.com	and	tgtemef@gmail.com	
	
Lesson	Plan	for	week	1,	May	25th	–	29th		

Monday	

LO:	Reading	scales	with	100ml/50ml/20ml/10ml	divisions	

Mental	math:	Answer	four	possible	answers	using	any	number	operation.	How	can	you	get	360?	How	
can	you	get	1879?	How	can	you	get	160?	

Prepare	a	funnel,	water	or	sand,	a	jug	and	a	few	1	liter	bottles	

Ask	your	child	to	pour	a	given	volume	into	a	measuring	jug	for	example,	360ml.	Pour	the	substance	into	
a	1	liter	bottle	and	label	the	bottle	in	milliliters	like	below.	

	 	 	

	

Repeat	the	method	for	all	the	other	bottles	using	different	measurements.	Make	sure	your	child	
measures	as	accurately	as	possible	before	they	pour	into	1	liter	bottles.	

*They	can	use	different	kinds	of	food	colouring	to	add	in	the	water	when	measuring.	

Practice	work	is	from	Pupil	sheets	62	and	63	

Tuesday	

	 360ml	
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LO:	Estimating	and	measuring	capacities	

Mental	math:	Start	with	thirty	six.	Add	twenty	one.	Double	the	number	and	add	sixty-nine.	Add	one	
hundred	and	forty	then	add	forty	seven.	What	number	do	you	have?	

Start	with	nine.	Multiply	it	by	ten	and	halve	the	number.	Subtract	fifty.	What	number	do	you	have?	

Use	a	funnel	and	water	or	sand,	a	measuring	jug	with	100ml	divisions,	a	few	containers	that	can	hold	
between	100ml	and	1	liter.	Hold	up	one	of	the	containers	and	ask	your	child	how	many	milliliters	do	you	
estimate	this	holds?	Ask	your	child	to	write	down	their	estimate.	

Next,	fill	the	container	you	are	holding	with	water	or	sand	then	ask	your	child	to	pour	the	contents	into	
a	measuring	jug.	Ask	them	to	read	out	the	measurement	and	compare	it	to	their	estimate.	Repeat	this	
process	with	different	measurements.	

Practice	is	from	NHM	Mathematics	textbook	pages	98	and	99	

Wednesday	

LO:	Miles,	Pints	and	Gallons	

Mental	math:	What	number	added	to	240	will	give	you	760?	What	number	subtracted	from	1316	will	
give	you	500?	What	number	multiplied	by	5o	will	give	you	1000?	What	number	divided	by	5	will	give	
275?	

Display	the	road	sign	below:	

	 	 	

	

	

	

	

	

Explain	that	one	mile	is	about	one	and	a	half	kilometers	and	ask:	

How	many	kilometers	is	it	to	Bentley?		

Repeat	for	the	distances	to	Entworth	and	Tripton	

Then	write	down	a	more	accurate	relationship	between	the	mile	and	the	kilometer.	

1	mile	is	about	1600	meters	or	1.6	kilometers	

Ask	how	he/she	would	find	the	distance	to	Bentley	in	meters	

(Answer:	multiply	1600	by	6)	

Bentley	 	 6	miles	

Entworth		 5	miles	

Tripton		 	 9	miles	
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Have	your	child	work	out	the	distance	in	both	kilometers	and	meters	and	write	it	down	on	their	exercise	
book.	

(Answer:	Bentley:	6	miles	is	about	9600	meters	

	 	 						6	miles	is	about	9.6	kilometers	

Repeat	the	same	process	for	Entworth	and	Tripton.	

Next,	show	your	child	a	one	pint	milk	carton	or	any	other	container	that	holds	one	pint	and	ask	them	to	
estimate	the	volume	of	the	liquid	in	the	container	in	milliliters.	

Check	the	estimates	by	asking	your	child	to	pour	the	contents	into	a	measuring	jug.	

Through	discussion,	establish	that	1	pint	of	water	is	about	570	milliliters.	Next,	ask	your	child	to	use	the	
1	pint	milk	carton	or	container	to	pour	8	pints	of	water	into	a	bucket.	Explain	that	a	volume	of	8	pints	is	
also	known	as	1	gallon.	

Then	using	the	measuring	jug,	ask	your	child	to	measure	out	the	water	from	the	bucket	to	confirm	that	1	
gallon	is	a	little	less	than	5	liters.	

Finally,	ask	questions	to	solidify	understanding	of	these	relationships.	For	example:	

What	volume	in	liters	is	about	the	same	as	two/	five/twenty	gallons?	

Which	is	the	greater	volume,	six	gallons	or	thirty	liters?	

*Ask	your	child	to	prepare	a	conversion	table	fro	miles	to	kilometers,	milliliters	to	pints	and	gallons	to	
liters.	Ensure	the	tables	go	from	1-10	miles	1-5	pints		and	1-10	gallons.	

Practice	work	is	from	NHM	Mathematics	textbook	pages	102	and	103.	

Thursday	

LO:		adding	a	four/	five	digit	number	and	a	two	digit	multiple	of	10	

Mental	math:	What	is	the	sum	of	178	and	60?	243	and	80?	367	and	70?	

	

	

	

	

Display	these	three	bins	and	ask:	

How	many	bottles	are	there?		

Then	add	thirty	more	bottles	and	ask:	How	many	bottles	are	there	now?	

Discuss	with	your	child	the	strategies	he/she	could	use	to	find	the	total.	

Add	2630	and	30	to	give	2660	and	then	by	adding	4	to	make	the	total	2664.	

			Bottles	

				2634	

		Cans	

		3526	

Newspapers												

							1857	
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Tell	them	to	record	their	answer.	

Repeat	for	the	other	two	bins	and	ask	your	child	to	find	the	totals	when	70	cans	and	40	newspapers	are	added.	

Practice	work	is	from	NHM	Mathematics	textbook	page	21	

Friday	

LO:	Adding	a	three	digit	multiple	of	100	to	a	three/	four	digit	number:	Bridging	a	multiple	of	1000	

Mental	math:	184is	the	double	of	what	number?		110	is	the	double	of	what	number?	Forty	three	added	to	what	
gives	you	100?	What	plus	thirty	six	gives	you	100?	What	three	numbers	added	can	give	you	100?	

Display	656+700	

Discuss	with	your	child	the	strategy	of	first	adding	the	multiples	of	100.	

600+700=1300	

Then	adding	the	tens	and	units	

1300	+	56	=	1356	

Record	the	answer	and	repeat	for	other	additions	such	as:	485	+	800,	500+	792,	879	+	400,	2653	+	800	

*The	last	addition	can	be	done	by	adding	the	hundreds	first	then	the	tens	and	units	then	finally	the	thousands.	

Practice	is	from	NHM	Mathematics	textbook	page	22	

	

Lesson	plan	for	week	2,	June	1st	–	5th		

Monday	

LO:	Using	a	standard	written	method	

Mental	math:	What	is	250	+	260?	What	is	460	+	180?	What	is	490	+	390?	What	is	350	+	270?	

Display	an	addition	such	as	2357	+	2432	

Ask	your	child	to	add	these	numbers	vertically.	Record	the	answer	and	repeat	using	an	addition	which	involves	a	
‘carry	forward’	such	as:		

3528	+	1359	

		3	5	21	8	

+1	3	5		9	

			4	8	8	7	

Record	the	answer	and	give	them	another	addition	involving	2	or	more	‘carry	forward’,	such	as:	

6748	+	2795	

			61	71	41	8	
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+	2		7			9		5	

			9		5			4		3	

Practice	work	is	from	NHM	Mathematics	textbook	pages	23	and	24	

Tuesday	

LO:	subtraction	involving	foru	digit	numbers	Extending	the	use	of	a	standard	written	method	

Mental	math:	What	is	863	–	400?	What	is	1320	–	250?	What	is	780	–	50?	

Display	649	–	736	

	

As	your	child	explains	the	steps,	record	each	step	of	the	subtraction	using	the	standard	method.	

Emphasize	the	need	to	exchange	a	thousand	for	ten	hundreds	before	subtracting	the	hundreds.	

	 	 	

	 	 	 65	5154	9	 																															15	is	in	ten	hundreds	place	

	 	 												-					7			3	6	

	 	 	 5		8			1		3	 	

Repeat	for	a	subtraction	involving	exchange	of	a	thousand	and	echange	in	another	column,	for	example:	

	 	 	

	 	 87	313	43	010	 The	four	borrows	to	the	0	and	the	8	borrows	to	the	3	

-					6				2			8	

		7			7					1			2	

For	another	example	involving	exchange	of	a	thousand,	a	hundred	and	a	ten,	for	example:	

	 	 98	413	312	616								All	borrow	from	the	thousands	

	 												-						8				7				9	

	 	 8			5				5				7	

Also	discuss	subtractions	involving	zero	digits	

	 	 54	09	212	7	 	 	 76	09	09	010	

	 											-			1		9			3			4	 	 												-		3		5			8		4	

	 														3			0			9			3	 	 																3			4			1	6	

Practice	is	from	NHM	Mathematics	textbook	page	33	and	34	

Wednesday	
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LO:	Subtracting	by	‘counting	up’:	exploring	an	alternative	written	method	

Mental	math:	What	is	910	-50?	740-90?	230-50?	650-60?	990-110?	

Display	754-286	

Discuss	how	to	subtract	by	‘counting	up’	from	the	smaller	number,	286,	to	make	the	larger	number	754.	

	 	 754	

	 										-			286	

	 	 		14		 (	add	14	to	make	300)	

	 	 400	 (add	400	to	make	700)	

	 												+			54	 (	add	54	to	make	754)	

	 	 468		 14	+	400	+	54	

	 	 	 754-	286	=	468	

Discuss	another	subtraction,	for	example	832-	453	which	shows	a	slightly	abbreviated	(	shortened)	recording.	

It	is	the	same	method	as	the	previous	example	

	

	 	 		832	

	 	 -	453	

	 	 					47			(500)	

	 	 			300		(800)		

	 	 	+		32		(832)	

	 	 			379	

832	–	453	=	379	

*Remember	to	add	on	the	lesser	number,	not	the	greater	number.	

Discuss	subtraction	involving	four	digit	numbers,	for	example:	

	 			6467	

	 -		2684	

	 							16	 (2700)	

	 					300	 (3000)	

	 			3467	 (6467)	

	 			3783	
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Practice	work	is	from	Pupil	sheet	17	

Thursday	

LO:		Multiples	

Mental	math:	What	is	6x7?	8x9?	6x12?	Which	two	number	multiplied	will	give	you	the	product	48?	Which	two	
numbers	multiplied	can	give	you	40?	

Display	a	set	of	numbers	as	shown:	

	 	

	

	

And	ask	which	numbers	are	multiples	of	9	(	divide	exactly	by	9)	

Repeat	question	by	asking	for	multiples	of	3,5,6,	and	2	

Record	their	answer	

Multiples	of	9		 	 27,81	

Multiples	of	3	 	 24,	42,	27,	12,	48	

Multiples	of	5	 	 50	

Multiples	of	6	 	 24,	42,	12,	48	

Multiples	of	2		 	 24,	50,	42,	12,	48	

Next,	ask	which	numbers	are	a	multiple	of	3	and	6?	

Record	their	answers	and	ask	them	what	they	notice.	

(answer:	they	are	all	multiples	of	six)	

What	do	you	think	is	true	about	all	the	multiples	of	six?	

(answer:	all	multiples	of	six	are	multiples	of	three)	

Repeat	for	other	pairs	of	sets	of	multiples.	

For	example:		

For	3	and	2:	They	have	the	multiples	of	6	in	common	

For	5	and	2:	They	have	the	multiples	of	10	in	common	

For	3	and	9:	all	multiples	of	9	are	multiples	of	3	

Practice	work	is	from	NHM	Mathematics	Textbook	page	80	

Friday	

LO:	Factors	

				24	 					50	 					27							42	 					12	 						81					48	
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Mental	math:	What	is	144÷12?	What	is	72÷9?	What	is	64÷?	What	is	96÷12?	What	is	81÷9?	

Display	the	number	24	and	ask:	

Can	twenty	four	be	divided	exactly	by	two?	

Record	all	your	child’s	answer	in	order.	

*Establish	that	every	number	has	atleast	two	factors,	1	and	the	number	itself.	

You	could	explain	this	by	asking	how	many	ones	ther	are	in	24?,	24÷1=	24	

Display	these	numbers	

20,	32,	45,	12,	100,	7	

Point	out	that	7	has	only	two	factors,	1	and	7	and	that	this	type	of	number	has	a	special	name-	a	prime	number.	

Next,	display	a	multiplication	such	as	6x17	and	discuss	how	to	find	the	product	by	using	factors	of	6.	

	 	 6x17	

	 										3	x	2	x	17	

Explain	that	multiplying	17	by	6	is	tha	same	as	multiplying	17	by	2	and	then	multiplying		the	product	by	3.	

	 	 6x17	=	102	

	 	 17x2	=	34,	34x3	=	102	

Repeat	for	other	examples	such	as	:	

	 		4x18,				8x3,				9x15	

						108			÷					6	

			

									108	÷	2	÷	3		 2	and	3	are	factors	of	6	(	product	of	2	and	3	is	60	

										

												54			÷				3		 108	divided	by	2	is	54	

	

	 			18	 	 	 							54	divided	by	3	is	18	

	

	 108÷6	=	18		 	 	 108	divided	by	6	is	18	

Practice	work	is	from	Pupil	sheet	51	and	NHM	Mathematics	textbook	page	81	

	

Revision	plan	for	Week	3,	June	8th	–	12th		
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Monday	

Revision	

Adding/Subtracting	powers	of	10	–	NHM	Mathematics	textbook	pages	5	and	6,	Pupil	sheet	8	

Finding	the	number	halfway	between	numbers-	Pupil	sheet	9	

Tuesday	

Revision	

Extending	ordinal	numbers	to	100th	–	NHM	Mathematics	textbook	page	9	

Estimating	and	rounding	–	NHM	Mathematics	textbook	pages	10	and	11	

Wednesday	

Revision	

Doubles,	near	doubles	and	doubles	of	10	–	NHM	Mathematics	textbook	pages	13	and	14	

Addition	and	subtraction-	NHM	Mathematics	textbook	pages	16,	17,	18,	25	and	Pupil	sheet	13	

Thursday	

Revision	

Division	NHM	Mathematics	textbook	pages	53	and	54	

Tenths	–	Pupil	sheet	41	

Measuring	short	lengths	-	NHM	Mathematics	textbook	page		91	

Friday	

No	class	(Giving	you	back	the	day	I	took	for	Ginbot	20)			

	
	
	
	
	
Amharic	Lesson	Plan	for	Year	5	(5	hours	a	week)	
Teacher	Wro.	Ayinadis	ayinyde@yahoo.com,	0912	096869	
    
Year 5 Amharic Lesson Plan for the weeks  May 25-June                    
 
ከገጽ  126-133 
 
1ኛሳምንት 
 
ከገጽ   126-129 
የትምህርትቱዓላማ =የንባብችሎታቸውንያሻሽላሉ፡፡ ገጽ-   126 
                           - የቃላቱንፍቺይጽፋሉ፡፡  ገጽ -127 
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-ትክክለኛውን መነሻ ቅጥያ  ዋናው ቃል በመጨመር ቃላት ይመሰርታሉ፡፡  ገጽ-127 
 -ቅጥያዎችን ከዋናው ነጥለው ይጽፋሉ፡፡ገጽ-127 
                              -ተመሳሳይ ቃላትን ያዛምዳሉ፡፡ገጽ- 128 
                             -አያያዥ ቃል በማስገባት አረፍተ ነገሮችን አያይዘው ይጽፋሉ፡፡ ገጽ-128-129 
                            -የተሰጡትን ቃላት አስተካክለው አረፍተ ነገር ውስጥ ያስገባሉ፡፡ ገጽ-129 
 -የቃላቱን ተቃራኒ ይጽፋሉ፡፡ ገጽ-129 
 -በተሰጣቸው ቃላት አረፍተ ነገር ይሰራሉ፡፡ገጽ -129 
                             -ጓደኞቼ በሚል ርዕስ ሁለት አንቀጽ ይጽፋሉ፡፤ ገጽ-129 
 
       -  የተሰጡት መልመጃዎች  ሁሉም ይሰራሉ፡፡ 
 
2ኛሳምንት 
 
ከገጽ 130-133 
 
የትምህርቱአላማ      -  የንባብችሎታቸውን ያሻሽላሉ፡፡ገጽ-130 
                               --መነሻናመድረሻቅጥያዎችን ከዋናው ቃል ነጥለው ይጽፋሉ፡፡ ገጽ -131 
ጥምር ቃላቱን ያዛምዳሉ፡፡ ገጽ-131 
                             -የቃላቱን ፍቺ ይጽፋሉ፡፡ ገጽ -132  
                               -ተገቢውን ቃል በመምረጥ አረፍተ ነገሩን ያሟላሉ፡፡ገጽ-132 
-ቅጥያዎችን አጣምራችሁ ባለ ቅጥያ ቃል መስርቱ፡፡ ገጽ -132 
                               -በቃላቱ አረፍተ ነገር ይመሰርታሉ፡፡ ገጽ-133 
                              -የጥምር ቃላቱን ትርጉም ያዛምዳሉ፡፡ገጽ-133  
 
በተሰጠውገጽውስጥያሉመልመጃዎችበሙሉይሰራሉ፡፡ 
 
3ኛ -ሳምንት  
 
                ክለሳ 
 
               -ቅጥያዎችን  ከዋናው ቃል ለይተው ይጽፋሉ፡፡   
                   ምሳሌ - እየሮጠች ⁼  እየ- ሮጠ-ች 

1- ስለገዛሁ  ⁼ ------------ 
2- እንደወጣች⁼ --------------- 
3- ስለጀመራችሁ⁼------------------ 

-የቃላቱን ተመሳሳይና ትርጉም ይጽፋሉ፡፡  
 
                    1-ቢያማክረው------------------------ 
                   2-በነጋታው--------------------------- 
                   3-አገዘ------------------------------- 
 
                -የተሰጡትን አያያዥ ቃላትን በማስገባት አረፍተ ነገሮችን ጻፉ፡፡ 
 
                   1-ስለዚህ 
                   2-ይሁን እንጂ 
                  3-ቢሆንም 
             -  በተሰጡት ትእዛዛት ሁለት ሁለት አረፍተ ነገር ስሩ፡፡                 
 
                 1-ትእዛዛዊ አረፍተ ነገር ሁለት ጻፉ፡፡ 
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                    --------------------------------------------------- 
                   --------------------------------------------------- 
                2-ጥቄያዊ አረፍተ ነገር ሁለት ጻፉ፡፡ 
                    ----------------------------------------------------- 
                    ----------------------------------------------------- 
                3-ሃተታዊ አረፍተ ነገር ሁልት ጻፉ፡፡ 
                    ---------------------------------------------------- 
                   ------------------------------------------------------ 
               4-አሉታዊ አረፍተ ነገር ሁለት ጻፍ፡፡ 
                   ----------------------------------------------------- 
                   ----------------------------------------------------- 
 
በተጨማሪም 
                -የቃላቱን ተቃራኒ  
               -ጥምር ቃላቱን ወደ ብዙ ቁጥር መለወጥ 
               -ቃላቱን ተስማሚ አድርጎ በመለወጥ አረፍተ ነገር ውስጥ ማስገባት፡፡ 
 ምሳሌ -በረረ ብሎ በራሪ ቢል ፈጠረ ብሎ ፈጣሪ ይባላል፡፡  
 
               -ውስብስብና ተራ አረፍተ ነገሮችን  በማጥናት ለመጨረሻው ፈተና ተዘጋጁ፡፡በደንብ አጥኑ፡፡  
 
እስካሁን ድረስ ራሳችሁ በቤት  ውስጥ በመስራትና  በማጥናት  ላሳያችሁት ትጋት  ከልቤ  አመሰግናለሁ  
እወዳችኋለሁ፡፡ 
 
 
	
New	IT	Practice	Lesson	Plans	for	Year	5		(if	you	have	access	to	a	laptop	at	home)	
Teacher:	Ato	Wakena	wakenagetacho@gmail.com		
	
Please	see	Resources	folder	on	the	RICE	web	site	to	download	a	pdf	with	instructions.	
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	Year	6	Lesson	Plans	
	
Literacy	Lesson	Plan	for	Year	6	(5	hours	a	week)	
Mr	David.	david.perkins81@googlemail.com		
	
Dear parents, we have reached our final group of weeks 

Regardless of whether you have before, I would seriously ask you (PARENTS) to PLEASE read 
these plans. 

I know some of you hand them to your children and it is a compliment to me that my plans are good 
enough that your child can work through them on their own (it really is!) but you need to read the 
following please! ☺ I would say the first 5 pages are as much for you as they are for the students. 

This set of plans will cover the next 3 weeks – May 25th to 12th June. 

The week after this, the week beginning 15th June, will be assessment week. 

May 28th is a National holiday – but you are welcome to do work on this day! 

Mr Andy will be in touch with regards to how the assessments will take place. 

As we have assessments coming up – the next three weeks will be revision. We have not finished 
the Learners’ Book, but without dismissing Poetry as unimportant, the Checkpoint has to take 
precedence, and so I will move straight to revision. 

The Checkpoint exam which Year 6 will take will cover not just what the students have learnt this 
year, but from each year beginning at Year 2. 

This is a lot of content and as such will require a lot of revision. 

If you have not already, may I suggest that now is the time for you to make sure your child is 
working each day, looking at each of their subjects equally. You may like to make a timetable for 
your child to make sure they are covering enough in their revision. I have suggested a Literacy 
revision timetable below. 

In my lesson plans I have included some old Checkpoint papers to keep preparing the students 
specifically for the checkpoint style of papers and will also bring up some key things which we need 
to remind ourselves about. 

Exam technique. 

There is no fool-proof plan or approach to use to make sure you always get full marks in an 
assessment. But there are some small things that your child can do to help them do their best. 

I would like to include some of these things here. You will be in a very important position when your 
child takes their assessment. Not telling them the answers but helping them to do their best. 
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My following list is not the perfect list which if followed will mean they get full marks (I make no 
promises!) but I do feel that this advice is worth following. Especially as it is mostly based on what 
I have seen your children doing over the last few weeks in their home-school assessments. 

Please read this list carefully. Then read it to your child. Then read it again and read it again on 
the day they do their Literacy assessment: 

1. Presentation – there have been times I could not read answers. No answer = no mark! One 
big request off me would be for any work to be completed on lined paper where possible. 
 

2. Always check the number of marks available. It is not a clear cut 3 marks = 3 answers etc, 
but generally speaking the more marks there are available then the more detail/answers are 
needed. But also – even when there is “only” 1 mark available, there still needs to be enough 
detail to deserve that one mark. 
 

3. Read the question REALLY carefully. Many students over the last few weeks have missed 
part of a question or not fully answered questions. For example – when questions say 
“Where” then the answer has to include some sort of location. If it says “Why” then the 
answer needs to include some sort of reason. If it says “Why do you think….” Then the 
answer needs to include your opinion. 
 

4. “Use evidence from the text”. When this is in a question, the students MUST find parts of 
the text/story/ article etc to answer the question with. As clever as they may be to say an 
answer in their own words, it is all too easy to stray away from the reasons in the text and 
end up putting what the students think is the answer and include opinions and other ideas 
they may have had themselves – but this is not using the text/story to answer the question. 
And will not get full marks. And may even not get any marks. 
For example: the answer from the assessment on James and the Giant Peach question 

“Was the lady bird small or big? How do you know? (Use words from the text) [2]” 

In this question you are told there are 2 marks available – so you must make sure 
you deserve 2 marks. This is a reasonably easy question to make sure you deserve 
full marks as there are two parts – “Was the lady bird small or big?” and “How do 
you know?” and it tells you to use words from the text. 

So an example answer would be: The ladybird in the story is big and I know this 
because in the story it says: “And next to the Spider, there was a giant Ladybird …” 

In the recent assessment. 4 students just put “And next to the spider, there was a giant 
Ladybird….” 
I was kind and still gave them 2 out of 2 marks. But they will not get this kindness in the 
Checkpoint paper.  
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5. Punctuation standards – another thing I have noticed in marking photos of children’s work is 
some missing punctuation. Often, when a question is asking about speech marks or semi-
colons for example, suddenly some students forget to use full stops and capital letters. 
Every answer must still start with a capital letter and end in a full stop (or other 
punctuation). 

 

Understanding the different sections of the Checkpoint paper. 

I thought it would be useful for you to get a good understanding of the set-up of the Checkpoint 
paper. The more you know and understand, the more you can help your child. 

Section A is comprehension and asks about the given text (“insert”). Just like the assessments 
from me on James and the Giant Peach and the assessment about the two boys playing football in 
their garden. 

In this section, different aspects of Literacy are covered. For example, in one old Checkpoint 
paper, Section A asks questions about a text on chocolate. 

So the students will need to answer questions about the text – but as well as finding answers in the 
text, the questions in this old Checkpoint paper also test the students’ understanding of various 
aspects of Literacy, including: the passive form of a verb, use of connectives, metaphors, 
alliteration and the purpose of a text. 

In a second old Checkpoint paper, Section A tested the students’ understanding of: giving their 
opinion, giving quotations, synonyms, explaining how writers build up tension, similes, and first and 
third person narrative. 

So as you can see, almost any part of Literacy can come up. So doing the old Checkpoint papers 
from the school website will prepare the students for this, BUT so too will going through the 
revision notes I provide. 

Unfortunately, we cannot predict what will be on the papers and, very annoyingly, there will be 
things that the students will revise that does not come up on the paper at all. This is just the way 
it is sadly. 

 

Section B is writing and asks the students to write an extended piece of writing. 

Over the last few years, in previous Checkpoint papers students have had to write: 

- A newspaper report about a chocolate factory 
- the end of a story following a given mark scheme about what to include 
- a persuasive article about going to Antarctica 
-  a story from a given starting sentence that had to be 80-100 words long 
- a non-chronological report. 
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Sometimes this writing part is linked to the text in Section A and sometimes it is not. 

NOTE: they only write one thing – the above list is from the last 3 years. 

So – basically. We cannot predict what they will need to write. But as has always been the case 
when we have done assessments in school this year – they will be given specific instructions about 
what to do. 

They MUST READ THE INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY!! Checkpoint are kind in that they do put 
exactly what the student needs to do! 

Extended writing guidance: 

What has been on the assessments done in school (because I put it there!) is an outline of how the 
students can get marks. This is not on the real Checkpoint but I will include it here to help you 
guide your students and for you to be aware of how they can get marks: 

Handwriting and presentation: really important! Letters sitting on the line. 

“descenders” that go below the line = q y p g j. 

“ascenders “ that go up = t d f h k l b. 

Letters consistent in size. 

Not “I was on my waY to scnool.” 

but “I was on my way to school.” 

Punctuation: consistently (always) using capital letters and full stops properly, speech marks 
where needed, questions ending in question marks and exclamation marks used where 
suitable. Writing in PARAGRAPHS if suitable!! – they will almost certainly have to write in 
paragraphs! 

Spelling: one or two spelling mistakes are ‘ignorable’ and still get full marks, but as more and 
more spelling mistakes occur, then students start to lose marks. ESPECIALLY if they are 
words they ‘should’ know. For example: because – there, they’re and their used correctly. 
Where and were - know and no and others. 

(It would not be a waste of time if you spent some time going over these spellings!!) 

Sentence structure: using connectives properly to join sentences. Not just putting simple, 
short, sentences. Commas used correctly. 

Content: what has the exam asked you to do – follow this! The part that you won’t know until 
you open the exam paper. When we have spent time after an assessment in class, I have 
always looked through this with the students and pointed out how the assessment paper 
gave them instructions on what to do. 
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Outline of my lessons: 

As this will be revision lessons –there will not be new content in these lessons. Instead, I will be 
recapping things from our Learners’ book. 

If you remember from our previous block of lessons, we looked at summarising. As an example of 
this, I talked about my University revision and how summarising notes made it easier to take a lot 
of information and make it shorter, and therefore easier, to remember when revising. 

Your child is very welcome to do this. It is a good revision technique as they need to read and read 
and read the original notes as they work on their new, shorter, version. Then, as they continue to 
revise day after day they can read their new notes but also my original notes. Reading both is a 
really good idea! 

 

Below is a suggested timetable for your child to follow. It is not a must but is simply a suggestion. 
It is what I am planning the content of this plan around. 

I do plan to do the Zoom on the second Friday (5th June) to look through the checkpoint papers 
and so it will be better for your child if they have done some of these by then. We will definitely 
be looking through the paper set for Wednesday (3rd June) as I have a mark scheme for this 
paper. 

 MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY 
WEEK 1: 
25th to 29th 
May 

Assessment 5 Using summary 
notes to answer 
questions on 
killer whales 

REVISION 
 
Tips on what to 
do can be found 
below! 

REVISION 
National holiday 

REVISION 

WEEK 2: 
1st to 5th June 

PAST PAPER 
April 2018 
Paper 1:    Non-
Fiction** 

PAST PAPER 
April 2018 
Paper 2:    
Fiction 

PAST PAPER 
“My” checkpoint 
Paper 1: Non-
Fiction 

PAST PAPER 
“My” checkpoint 
Paper 2: Fiction 

ZOOM 
MEETING 
TO CHAT 
THROUGH 
PAPERS 

WEEK 3: 
8th – 12th June 

     

	

**The Checkpoint papers can be found on the school website. Just below where you found this 
lesson plan. Please remember you need to get the question paper and the matching insert. 

There will be 8 downloadable links:  First pair = Monday 

      Second pair = Tuesday 

      Third pair = Wednesday 

      Fourth pair = Thursday 
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I suggest having your child look at these on the computer/tablet etc. It would be a lot to print it 
all out!! 

You will notice that the third week of my timetable is blank. This is for you (students) to decide 
what you want to do. Do you want to do more old Checkpoints that you didn’t finish last week? Then 
do those. Do you want to do more revision from the Learners’ Book? Then look through this again. 
Or, of course, do a mixture. 

Another thing you may want to do would be to write a longer piece of work. For example, you could 
write a newspaper article about having to stay at home, or a story from the point of view of 
someone like you – stuck at home. Or a balanced or biased argument that you should be allowed to 
go back to school. 

Make sure you use paragraphs. If you start to talk about something different – then start a new 
paragraph. TIP TOP. And remember. When a different person starts talking – they need a new 
paragraph too!! 

On Friday 5th June I would like to have another Zoom meeting. In this I will go through 
Wednesday’s paper and others if time. It will, of course, be another chance for students to ask me 
specific questions. 

I have chosen Wednesday’s paper as I have a mark scheme for this specific paper. 

I will also plan to have another Zoom meeting closer to the assessment so students can ask any 
further questions. Details will come out about this closer to the time, as will the invite to the one 
for 5th June. 

 

Here then, is the promised quiz on Killer Whales. You need to find your summarised notes form the 
last block of lessons!! 

In particular, what I want your child to get from this is how good their summarised notes about 
Killer Whales are. Please work through this with them to see how they have done. If they have got 
enough detail in their notes, then them summarising the revision notes I give here is a really good 
idea. 

If, however, their summarised notes on Killer Whale are missing details and information, then they 
are definitely going to need your help if they do want to summarise the revision notes. 
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Monday Killer Whales quiz 

Remember: you can use your revision notes! Do not look back to my notes on Killer Whales. Even if you are 
missing the answer in your notes. The main point is for you to see how good your summary notes were – and 
then afterwards we can look at something important! 

Killer whale facts: 

1. Even though they are called Killer Whales, what animal are they actually thought to be? [1] 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2. There are 2 other names for Killer Whales – can you give one of them? [1] 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3. Killer Whales are known as Apex or Alpha Predators. What does this mean? [2] 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Diet: 

1. Name one mammal that Killer Whales eat. [1] 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2. What percent of their body weight can Killer Whales eat each day? [1] 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3. Can you name 2 surprising things that have been found in a Killer Whales’ stomach? [2] 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Social Structure: 

1. What is a group of Killer Whales called? [1] 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2. How big can these groups be? [1] 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3. Give one reason why Killer Whales may attack. [1] 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Physical Characteristics: 

1. What do Killer Whales look like? [3] 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2. How heavy can male and female Killer Whales be? [2] 
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……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3. Knowing what Killer Whales eat – what do you think the term “carnivore” means? [2] 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Revision notes 

Below I will make some notes about good parts of the Learners’ book to focus on. I will mainly be 
highlighting whole lessons, but will also draw your attention to certain specific pages, questions or 
language focus boxes. 

As I said above – you could choose to write out some notes from these pages and even summarise 
them into shorter notes. Reading through them would then be quicker but I would also say to read 
through the full notes still from time to time. 

Before you summarise though – how well did you do with the Killer Whale quiz? Did you have all 
the answers in your summary? If you did, then you should be OK summarising my revision notes 
below. 

If, however, you were missing some details then you need to be very careful if you summarise my 
notes below. You must make sure you do not take out any important information. But instead take 
out unimportant bits and words. Usually like “and” or “so” or putting symbols instead of words. I 
will put an example at the end so look out for it! 

 

In the timetable above I have put “REVISION”. 

What I suggest you do here is: 

1. Read through the pages I suggest in the Learners’ textbook. 
2. Read these pages and even answer some of the questions (in your head or written down) 

even if we have already done them in class. We are re-vising (doing again!) 
3. Summarise bits if you want to. 
4. Read through these summarised notes again. Read my notes again. Look at the Learners’ 

book again. Again, again, again. 
5. If you become really happy that you know certain parts, then start to miss these out 

sometimes. And focus on those bits that you just can’t seem to remember. But don’t ignore 
them forever. They’ll get sad – so go back to them every now and then! 

6. Revision is about repetition. About doing something repeatedly. Doing it enough times until 
it sticks in your head. 

7. Don’t forget! Your exercise books will be full of the work you have done this year. Where I 
have marked them, I hope my comments will be helpful. Especially where I may put a 
correct answer or explained something in detail! 

8. One final thing you may want to do is to make some small revision cards. So instead of 
having to turn through your Learners’ book all the time, you just have a pile of small pieces 
of paper with different notes on. 
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For example - this could be: 
 
“Preposition” on one side and then “A word which tells you where something is – in time or 
space. e.g.  Put your bag under the table.” on the other. 
Or: 
“Connectives to show cause and effect” on one side and “tells you why something has 
happened. E.g. I wore my coat because it was raining. The students worked really hard, 
therefore they were given Golden Time.” on the other. 

Anything that you want to try and remember can be put onto a revision card. Make it personal to 
you. You could stick these up around the house so you see them as you walk around. Give them to 
someone else and have them read one side and you have to say the other. Repetition. Repetition. 
Repetition! 

 

Revision suggestions: 

Here are the parts of the Learners’ book that I believe will be most helpful. Of course, you can 
look elsewhere in the Learners’ book too! 

As the Checkpoint will cover Year 2 through to Year 6 – you could dig out some old 
textbooks/exercise books if you have them!! 

Unit 1 

Page 14: Lesson 6: Phases and sentences 

Page 16: Lesson 7: Review word classes. 

Make sure you fully understand question 3 at top of page 17. 

TIP: notice I said – “..at top of page 17” and not “at the top of page 17.” Taking the word “the” out 
of a sentence is usually a good way to summaries and shorten things. 

Unit 2 

Page 26: Lesson 1: Making headlines 

Making headlines. A good lesson to read through. You may end up writing a newspaper article! Or 
then again, maybe you won’t! Look at the LANGUAGE FOCUS – different types of sentence. 

Page 31: Lesson 4: Make a point. 

LANGUAGE FOCUS – lead sentence. Remind yourself about a lead paragraph. You could practise 
writing a lead paragraph and following through these questions. But at least remind yourself how 
you would do it if you needed to. 
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Look back at the article you wrote in your exercise book when we did one in class or the one you 
did for your October assessment! This will be marked in detail!! 

Page 33: Lesson 5: Facts and Opinions. 

LANGAUGE FOCUS boxes – p.33 – fact and opinion, p.34 – tone and p.35 - verbs. 

Page 35: Lesson 6: Read an auto-biography. 

Remember the difference between an auto-biography and a biography. 

• What writes which one? 
• Which is written in the third person and which one is in the first person? 

Question C p.37 would be good to do. And the LANGAUGE FOCUS – third to first person narrative. 

Unit 3: 

Page 49: Lesson 3: Look deeper. 

LANGUAGE FOCUS: p.49 – rhyme schemes 

Page 53: The Cataract of Lodore. 

LANGUAGE FOCUS p.55 – poetic techniques 

Unit 4: 

Page 57: Lesson 1: Looking into the future. 

LANGAUGE FOCUS: p.57 – ellipsis 

Page 61: Lesson 3: Useful punctuation. 

LANGAUGE FOCUS boxes: p.61 – Brackets. p.62 – hyphens and dashes 

Page 68: Lesson 6: Working with voices and moods. 

LANGUAGE FOCUS boxes: p.68 - active and passive voice. p.69 – if clauses. 

Page 70: Lesson 7: Working with chapters, paragraphs and connectives 

Question B p.71 – question 1 would be good to do. Organise connectives into their different 
purposes. 

Unit 5: 

Page 79: Lesson 2: Summarise and write paragraphs. 

A good reminder about summarising if you want to do this with your revision notes! 

LANGUAGE FOCUS: p. 81 – paragraphs and topic sentences. 
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Page 84: Lesson 4: Have a discussion. 

LANGAUGE FOCUS: p.85 – conditional clauses. 

Page 86: Lesson 5: Keep it formal. 

LANGUAGE FOCUS: p.86 –formal language. 

Page 87: Lesson 6: The passive voice. 

LANGAUGE FOCUS: p.87 – active and passive voice. Questions here would be good to do. 

Page 91: Lesson 9: Write a balanced report. 

Have a look through your own reports you did in your exercise books. Both the balanced and biased 
ones. 

Look at my marking and remind yourself of the features of both. p.89 and p.91 give you these for 
balanced report. 

Lesson 10 and 11 will help with biased report. 

Unit 6: 

Page 103: Lesson 4: Made-up words and nonsense. 

LANGUAGE FOCUS: p.103 – portmanteau words. 

Unit 7: 

Page 109: Lesson 1. All the world’s a stage. 

Remind yourselves of features of a playscript. Look back at exercises book. 

Page 113: Lesson 3: Using language. 

LANGAUGE FOCUS: p.113 – colons.    Know the difference! 

LANGUAGE FOCUS: p.114 – semi-colons. 

Page 121: Lesson 9: A multimedia novel. 

Question B – different words for said. 

Page 124: Lesson 10: Language matters. 

LANGUAGE FOCUS: p.124 – paragraphs. 

Question B and C is good revision for connectives and paragraphs. 
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Unit 8: 

Page 133: Lesson 4: Revise punctuation. 

LANGAUGE FOCUS: p.133 – speech marks. 

Remember here: if you are quoting what someone else has already said we need to use speech 
marks. 

If they are telling you what someone else has said then we need different speech marks to tell the 
difference between each person. For example: 

“Hello,” said Mr. David. “I wanted to say hello to you all. Miss Jen has also said ‘Hello’ to you all 
too.” 

So here there are speech marks around what I have said but there are also different speech 
marks around what Miss Jen has said. I am the only one speaking. Miss Jen has not said anything 
here – she has spoken to me earlier and I am passing on what she has said. 

This is unlikely to come up in an assessment but some of you asked about in our Zoom meeting! ☺ 

Page 134: Lesson 5: Follow instructions. 

LANGUAGE FOCUS: p.136 – conditional sentences. p.137 – command verbs. p.137 – connectives.      
p.138 – semi-colons. 

Page 139: Lesson 8: Read a non-chronological report. 

Remind yourself of the features of a non-chronological report. Look in your exercise book. 

Read through these as often as you want to. As you feel more confident in certain areas, you can 
sometimes leave them out and focus on other areas where you feel weaker. But do not ignore 

these. Go back to them from time to time! 

 

Below is an example of how to summarise and shorten a LANGUAGE FOCUS box. 

Look at the LANGAUAGE FOCUS box on page 33. 

The original is: 

A fact is a statement that can be proved. An opinion is based on someone’s personal view. 

The bus driver removed Mrs Parks from the bus is a fact – it can be confirmed by everyone there. 

The bus driver was impolite to Mrs Parks is an opinion – some people might agree: others might 
disagree. 

My summarised and shorter version would be: 
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Fact = statement = can be proved. Opinion = someone’s personal view. 

The bus driver removed Mrs Parks from the bus = fact. Can be confirmed. 

The bus driver was impolite to Mrs Parks = opinion. People will agree or disagree. 

You could even go as far as doing: 

Fact = statement = can be proved. Opinion = someone’s personal view. 

 

Once you have shortened and summarised your notes, you can read through these but also go back 
through the full notes from times to time. 

You cannot shorten all the LANGAUGE FOCUS boxes. The main thing is: what works for you? 

Maybe you like the full version – so don’t shorten them. Or maybe you do like the shortened 
versions – so shorten them carefully. Do whatever you are comfortable and happy with!! 

Just think about this. You have 3 weeks – then you are done with Year 6. Put in the effort now and 
you can have a rest over the rainy season! 

Time taken now WILL NOT BE WASTED. Even if it ends up with getting just one more mark in 
your assessment then that is one more mark – 2 more %!! 

Every effort is worth it! 

	
Maths	Lesson	Plan	for	Year	6	(5	hours	a	week)	
Teacher	Wrt.	Osaye	osa7mak@gmail.com	
	
Year	6	–	Maths																																								May	25	–	June	12	

May	25,	Monday	

" Transforming	Shapes	

Students	will	accurately	transform	polygons	on	co-ordinate	grids,	including	combining	transformations.	
They	will	be	able	to	predict	where	a	shape	will	be	after	a	ref lection,	 rotation	or	translation	and	
understand	that	the	image	will	be	the	same	shape	and	size	as	the	original	shape	but	may	be	in	a	
different	orientation.	
	
" Cambridge	Primary	Mathematics	Learner’s	Book	Page	126.	
" Cambridge	Primary	Mathematics	Skills	Builder	page	79	and	80.	

Objectives:	-	To	revise	work	done	on	transformations	and	co-ordinates.	The	emphasis	is	on	students	
investigating	their	own	patterns.	
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# As	a	starter	try	the	“Let’s	investigate”	on	page	126.		
$ Do	question	1	and	2	on	page	126	(LB).	
$ Do	question	1	and	2	on	page	79	and	Q.	3	and	4	on	page	80	(SB).		

	

May	26	-	29	

Tuesday	-	Friday																																				

" Investigating	and	drawing	angles	

Students	will	measure	and	draw	angles	to	the	nearest	degree	to	solve	a	puzzle.	They	will	reason	
about	the	angles	in	a	triangle	and	deduce	 the	size	of	angles	from	given	information.	

	
" Cambridge	Primary	Mathematics	Learner’s	Book	Page	127	-	129.	

Objectives:	To	learn	how	to	draw	an	acute	or	obtuse	angle.		
																							:	To	improve	measurement	of	angles	 to	the	nearest	degree.	
																							:	To	investigate	angles	in	a	triangle	and	about	a	point.	
	

# Instructions	for	drawing	an	angle	
1. Draw	a	straight	line	with	a	ruler.	
2. Place	the	protractor	on	the	line,	making	sure	that	the	0˚	line	is	exactly	on	top	of	the	
drawn	 line.	

3. Slide	the	protractor	horizontally	so	that	the	centre	mark	on	the	protractor	is	exactly	on	
the	end	of	the	line	where	the	angle	will	be	drawn,	keeping	the	0˚	line	on	top	of	the	
drawn	line.	

4. Find	and	mark	the	desired	angle	on	the	paper	by	the	curved	edge	of	the	protractor.	
Make	 sure	to	use	the	correct	scale.	

5. Remove	the	protractor.	With	a	ruler,	draw	a	line	between	the	mark	and	the	end	of	the	
line.	

6. Check	that	the	angle	is	reasonable	(i.e.	should	it	be	an	acute	or	obtuse	angle?)	and	
measure	with	the	protractor.	

	
	
May	26,	Tuesday                                                     	
# As	a	starter	try	the	“Let’s	investigate”	on	page	127.	

$ Do	question	1	and	2	on	page	127	(LB).	

May	27,	Wednesday	
$ Do	question	3	and	4	on	page	128	(LB).	

May	28,	Thursday	(Holiday)	

" Downfall	of	the	Derg	
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May	29,	Friday	
$ Do	questions	5-7	on	page	129	(LB).	

June	1-	Monday	–	June	12-	Friday	(Revision)		
June	1	-	Monday				

Number	and	the	number	system									

# Place	value													
• Cambridge	Primary	Mathematics	Learner’s	Book	page	3	Q.	2	and	4,	page	44	Q.	3						

# Multiples	and	factors									
• Cambridge	Primary	Mathematics	Learner’s	Book	page	56	Q.	8	

# Square	and	prime	numbers		
• Cambridge	Primary	Checkpoint	page	18	and	19.	

# Number	sequences		
• Cambridge	Primary	Mathematics	Learner’s	Book	page	18	Q.	1	and	2.	

June	2	-	Tuesday																																																					

# Addition	of	decimals	
• Cambridge	Primary	Mathematics	Learner’s	Book	page	15	Q.	7	

# Division	
• Cambridge	Primary	Mathematics	Learner’s	Book	page	17	Q.	4	

# Multiplying	and	dividing	by	10	and	100	
• Cambridge	Primary	Mathematics	Learner’s	Book	page	11	Q.	1	and	page	12	Q.	7	

# Positive	and	negative	numbers	
• Cambridge	Primary	Mathematics	Learner’s	Book	page	53	Q.	4,	5	and	6.	

	
June	3	-	Wednesday										
# Mental	strategies	for	addition	and	subtraction	

• Cambridge	Primary	Mathematics	Learner’s	Book	page	56	Q.2	
# Multiplication	

• Cambridge	Primary	Mathematics	Learner’s	Book	page	63	Q.	5,	6	and	7.	
# Special	numbers	

• Cambridge	Primary	Mathematics	Learner’s	Book	page	65	Q.	1	(a,	b,	c	and	d)	
# Addition	and	subtraction						

• Cambridge	Primary	Mathematics	Learner’s	Book	page	93	Q.	9	
																																						

	
June	4	-	Thursday							
# Fractions	and	division	

• Cambridge	Primary	Mathematics	Learner’s	Book	page	97	Q.9	
# Mixed	numbers	and	improper	fractions			

• Cambridge	Primary	Mathematics	Learner’s	Book	page		100	Q.	4																																											
	

June	5	-	Friday								

Measure																																														
# Measuring	length	

• Cambridge	Primary	Mathematics	Learner’s	Book	page	20	–	read	the	vocabulary	
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# Metric	and	imperial	measures	
• Cambridge	Primary	Mathematics	Learner’s	Book	page	110	–	read	the	vocabulary	and	page	111	Q.	

3.	
# Telling	the	time	and	the	passage	of	time	

• Cambridge	Primary	Checkpoint	page	70	and	71.	
	
June	8	–	Monday	

Geometry	
# Area	and	perimeter	

• Cambridge	Primary	Mathematics	Learner’s	Book	page	29	Q.	2	and	page	118	Q.1	
# Nets	of	3D	shapes	

• Cambridge	Primary	Mathematics	Learner’s	Book	page	34	Q.	1	and	2,	page	35	Q.3	
																									
June	9	–	Tuesday		
# Angles	in	a	triangle	

• Cambridge	Primary	Mathematics	Learner’s	Book	page	37	Q.	3	and	4.	
# Angles,	lines	and	symmetry	

• Cambridge	Primary	Checkpoint	page	58	and	59.	
# Investigating	and	drawing	angles	

• Cambridge	Primary	Mathematics	Learner’s	Book	page	129	Q.7.	
																					
	June	10	–	Wednesday	
# Transformation	of	shapes	and	co-ordinates	

• Cambridge	Primary	Mathematics	Learner’s	Book	page	126	Q.	2.	
• Cambridge	Primary	Checkpoint	page	60	and	61.	

# Reflecting	shapes	
• Cambridge	Primary	Mathematics	Learner’s	Book	page	40	Q.	1	and	2.	

	
June	11	–	Thursday		

Handling	data	
# Discrete	data:	Venn	and	Carroll	diagrams	

• Cambridge	Primary	Checkpoint	page	78	and	79.	
	
# Discrete	data:	bar	charts,	pictograms	and	pie	charts	

• Cambridge	Primary	Checkpoint	page	80	and	81.	
	
June	12	–	Friday	
# Continuous	data:	line	graphs	and	conversion	charts	

• Cambridge	Primary	Checkpoint	page	84	and	85.	
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Year	6	Amharic	March	30	–	April	10			(5	hours	a	week)					
Teacher	Wro.	Senait					sennay002@gmail.com	
                  
ከግቦት 17- 21 
 
የትምህርቱ ርእስ       የኤች አይ ቪ ኤድስ መድሎና መገለል 
 
  የትምህርቱ አላማ   የመድሎና መገለል ተጽኖዎች ማወቅ 
                  አንብቦ መረዳት 
                 የአዳዲስ ቃላቶችን ትርጉም መረዳት 

- ተማሪዎች በገፅ203-204 ያለውን ‹ ወይኔ ሰውየው› በሚል ርእስ የቀረበውን ምንባብ ባግባቡ 
ያነባሉ 

- ያነበቡትን አጠቃላይ ሃሳብ ለወላጅ ይተርካሉ 
- በገፅ 205 ላይ ያውን የቢጋር ሳጥን መሰረት በማድግ ሳጥኑን በቅደም ተከተል ይሞላሉ 
- የተግባር ሁለትን ትያቄ በቤት ውስጥ ካለ ሰው ጋር በመሆን በቃል ለመስራት መሞከር 
ይጠበቅባቸዋል 

- በገፅ 206 ላይ ያሉትን ጥያቄዎች መመሪያዎች በጥንቃቄ በማንበብ  በደብተር ላይ መስራት 
- በገፅ 207 ላይ ያለውን የማመልከቻ ደብዳቤ መሰረት በማድረግ አንድ ደብዳቤ በመፃፍ 
ለወላጅ ማንበብ 

- በገፅ 210 ላይ ያውን የተግባር አንድ ጥያቄዎችን  በደብተር ላይ ሰርቶ ለወላጅ ማሳየት 
       ምሳሌ     ልጁ የቤት ስራውን አይሰራም ( አሉታዊ አረፍተ ነገር) 
                ልጅትዋ ጎበዝ ተማሪ ናት ( አዎንታዊ) 
የተግባር ሁለትን ጥያቄ ምንባቡን በድጋሚ በማንበብ በትእዛዙ መሰረት በደብተር ላይ መስራት 
 

ከግንቦት 24 – 28 
 
የትምህርቱ  ርእስ     ኤች አይ ቪ ኤድስ የመከላከያ መንገዶች 
የት.አላማ    የኤች አይ ቪ ኤድስ መከላከያዎችን መረዳት 
            የመድሎና መገለል አላስፈላጊነትን ማወቅ 
            በቃላት ሃረጋት አረፍተ ነገሮችን መመስረት መቻል 
           አዎንታዊና አሉታዊ አረፍተነገሮች ማወቅና መጠቀም  
           ድርሰት መፃፍ 
 

- ተማሪዎች በገፅ 211-213 ያለውን ‹‹ሁሉም የድርሻውን ይወጣ›› በሚል ርእስ የቀረበውን ምንባብ በሚባ 
አንብቦ ለወላጅ የንባቡን ዋና ሃሳብ መተረክ 

-  ምባቡን በሚገባ ከተነበበ በሁዋላ የተግባር አንድ ሁለትና ሶስት ጥያቄዎችን በመመሪያው መሰረት መስራት 
- -በገፅ215 ላይ ከ ሀ-ሸ ባሉት ቃላቶች ላይ ከወላጅ ወይም በቤት ውስት ካለ ሰው ገር በመወያየት 
ፍቻቸውን በደብተር ላይ መፃፍ 

- ኤች አይ ቪ ኤድስን በተመለከተ የመድሎና የመገለል መንስኤዎችንና የሚያስከትት ጉዳቶች በተመለከተ 
የቢጋር ሳጥን በመጠቀም ሃሳባችሁን ካደራጃችሁ በዋላ ባለ ሶስት አንቀፅ ፅሁፍ በመፃፍ ለወላጆቻችሁ 
የፃፋችሁትን አንብቡላቸው፡፡ 

- በገፅ 219 ላይ የሚገኙትን ተግባር አንድን ሁለትን እና ሶስትን በመመሪያዎቹ መሰረት ባግባቡ መስራት 
 
ሰኔ 1-5 
 
የትምህርቱ ርእስ    ፍቅርና እንክብካቤ 
 
የት.አላማ  ቃላትን በመነጣጠልና በማጣመር ማንበብ 
        ማመልከቻ መፃፍ መለማመድ 

  አንብቦ መረዳት 
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- ተማሪዎች በገፅ 221-223 ያለውን ‹‹ፈቅርና እንክብካቤ›› በሚል ርእስ የቀረበውን ምንባብ ባግባቡ 
ማንበብ እና የምንባቡን ዋና ሃሳብ ለወላጅ መተረክ 

- ገፅ 223 ላይ የሚገኘውን የተግባር አንድ ሁለትን ጥያቄዎችን ቤት ውስጥ ካለ ሰው ጋር በመሆን በቃል 
መስራት 

- ባለፈው ሳምንት የፃፋችሁትን ባለ 3 አንቀፅ ፅሁፍ መሰረት በማድግ በገፅ 224 ያለውን ሰንጠረዥ መስራት 
- በገፅ 224 ላይ ከተሰጡት ሁለት አማራቾች አንዱን በመመረጥ  የማመልከቻ ደብዳቤ በመፃፍ ደብዳቤውን 
ወላጆቻችሁ እንዲያዩት መስጠት 

- አምስት አዎንታዊና አምስት አሉታዊ አረፍተነገሮች በደብተራችሁ ፃፉ 
 
የሚነበብ 
 
ዓረፍተነገር 
 
ዓረፍተ ነገር የቃላት ስብስብ ወይም ቅንጅት ሆኖ ትርጉምና ስሜት የሚሰጥ ነው፡፡ 
ምሳሌ - ልጁ ሁልጊዜ ያጠናል ፡፡ 
ሰውን ሰው ያደረገው ስራ ነው፡፡  
አንድ አረፍተ ነገር የግድ አረፍተ ነገር ለመባልበ ውስጡ ባለቤትና ማሰሪያ አንቀጽ ሊይዝ ይገባዋል፡፡  
ባለቤት -ባለቤት በአረፍተነገር ውስጥ የሚፈጽም ወይም የሚያስፈጽም ማለት ነው፡፡  
ማሰሪያአንቀጽ-ማለት በአረፍተ ነገር ውስጥ ድርጊት የሚያመለክት ወይም የአረፍተ ነገሩ መቋጫ ነው፡፡  
 
ምሳሌ-1-ልጁ  ኳስ ይጫወታል ፡፡  
ባለቤት -ልጁ 
ማሰሪያአንቀጽ -ይጫወታል፡፡  
           2- ደን የሃገር ሀብት ነው፡፡  
ባለቤት -ደን 
ማሰሪያአንቀጽ-ነው፡፡ 
 
-የአረፍተነገርአይነቶችከሚይዙትግስአንጻር 
 
ዓረፍተ ነገሮች ከሚይዙት ግስ አንጻር በሁለት ይከፈላሉ፡፡  
እነርሱም  1-ነጠላ ዓረፍተነገር 
                2-ውስብስብ ዓረፍተነገር 
1-ነጠላ ዓረፍተነገር 
ይህ ዓረፍ ተነገርበ ውስጡ አንድ ግስ ብቻ የሚይዝ ነው፡፡ የሚያስተላልፈውም ሃሳብ ከአንድ አይበልጥም ፡፡  
ምሳሌ -እኔ በጧት ወደቤቴ ሄድኩ፡፡  
            -ነገ ይመጣሉ፡፡  
2-ውስብስብ አረፍተነገር 
ይህ አረፍተ ነገር በውስጡ ከአንድ በላይ ግስ የሚይዝ ነው፡፡ የሚያስተላልፈውም ሃሳብ ሁለትና  ከሁለትበላይ   
ነው፡፡ 
ምሳሌ- ልጁ ከትምህርትቤትመቶምሳውንበላ፡፡ 
 
ይህዓረፍተነገርውስብስብአረፍተነገርነውምክንያቱምመቶእናበላየሚሉሁለትግሶችንይዟል 
የአረፍተነገር ዓይነቶች ከይዘት /ከአገልግሎት/አንጻር 
ዓረፍተ ነገሮች ከሚሰጡት አገልግሎት አንጻር በአራት ይከፈላሉ፡፡  
        1-ሀተታ ዓረፍተነገር 
        2-ጥያቄያዊ  ዓረፍተነገር 
        3-ጥዕዛዛዊ ዓረፍተነገር 
        4- አጋናኝዓረፍተነገርናቸው፡፡ 
1-ሀተታዊ ዓረፍተነገር -ይህ ዓረፍተነገር አንድ ነገር መፈጸምና መመልከትን ለማስተላለፍ ይጠቅማል ፡፡  
ሀተታ ዓረፍተ ነገር አዎንታዊና አሉታዊ ተብሎ በሁለት ይከፈላል፡፡  
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ምሳሌ-እኔየቤትስራዬንሰራሁ፡፡ /አዎንታዊ/ 
ሠለሞን ትምህርት ቤት አልመጣም ፡፡ /አሉታዊ/ 
 
2-ጥያቄያዊ ዓረፍተነገር 
 
ይህ  ዓረፍተ ነገር ጥያቄ ለማቅረ ብወይም ለመጠየቅ የሚያገለግልነው፡፡  
 
ምሳሌ- ስምህማነው? 
ስንትወንድሞችአሉሽ? 
3-ትዕዛዛዊ ዓረፍተነገር 
 
ይህ ዓረፍተ ነገር ትዕዛዝ ንለማስተላለፍ ይጠቅማል ፡፡  
ምሳሌ-     ገንዘቡንአምጣ� 
         -ቁጭብለሽ ትምህርትሽን አጥኚ� 
4-አጋናኝ ዓረፍተነገር 
 
ይህ ዓረፍተ ነገር የተጋነኑ ሀሳቦችን እና ውስጣ ዊስሜቶችን ማለትም መቆጣትን መገረምን መደነቅን እና እነዚህን 
መሰል ነገሮችን ለመግለጽ ያገለግላል ፡፡  
 
ምሳሌ- 1-ዋው �ልብሱበጣምያምራል� 
          2-"ቁጭ በል�" አለውተቆጥቶ፡፡  
 
 
Year	6	Civics	March	30	–	April	10	(2	hours	a	week)	
Teacher	Wro.	Senait					sennay002@gmail.com	
 
ከግንቦት 17-21 
የትምህርቱ ርእስ     የቁጠባ ባህል 
የት. አላማ  በቤተሰብ ውስጥ ቁጠባን ማዳበር መልመድ 
          በአቅም ልክ የመኖር መርህን ማዳበር 
 
-ተማሪዎች እስካሁን ባሉት ሳምንታት ስለቁጠባ የተማርነውን በማስታወስ በእናንተ ቤተሰብ ውስት 
ቁጠባን የሚፃረሩ ተግባራት ምን ምን እንደሆኑ ከወላጅ ጋር ተነጋገሩበት 
-ገፅ 111 ላይ የሚገኘውን ማስታወሻ በሚገባ በማበብ በደብተራችሁ ዋና ዋና ሃሳቦቹን አስፍሩ 
-በገፅ 112 ላይ የተሰጠውን ሰንጠረዥ በሚገባ በመገልበጥ መልሶቻችሁን በክፍት ቦታዎቹን አሙዋሉ 
 
በገፅ 113 ላይ የተቀመጠውን የምእራፉን ማጠቃለያ  እ የምራፉን ቁልፍ ቃላቶች  
        በሚገባ ማንበብና መረዳት ይጠበቅባችሁዋ 
       የምእራፉን የክለሳ ጥያቄዎች በደብተር በመገልጥ ለጥያቄዎቹ ተገቢ መልሶች ስጡ 
 
ከግንቦት 23-28 
 
የትምህርቱ ርእስ   ንቁ ህዝባዊ ተሳትፎ 
የትምህርቱ አላማ    የህዝባዊ ተሳትፎ ምንነትን መረዳት 
                    የህዝባዊ ተሳትፎ አስፈላጊነትን መረዳት 
                    የሲቪክ ማህበራት ምንነትን ማወቅና መረዳት 
 
ተማሪዎች  ተማሪዎች በገፅ 117 ላይ ስለ ንቁ ህዝባዊ ተሳትፎ ምንነት የሚያስረዳውን ምንባብ 
በሚገባ አንብባችሁ ተረዱ 
በገፅ 118 ላይ ያለውን አጭር ማስታወሻ በደብተራችሁ አስፍሩ 
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- የንቁ ህዝባዊ ተሳትፎ አስረጅ የሆነውን ተፎካካሪዎቹ በሚል ርእስ የቀረበውን ምንባብ ባግባቡ 
አንብነ በገፅ 120 ላይ ያለውን አጭር ማስታወሻ በደብተር ላይ አስፍሩ  በተጨማሪም 
የህዝባዊ ተሳትፎ አይነቶች ለመረዳት በመሞከር ማስተወሻውን በደብተር ፃፉ  

- ተማሪዎች ከወላጆቻችሁ ጋር አንብባችሁ የረዳችሁትን መረጃ መሰረት በማድረግ ስለ ንቁ 
ህዝባዊ ተሳትፎና ወላጆቻችሁ ተሳትፈውባቸው ስለሚያውቁት ተሳትፎዎች ተነጋገሩ 

- ተማሪዎች በገፅ 122 ላይ የሚገኘውን ስለ ሲቪክ ማህበራት ምንነት የ 
-  
- ሚያስረዳውን ማስታወሻ በሚገባ በማንበብ ዋና ዋና ሃሳቡን በደብተር ላይ ማስፈር 

መልመጃዎቹን በሚገባ መስራትና ከወላጅ ጋር መወያያት 
 
የምእራፉን ማጠቃላያ እና ቁልፍ ቃላቶች በሚገባ መረዳት 
 
የምእራፉን የክለሳ ጥያቄዎች በሚገባ መስራት ይጠበቅባችሁዋረል 
 
ከሰኔ 1 -5 
የትምህርቱ ርእስ እውቀትን መሻት 
 
የትምህርቱ አላማ     የእውቀት ምንነትና ጥቅምን ማወቅ 
                   መረጃ የሚገኝባቸውን ዘዴዎች  ማወቅ 
                   ኋላ ቀር አመለካከትና ምንነት ማወቅ 
                                      የንባብ ባህል ማዳበርን መልመድ 
                                      የትምህርት የአጠናን ዘዴን ማወቅ 
-ተማሪዎች ስለ እውቀት ምንነት የሚያስረዳውን ‹‹ የተማሪች ውይይት ›› በሚል ርእስ የቀረበውን 
ምንባብ በሚገባ ማንበብና መልመጃ አንድን በቤት ውስጥ ካለ ሰው ጋር መስራት 
- በገፅ 128 ላይ የተሰጠውን ማስታወሻ በሚገባ መረዳትና መገለበጥ 
 

- ተማሪዎች ስለመረጃ ምንነት ከወላጅ ጋር ከመወያየታችሁ በፊት በገፅ 129 ላ ይ ያለውን ‹‹ 
ራስ ስሞሽ ›› በሚል የቀረበውን ምንባብ በሚገባ አንብቡ በተጨማሪም በገፅ 130 ላይ ያውን 
ማስታወሻ በሚገባ ከተረዳችሁ እና በደብተር ካሰፈራችሁ በሁዋላ ከወላጅ ጋር ስለ መረጃ 
ዘዴዎችና አስፈላጊነት ተወያዩ 

-  ኋላ ቀር አስተሳሰብ ምን እንደሆነ ከቀረበው ማስታወሻ በሚገባ ለመረዳት ሞክሩ ገፅ 131 
- በገፅ 131 እና 132 ላይ የሚገኙት የንባብ ባህል እና የትምህርት አጠናን ዘዴን የሚያስረዱት 
ማስታወሻዎች በሚገባ በማንበብ እና ማስታወሻ በመውሰድ  መልመጃዎች በሚገባ ለመስራት 
ሞክሩ 

የምእራፉን ማጠቃለያና ቁልፍ ቃላቶች በሚገባ በማንበብ ባለፉት ቀናት የተረዳችሁትን ለመከለስ 
ሞክሩ 
 
-በገፅ 136-137 የሚገኙት የምእራፉን የክለሳ ጥያቄዎች ባግባቡ በደብተር ላይ ለመስራት ሞክሩ 
      
ከግንቦት 10- 15 
 
 የትምህርቱ ርእስ       ቁጠባ 
  የትምህርቱ አላማ   -  በእቅድና በአቅም ልክ መመራት ጠቀሜታ መረዳት 

- ተማሪዎች ወላጆቻችሁን ‹‹ ሰው እንደ ቤቱ እንጂ እንደ ጎረቤቱ 
አይኖርም›› ማለት ምን ማለት እንደሆነ ጠይቁ 

- በመፅሃፉ ገፅ 108-109 ላይ የቀረበውን ንባብ በሚገባ በማንበብ 
መልመጃ 5ን በደብተራችሁ ላይ ስ 

- በገፅ 109 ላይ ያለውን መስታወሻ በሚገባ በማንበብ በደብተራችሁ 
ላይ ገልብጡ 
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- በእቅድና በአቅም ልክ መኖር ያለውን ጥቅም በወላጆቻችሁ ጋር 
ተነጋገሩ  

- በመፅሃፉ ላይ ያለውን ንባብ በሚገባ በማንበብና ሃሳቡን በመረዳት 
የቀረቡን መልመጃዎች ባግባቡ በደብተራችሁ ላይ ስሩ፡፡ 

 
	
Social	Studies	Lesson	Plan	for	Year	6	(2	hours	a	week)	
Teacher	Wro.	Tsehay	tsehayze008@gmail.com,	0920	126439	
	
Year	6		Social	lesson	Plans	for	May	25-June	12																			
																		
Social	lesson	plan	for	the	
Week	1	(two	hours)	
Day	1	
L.O	–Explain	the	impact	of	rapid	population	growth	on	social	service	and	natural	resource.		
Page	94-97	
Activity-	please	read	through	the	note	on	page	94-96,	you	can	take	your	own	short	note	and	completes	
the	exercise	from	page97	lesson	4.2	review	activity	B.	You	can	use	other	source	to	answer	the	question,	
when	you	do	part	B	of	the	activity	I	understand	no	presenting	,	just	prepare	a	report	from	the	case	study	
on	page	96.	
Watch	this	
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Moyd3l_Yflc&t=66s	
	
Day	2	
L.O-	Recognize	the	characteristic	of	good	governance.	
Page	98-100	
Activity-	before	going	to	the	reading	part	answer	the	following	question	
Write	the	duties	of	your	families	in	the	house	
What	are	the	right	and	the	responsibilities	of	each	member	in	the	family?	
How	is	good	governance	implement	in	your	house?	
Watch	these	
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S-oUiwRoegE	
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bTyE5BRuokU	
-Define	the	four	main	characteristic	of	good	governance	by	reading	the	note	through	on	the	page	
provided	
-	for	more	explanation	read	the	case	study	from	page	100	and	complete	section	4.3	review	activity	A	
and	B	.	
	
Week	2	(2	hours)	
	
Day	1	
Page	101	
L.O	–	identify	your	right	as	a	child.	
These	rights	are	very	important	for	the	wellbeing	of	a	child	and	a	society	at	the	largest	level,	the	united	
nation	issued	a	convention	to	protect	your	right	as	a	child.	
The	United	Nations	Convention	on	the	Rights	of	the	Child	is	an	important	agreement	by	countries	who	
have	promised	to	protect	children’s	rights.		
The	Convention	explains	who	children	are,	all	their	rights,	and	the	responsibilities	of	governments.	All	
the	rights	are	connected,	they	are	all	equally	important	and	they	cannot	be	taken	away	from	children.		
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Convention	on	the	Rights	of	the	Child:	The	children's	version	
		
1.	Definition	of	a	child	
A	child	is	any	person	under	the	age	of	18.	
	
2.	No	discrimination	
All	children	have	all	these	rights,	no	matter	who	they	are,	where	they	live,	what	language	they	speak,	
what	their	religion	is,	what	they	think,	what	they	look	like,	if	they	are	a	boy	or	girl,	if	they	have	a	
disability,	if	they	are	rich	or	poor,	and	no	matter	who	their	parents	or	families	are	or	what	their	parents	
or	families	believe	or	do.	No	child	should	be	treated	unfairly	for	any	reason.	
	
3.	Best	interests	of	the	child	
When	adults	make	decisions,	they	should	think	about	how	their	decisions	will	affect	children.	All			adults	
should	do	what	is	best	for	children.	Governments	should	make	sure	children	are	protected	and	looked	
after	by	their	parents,	or	by	other	people	when	this	is	needed.	Governments	should	make	sure	that	
people	and	places	responsible	for	looking	after	children	are	doing	a	good	job.		
	
4.	Making	rights	real	
Governments	must	do	all	they	can	to	make	sure	that	every	child	in	their	countries	can	enjoy	all	the	
rights	in	this	Convention.	
	
5.	Family	guidance	as	children	develop	
Governments	should	let	families	and	communities	guide	their	children	so	that,	as	they	grow	up,	they	
learn	to	use	their	rights	in	the	best	way.	The	more	children	grow,	the	less	guidance	they	will	need.	
	
6.	Life	survival	and	development	
Every	child	has	the	right	to	be	alive.	Governments	must	make	sure	that	children	survive	and	develop	in	
the	best	possible	way.	
	
7.	Name	and	nationality	
Children	must	be	registered	when	they	are	born	and	given	a	name	which	is	officially	recognized	by	the	
government.	Children	must	have	a	nationality	(belong	to	a	country).	Whenever	possible,	children	should	
know	their	parents	and	be	looked	after	by	them.	
	
8.	Identity	
Children	have	the	right	to	their	own	identity	–	an	official	record	of	who	they	are	which	includes	their	
name,	nationality	and	family	relations.	No	one	should	take	this	away	from	them,	but	if	this	happens,	
governments	must	help	children	to	quickly	get	their	identity	back.	
	
9.	Keeping	families	together	
Children	should	not	be	separated	from	their	parents	unless	they	are	not	being	properly	looked	after	–	
for	example,	if	a	parent	hurts	or	does	not	take	care	of	a	child.	Children	whose	parents	don’t	live	
together	should	stay	in	contact	with	both	parents	unless	this	might	harm	the	child.		
	
10.	Contact	with	parents	across	countries	
If	a	child	lives	in	a	different	country	than	their	parents,	governments	must	let	the	child	and	parents	
travel	so	that	they	can	stay	in	contact	and	be	together.	
	
11.	Protection	from	kidnapping	
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Governments	must	stop	children	being	taken	out	of	the	country	when	this	is	against	the	law	–	for	
example,	being	kidnapped	by	someone	or	held	abroad	by	a	parent	when	the	other	parent	does	not	
agree.	
	
12.	Respect	for	children's	views	
Children	have	the	right	to	give	their	opinions	freely	on	issues	that	affect	them.	Adults	should	listen	and	
take	children	seriously.	
	
13.	Sharing	thoughts	freely	
Children	have	the	right	to	share	freely	with	others	what	they	learn,	think	and	feel,	by	talking,	drawing,	
writing	or	in	any	other	way	unless	it	harms	other	people.	
	
14.	Freedom	of	thought	and	religion	
Children	can	choose	their	own	thoughts,	opinions	and	religion,	but	this	should	not	stop	other	people	
from	enjoying	their	rights.	Parents	can	guide	children	so	that	as	they	grow	up,	they	learn	to	properly	use	
this	right.	
	
15.	Setting	up	or	joining	groups	
Children	can	join	or	set	up	groups	or	organisations,	and	they	can	meet	with	others,	as	long	as	this	does	
not	harm	other	people.	
	
16.	Protection	of	privacy	
Every	child	has	the	right	to	privacy.	The	law	must	protect	children’s	privacy,	family,	home,	
communications	and	reputation	(or	good	name)	from	any	attack.	
	
17.	Access	to	information	
Children	have	the	right	to	get	information	from	the	Internet,	radio,	television,	newspapers,	books	and	
other	sources.	Adults	should	make	sure	the	information	they	are	getting	is	not	harmful.	Governments	
should	encourage	the	media	to	share	information	from	lots	of	different	sources,	in	languages	that	all	
children	can	understand.		
	
18.	Responsibility	of	parents	
Parents	are	the	main	people	responsible	for	bringing	up	a	child.	When	the	child	does	not	have	any	
parents,	another	adult	will	have	this	responsibility	and	they	are	called	a	“guardian”.	Parents	and	
guardians	should	always	consider	what	is	best	for	that	child.	Governments	should	help	them.	Where	a	
child	has	both	parents,	both	of	them	should	be	responsible	for	bringing	up	the	child.	
	
19.	Protection	from	violence	
Governments	must	protect	children	from	violence,	abuse	and	being	neglected	by	anyone	who	looks	
after	them.	
	
20.	Children	without	families	
Every	child	who	cannot	be	looked	after	by	their	own	family	has	the	right	to	be	looked	after	properly	by	
people	who	respect	the	child’s	religion,	culture,	language	and	other	aspects	of	their	life.	
	
21.	Children	who	are	adopted	
When	children	are	adopted,	the	most	important	thing	is	to	do	what	is	best	for	them.	If	a	child	cannot	be	
properly	looked	after	in	their	own	country	–	for	example	by	living	with	another	family	–	then	they	might	
be	adopted	in	another	country.	
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22.	Refugee	children	
Children	who	move	from	their	home	country	to	another	country	as	refugees	(because	it	was	not	safe	for	
them	to	stay	there)	should	get	help	and	protection	and	have	the	same	rights	as	children	born	in	that	
country.	
	
23.	Children	with	disabilities	
Every	child	with	a	disability	should	enjoy	the	best	possible	life	in	society.	Governments	should	remove	
all	obstacles	for	children	with	disabilities	to	become	independent	and	to	participate	actively	in	the	
community.	
	
24.	Health,	water,	food,	environment	
Children	have	the	right	to	the	best	health	care	possible,	clean	water	to	drink,	healthy	food	and	a	clean	
and	safe	environment	to	live	in.	All	adults	and	children	should	have	information	about	how	to	stay	safe	
and	healthy.	
	
25.	Review	of	a	child's	placement	
Every	child	who	has	been	placed	somewhere	away	from	home	-	for	their	care,	protection	or	health	–	
should	have	their	situation	checked	regularly	to	see	if	everything	is	going	well	and	if	this	is	still	the	best	
place	for	the	child	to	be.	
	
26.	Social	and	economic	help	
Governments	should	provide	money	or	other	support	to	help	children	from	poor	families.	
	
27.	Food,	clothing,	a	safe	home	
Children	have	the	right	to	food,	clothing	and	a	safe	place	to	live	so	they	can	develop	in	the	best	possible	
way.	The	government	should	help	families	and	children	who	cannot	afford	this.	
	
28.	Access	to	education	
Every	child	has	the	right	to	an	education.	Primary	education	should	be	free.	Secondary	and	higher	
education	should	be	available	to	every	child.	Children	should	be	encouraged	to	go	to	school	to	the	
highest	level	possible.	Discipline	in	schools	should	respect	children’s	rights	and	never	use	violence.	
	
29.	Aims	of	education	
Children’s	education	should	help	them	fully	develop	their	personalities,	talents	and	abilities.	It	should	
teach	them	to	understand	their	own	rights,	and	to	respect	other	people’s	rights,	cultures	and	
differences.	It	should	help	them	to	live	peacefully	and	protect	the	environment.	
	
30.	Minority	culture,	language	and	religion	
Children	have	the	right	to	use	their	own	language,	culture	and	religion	-	even	if	these	are	not	shared	by	
most	people	in	the	country	where	they	live.	
	
31.	Rest,	play,	culture,	arts	
Every	child	has	the	right	to	rest,	relax,	play	and	to	take	part	in	cultural	and	creative	activities.	
	
32.	Protection	from	harmful	work	
Children	have	the	right	to	be	protected	from	doing	work	that	is	dangerous	or	bad	for	their	education,	
health	or	development.	If	children	work,	they	have	the	right	to	be	safe	and	paid	fairly.	
	
33.	Protection	from	harmful	drugs	
Governments	must	protect	children	from	taking,	making,	carrying	or	selling	harmful	drugs.	
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34.	Protection	from	sexual	abuse	
The	government	should	protect	children	from	sexual	exploitation	(being	taken	advantage	of)	and	sexual	
abuse,	including	by	people	forcing	children	to	have	sex	for	money,	or	making	sexual	pictures	or	films	of	
them.	
	
35.	Prevention	of	sale	and	trafficking	
Governments	must	make	sure	that	children	are	not	kidnapped	or	sold,	or	taken	to	other	countries	or	
places	to	be	exploited	(taken	advantage	of).	
	
36.	Protection	from	exploitation	
Children	have	the	right	to	be	protected	from	all	other	kinds	of	exploitation	(being	taken	advantage	of),	
even	if	these	are	not	specifically	mentioned	in	this	Convention.	
	
37.	Children	in	detention	
Children	who	are	accused	of	breaking	the	law	should	not	be	killed,	tortured,	treated	cruelly,	put	in	
prison	forever,	or	put	in	prison	with	adults.	Prison	should	always	be	the	last	choice	and	only	for	the	
shortest	possible	time.	Children	in	prison	should	have	legal	help	and	be	able	to	stay	in	contact	with	their	
family.	
	
38.	Protection	in	war	
Children	have	the	right	to	be	protected	during	war.	No	child	under	15	can	join	the	army	or	take	part	in	
war.	
	
39.	Recovery	and	reintegration	
Children	have	the	right	to	get	help	if	they	have	been	hurt,	neglected,	treated	badly	or	affected	by	war,	
so	they	can	get	back	their	health	and	dignity.	
	
40.	Children	who	break	the	law	
Children	accused	of	breaking	the	law	have	the	right	to	legal	help	and	fair	treatment.	There	should	be	
lots	of	solutions	to	help	these	children	become	good	members	of	their	communities.	Prison	should	only	
be	the	last	choice.	
	
41.	Best	law	for	children	applies	
If	the	laws	of	a	country	protect	children’s	rights	better	than	this	Convention,	then	those	laws	should	be	
used.	
	
42.	Everyone	must	know	children's	rights	
Governments	should	actively	tell	children	and	adults	about	this	Convention	so	that	everyone	knows	
about	children’s	rights.		
Activity-	What	do	you	want	to	be	in	the	future?	
														Who	protect	your	right?	
												What	will	you	do	if	you	mistreated	by	your	families	or	friend?	
											Which	child	right	do	you	find	more	valuable?	
	
You	can	watch	these	video	for	more	information	
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Z7ilXD9-8o	
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Day	2	
101-103	
L.O-	how	do	we	protect	ourselves	from	accidents.	
Children	it	is	known	that	accident	happen	in	different	situation,	place	and	time.	What	we	shouldn’t	
forget	is	accidents	are	preventable.	
Answer	the	following	question		
What	are	some	of	the	accident	you	face	at	home?	Discuss	these	with	your	relatives	
How	do	you	protect	yourself	from	such	accident?	
Watch	these	video	
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NIARvZ5Tkh8	
Activity-	please	complete	lesson	4.3	review	A	and	B	
	
Week	3	(2	hours)	
	
Day	1	
Completing	the	revision	exercise	from	page	106	-107	
	
Day	2		
Revision		
We	succeeded	completing	the	book,	please	take	a	look	over	the	text	book	and	think	of	the	things	we	
covered	and	what	interest	you	the	most.	Here	are	some	question	starting	from	unit	one	that	helps	you	
to	revise.	
	
Unit	one	
Answer	the	following	question	

1. What	is	relative	location?	
2. Write	the	location	of	the	horn	of	Africa	in	relation	to	the	water	bodies	around?	
3. What	are	cardinal	points?	
4. Write	the	countries	of	horn	with	their	capital	city?	
5. Write	some	of	the	fossil	discovered	in	Ethiopia	with	their	site?	
6. How	was	Christianity	introduced	to	the	horn?	
7. How	Islam	introduce	to	Ethiopia?	
8. What	was	the	old	state	in	the	Horn?	
9. Which	regime	built	rock	hewn	churches?	
10. How	built	the	wall	of	Harar?	
11. Who	was	the	last	ruler	of	Harar?	
12. What	is	the	capital	city	of	LimmuEnarya?	
13. What	was	the	king	title	of	Keffa	and	Walayita?	
14. What	is	the	significance	of	the	battle	of	Adwa?	
15. What	were	some	of	the	modernization	introduce	in	Ethiopia	at	the	end	of	19	century?	
16. What	are	the	two	types	of	settlement?	
17. What	are	the	factors	that	affect	settlement?	
	
Unit	2	
Answer	the	following	question	
1. What	is	map?	
2. How	do	we	make	simple	sketch	map?	
3. What	is	the	shape	of	the	earth?	
4. What	is	the	effect	of	rotation	and	revolution?	
5. Who	are	pastoralists?	
6. What	is	orbit	and	axis?	
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7. What	is	hemisphere?	
	
Unit	3	
Answer	the	following	question	
1. Give	example	of	high	land	vegetation?	
2. Give	example	of	coniferous	forest?	
3. Where	woodland	savanna	is	found?	
4. List	endangered	animals	of	Ethiopia?	
5. Write	the	effect	of	rapid	population	on	natural	vegetation	and	wild	life?	
6. How	do	we	conserve	natural	lives?	
	
Unit	4	
Answer	the	following	question	
1. How	HIV	transmitted?	
2. What	is	milk	teeth	extraction?	
3. Why	is	tattooing	harmful?	
4. How	is	the	population	growing	in	Ethiopia?	
5. Give	example	of	social	sector?	
6. Define	accountability,	transparency	and	corruption?	
7. Write	the	overall	right	of	a	child?	
8. How	do	you	protect	your	selves	from	accident?	

	
	
Science	Lesson	Plan	for	Year	6	(4	hours	a	week)	
Teacher	Wrt.	Osaye	osa7mak@gmail.com	
	
Year	6	–	Science																																							May	25	–	June	13	

Unit	5	–	Electrical	conductors	and	insulators	

" Cambridge	Primary	Science	Learner’s	Book	Page	86	–	95.	
" Cambridge	Primary	Science	Activity	Book	page	59	-	64.	

                                                                      
                                                                                    
May	25,	Monday		

Topic 5.6 Changing the number of components 

Learning objectives 
# Can predict and test the effects of making changes to circuits including length and thickness of wire and 

the number and types of components. 
# Can represent series circuits with drawings and conventional symbols. 
# Collect evidence and data to test ideas including predictions. 
# Discuss how to turn ideas into a form that can be tested. 
# Make predictions using scientific knowledge and understanding. 
# Choose what evidence to collect to investigate a question, ensure that the evidence is sufficient. 
# Choose which equipment to use. 
# Decide when observations and measurements need to be checked by repeating to give more reliable data. 
# Use results to draw conclusions and make further predictions. 
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# Say whether and how the evidence supports any prediction made. 
# Identify factors that are relevant to a particular situation. 

 
• Read	page	86	and	87	from	the	Cambridge	Primary	Science	Learner’s	Book	

	

Talk	about	it!	

You should have had some experience of circuits not working by this time so should come up with some or all of 
the following: 

• connections might not be tight enough, screws not tight enough on bulb holder, cells could be flat 
• bulbs could be blown, where two cells are joined together they must be aligned with + touching – 

terminals 
• the + and – terminals must stay in contact so it’s a good idea to secure them together with elastic bands 

and/or chopsticks to keep them lined up, as well as tape. 

 
• Answer	question	no.	1-	3	on	page	87	(LB).	
• Do	Exercise	5.6	from	the	Cambridge	Primary	Science	Activity	Book	page	59	and	

60.	
• Do	worksheet	5.6a	and	5.6b.	

May	26,	Tuesday		

Topic 5.7 Adding different components 
In this topic you will make circuits with different components and match up voltages of batteries with other 
components in their circuit. 
Learning objectives 

# Can predict and test the effects of making changes to circuits including length and thickness of wire and 
the number and types of components. 

# Can represent series circuits with drawings and conventional symbols. 
# Collect evidence and data to test ideas including predictions. 
# Discuss how to turn ideas into a form that can be tested. 
# Make predictions using scientific knowledge and understanding. 
# Choose what evidence to collect to investigate a question, ensure that the evidence is sufficient. 
# Choose which equipment to use. 
# Decide when observations and measurements need to be checked by repeating to give more reliable data. 
# Use results to draw conclusions and make further predictions. 
# Say whether and how the evidence supports any prediction made. 

 
• Read	page	88	and	89	from	the	Cambridge	Primary	Science	Learner’s	Book	

	

Talk	about	it!	

For 1.5 V cells, you may suggest torches, toys, remote controls, alarm clocks and digital wall clocks.For 12 V 
batteries, you may suggest a car battery and wireless power tools. 

• Answer	question	no.	1-	3	on	page	89	(LB).	
• Do	Exercise	5.7	from	the	Cambridge	Primary	Science	Activity	Book	page	61.	
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	May	27	-	Wednesday	

Topic 5.8 Length and thickness of wire in a circuit 
In this topic, you will be introduced to the concept of resistance in a circuit in a simple way. 
 
Learning objectives 

# Can predict and test the effects of making changes to circuits including length and thickness of wire and 
the number and types of components. 

# Collect evidence and data to test ideas including predictions. 
# Discuss how to turn ideas into a form that can be tested. 
# Make predictions using scientific knowledge and understanding. 
# Choose what evidence to collect to investigate a question, ensure that the evidence is sufficient. 
# Choose which equipment to use. 
# Decide when observations and measurements need to be checked by repeating to give more reliable data. 
# Use results to draw conclusions and make further predictions. 
# Say whether and how the evidence supports any prediction made. 

	

• Read	page	90	and	91	from	the	Cambridge	Primary	Science	Learner’s	Book.	

Challenge 
Extension cables are very long. A long cable makes resistance higher. If the cable is, thin this will increase the 
resistance even more and the cable will get hot and could melt and start a fire. Using thick cable lowers the 
resistance and makes the extension cable safe to use. 

 
Talk about it! 

Look at a light bulb and be very careful not to break it. The thin wire is in the filament and it has high resistance. 
The filament is actually made of a metal called tungsten that has a particularly high resistance. In addition, if you 
look carefully at a light bulb you will see that the filament is in loops between the connectors. This means the wire 
is long as well as thin which increases the resistance further. When electric current passes through this thin wire, it 
causes the wire to heat up and burn. As it burns, it gives off light. 
 

• Answer	questions	1	–	3	on	page	91	(LB).	
• Do	Exercise	5.8	from	the	Cambridge	Primary	Science	Activity	Book	on	page	62.	
• Do	worksheet	5.8a	and	5.8b.		

	

May	28	–	Thursday	

" Downfall	of	Derg	
	

May	29,	Friday	

Topic 5.9 How scientists invented batteries 
In this topic, you will find out how scientific knowledge is developed through creative thinking, observation and 
experiments. 
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Learning objectives 

# Consider how scientists have combined evidence from observation and measurement with creative thinking 
to suggest new ideas and explanations for phenomena. 

 
• Read	page	92	and	93	from	the	Cambridge	Primary	Science	Learner’s	Book.	

Talk about it! 
Nobody knows the answer to this question but we can guess. They probably wanted to cover or plate their 
ornaments with a thin layer of gold and were looking for a way to do this. They may have experimented with 
different metals that they had available and one day somebody, perhaps accidentally, poured some vinegar over the 
metals and got an electric shock. 

 
• Answer	questions	1	–	6	on	page	93	and	Check	your	progress	on	page	94	and	

95(LB).	
• Do	Exercise	5.9	from	the	Cambridge	Primary	Science	Activity	Book	page	63	and	

Language	review	on	page	64.		
• Do	worksheet	5.9.	

	

Monday,	June	1	–	June	12,	Friday	(Revision)		

June	1,	Monday		
Unit	One	–	Humans	and	animals	

" Cambridge	Primary	Science	Learner’s	Book	Page	6	–	21.	
	

June	2,	Tuesday		
Unit	Two	–	Living	things	in	the	environment	

" Cambridge	Primary	Science	Learner’s	Book	Page	22	–	41.	
	

June	3,	Wednesday	
Unit	Three	–	Material	changes	

" Cambridge	Primary	Science	Learner’s	Book	Page	42	–	57.	
	

June	4,	Thursday	
Unit	Four	–	Forces	and	motion	

" Cambridge	Primary	Science	Learner’s	Book	Page	58	–	75.	
	

June	5,	Friday	
Unit	Five	–	Electrical	conductors	and	insulators	

" Cambridge	Primary	Science	Learner’s	Book	Page	76	-95.	
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June	8,	Monday	
" Sound	
• Cambridge	Primary	Checkpoint	Book	Page	80	and	81.	

	
June	9,	Tuesday	

" Parts	of	a	flowering	plant,	Life	cycle	of	flowering	plants	
• Cambridge	Primary	Checkpoint	Book	Page	12,13,	16	and	17.	

	
June	10,	Wednesday	

" Plant	growth,	Plant	experiment	
• Cambridge	Primary	Checkpoint	Book	Page	18,	19	and	20.	

	
June	11,	Thursday	

" The	spinning	Earth,	The	Earth	in	its	orbit	
• Cambridge	Primary	Checkpoint	Book	Page72	and	74.	

	
June	12,	Friday	

" Shadows	
• Cambridge	Primary	Checkpoint	Book	Page78	and	79.	

	
	
	
IT	Practice	Lesson	Plans	for	Year	6		(if	you	have	access	to	a	laptop	at	home)	
Teacher:	Ato	Wakena	wakenagetacho@gmail.com		
	
Please	see	Resources	folder	on	the	RICE	web	site	to	download	a	pdf	with	instructions.	
	


